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ABSTRACT
Ile thesis contributes to evolving debateson spatial theorising in the discipline of International
Relations (IR). It argues that spatial interpretation in the discipline is both gendered,through its
focus on public institutions of politics, and state-centric,through a neo/Realisthegemonyof ideas
in its discourse. These discursive parametersare argued to impose limitations on the study of
transnationalphenomena,and the thesis therefore developsa framework for analysis apposite to
researchinto political activity that is not state-centred.This analytical frarnework is basedinitially
upon the work of Henri Lefebvre, and identifies three categories of analysis: spatial practice,
representationsof spaceand spaceof representation.In this respectthe thesis introducesa form of
spatial methodology to the discipline. The thesis ar"es that these categories provide a more
flexible model for analysis of complex interactions in the international arena than extant
approachesin the discipline can provide, by permitting examinationof political activity at the level
of agency. The spatial categoriesare applied to two transnationalphenomenaof relevanceto the
discipline: the international political practices of non-governmentalorgaýnizations(NGOs), and
their use of information and communicationstechnologies(ICTs). A survey of the use of ICT's by
Amnesty International, Christian Aid, Friends of the Earth, the Institute for Journalism in
Transition and Oxfarn is undertaken. Ile thesis then analysesthe use of ICTs as a political too]
by theseorganizations,using spatial theories as a framework. The application of spatial theories
as a methodological approach aims to extend the discursive parameters of the discipline by
introducing a less gendered,more flexible analytical model, appropriate to researchinto complex
political practices.
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INTRODUCTION

T'his thesisarguesthat conventionalinterpretationsof political spacein the discipline of
International Relations (IR) misrepresentthe nature and form of contemporarypolitical
practice. The thesis is theory-led and aims;to develop new approachesto theorising
complex political practices, an area in which the discipline is currently weak. Recent
work in IR has challengedthe emphasis on territorial integrity which underpins the
spatial logic of the discipline (see: Agnew 1999; Murphy 1996; Walker 1993; Youngs
I 996b). These scholars have argued that the equation of sovereign territory with
political space provides an inadequate foundation for analysis of the multifarious
transnationalactivities which now characteriseinternationalpolitics.

The thesis examinestheseand related argumentsto develop spatial theories relevantto
contemporary practice in the international system. These spatial theories are then
applied to astudy of the useof information and communicationstechnologies(ICTs)' by
five international non-governmentalorganizations(NGOs), in order to illustrate how a
non-territorial spatial logic can provide a foundation for analysis of trans-border
political activity. While some literature on the limitations of the spatial logic of the
discipline exists (see: Walker 1993; Youngs 1996b), the thesis representsthe first
attempt to apply spatial theories to specific transnational practices and, in doing so,
illustrates how they can be used as an alternative mechanismfor interpreting political
practices.

717he
thesis is not, therefore, primarily about NGOs or ICTs: both of these play an
important part in the thesis but are ultimately of secondarysignificance. T"heprimary
aim of the thesis is to take some complex and rather abstract literatures on spatiality
which may be unfamiliar to many IR scholars and to extract key features from these
wl&h may be applied to analysis of contemporarypolitical behaviours.The thesis thus
builds upon criticisms of the limitations of the spatial discourseof IR. It does this by
developing a spatial methodologywhich can be used to assesspolitical change both
contemporaneouslyand from the level of agency. In developingthis methodology,the
thesiscontributesto the developmentof gender-aivaretheorising in IF, by demonstrating

Othertermsin commonuse,suchas 'telcmatics','networktechnologies'and 'computermediatedcommunication'(CMQ maybe usedin the thesisand,unlessothenNise
stated,refer
betweencomputingandtelecommunications
to thesesamecharacteristics
of convergence
technologies.
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the significant contribution feminist theorists have made to the developmentof spatial
awarenessin the discipline. In addition, attemptingto develop an agency-levelapproach
in
their own right, an approach
significant
as
may permit analysis of political actions
which existing state-orientedcategoriesare unableto provide.
The term 'discourse' is used frequently in the thesis and requires clarification. Doty
providesa concisedefinition:
"A discoursemay refer to a specific group of texts, but it also refers to the social
discursive
Ile
linked.
that
texts
to
those
practices
are
practices
which
...
construct a discourseinclude writing, speaking,and practices often consideredto
be "behavioural" which are embeddedin institutions. Discoursesgenerally work
toward closure, creating the effect of an inside that is clearly distinguishablefrom
the outside" (1996: 126).
Youngs suggeststhat the fundamentalaim of the growing body of work on discoursein
IR "is to stressa different way of thinking about theory, one which disrupts ideasabout
separatenessfrom practice and explores how theory and practice are intrinsically and
international
foundation
for
(1996a:
As
linked"
58).
analysis
of
a
problematically
politics, the discourse of IR displays at least two significant limitations. Firstly, the
discourse is gendered,in that 'man' and masculinecharacteristics are assumedto be
Secondly,
legitimacy
1997a).
(see:
Enloe
1989;
Yuval-Davis
representativeof political
the discourse of IR situates the state at the heart of its understandingsof political
activity. Consequently,analysis of political practice, and understandingsof concepts
such as agencyand power, are filtered through a state-centricmterpretativeframework,
a reflection of institutional politics where womenare frequently poorly represented.It Is
the impact these, and other, discursive limitations place on the ability to interpret
political activity within IR, and particularly the actions of non-state actors, which is
central to the claims of the thesis.

Chapter One addressesthe nature of spatial theorising both in IR and in other
disciplines. It highlights ways in which discursive constructs impose conceptual
boundariesand examinesthe work of spatial theorists who have challengedthe ways
academicdisciplines legitimise some spacesover others. The chapter explores spatial
theorising in general, looking at the historical assumptions on space which have
underpinnedmuch acadernic;analysis. 'ne chapter also examinesthe specific forms of
spatial boundariesin IR and, in particular, explores in detail the ways the territorial
imagination has 'framed' the ways international political practices can be understood
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and interpreted. Ile

links
between
increasing
the
social and
addresses
chapter also

in
by
both
NGOs,
ICTs
and
and argues that the spatial
part
political practices, wrought.
frameworks which we have used in the past can no longer be applied to interactionsin
the international arena.

The chapter draws upon the work of feminist theorists'to illustrate how the dichotomous
logic of much academic endeavour severely curtails opportunities to address complex
practices and also marginalizes a wide range of largely non-institutional

actors and

practices. Feminist theories are valuable in exposing entrenched conceptions of the
legitimacy of some political spaces and practices within the discourse of IR. Chapter
One, therefore, suggests that feminist theories on discursive boundaries in the analysis of
political practices are a useful element in the exan-dnation of spatial ontologies. It is
suggested feminists

and other scholars have contributed

to

processes of

're-

is
longer
discourse
in
IR
discipline's
that
the
so
of
recent
and
no
spatialization'
years
deeply entrenched in a state-centric conceptualisation of politics. It is argued, however,
that we have not yet found ways to evade the neo/Realist hegemony of thought which
still positions the state as the key actor in international politics and provides a 'topdown' mode of analysis. 2 For this reason, a spatial methodology which may permit
3
is
from
level
developed
Lefebvre's
theories. This
the
using
analysis
of agency
4
later
is
NGO
in
ICTs
to
the
thesis.
chaptersof
methodology applied
use of

ChapterTwo examinesthe nature of ICTs in order to highlight the characteristicswhich
renderthem qualitatively different from other forms of communication.The chapterfirst
outlines the 'widely acceptedIýstoriography of the developmentof ICTs, detailing the
5
TMs overview illustrates how these
technologies.
reported origins of network
' This is not to suggestthat there is a lack of mvarenessabout the activities of non-stateactors
in the discipline. Many scholarsworking within the discipline focus on individuals, groups
and non-stateorganizations. The argument is, rather, that the don-driant.discourseof the
discipline views the activities of such actors through a state-centric lens.
3 It should be noted that Lefebvre usedthesetheories as a meansof re-conceptualising space
but did not apply them as a methodological approach.I have drawn upon Lefebvre's theories
and applied them as categoriesof analysis in an attempt to develop more 'spatially-aware'
approachesto analysis in IR_
4 The use of this spatial methodologyis designedto overcomedisciplinary boundarieswhich
posit someactors and institutions as more significant in political practice than others. Its
i
application tpý4GO use of ICTs is intended to illustrate how it can be used to assesscomplex
political proýcsses.It is not, however, intended to provide empirical evidenceon the usesmade
of thesetechnologiesby NGOs.
5 'ICTs' is used as a generic term and refers to forms of communication where computersplay
a key role in the exchange and transfer of information. ICTs; have two significant
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technologies have evolved through both public and private sectors, and Nvith the
influence of state, non-state and economic actors. In this respect, ICTs have always
transcendedthe conceptualstate/non-statepolitical boundarieswhich have underpinned
becomes
in
As
IR.
these
technologies
of
more widespread,
use
space
notions of political
and as the exchangeof information acrossnational boundafi-es more frequent, the need
to develop conceptual frameworks which can accommodatethese forms of interaction
becomesevident.

The chapter therefore also provides a brief analysis of the nature of this form of
communication, identifying the specific differences between this and other media. In
particular, the chapter considersthe ways information is exchangedusing ICTs. As
ICTs allow a greater degreeof control over accessto and exchangeof information by
comparisonto other media,this phenomenais suggestedto representan 's/elective' form
of communication. It is this 's/elective' feature which is potentially of greatest
significance to analysts of ICTs, as the sender-receiver relationship between
communicatorsis more dynamic, and therefore possibly more user-centred,than other
communicationsmedia permit. Chapter Two goes on to analysethe changing nature of
audienceconstruction, arguing that, with the use of this form of technology, audiences
potentially have much greater control over which information they wish to accessand
exchange. Again, this would appear to demonstrate the need for now theoretical
approaches which have the flexibility to interpret multi-layered, multi-dimensional
interactions.

Chapter Two concludesby looking at the use of ICTs by economic actors to illustrate
how these technologiescan facilitate interactions which, though having geographical
referents,transcendnational boundaries,both conceptuallyand in practice. The use of
this examplehighlights how ICTs play a crucial function in the diffuse and multi-layered
activities which characteriseglobal economicinteraction. Although the use of ICTs by
economicactors does not directly parallel their use in political practice, this example
illustrates how the use of these technologiesby one group of actors can affect the
operationsof many others. In this sense,this example illustrates how the state-centric
characteristics which render their use of relevance to discussion of political space. Firstly, ICTs
make use of digital technologies which convert different kinds of data into binary form,
alloNNing it to be transferred between computers. Secondly, networking systems allow links
between computers across virtually any geographical area, rendering scale and proximity of
reduced consequence.

7
interpret
discourse
lin-ýits
its
IR
to
the
ability
activities which are not
of
nature of
directedtowards states,or relatedto state interestsas prioritised in the discipline.

Chapter Three provides a typology of NGOs. These actors are consideredin the thesis
for three main reasons.Firstly, their political remit relates specifically to transnational
activity. Although these actors may operatewithin the borders of individual states on
specific regional projects, their conceptionsof political spaceare not usually confinedto
state-centric definitions. Secondly, the ways NGOs operate as social and political
inten-nediariesbetweenstatesand citizens, as well as political actors in their own right,
provides a useftil framework for assessinghow political practices, at agencyas well as
institutional levels, may be affected by the use of ICTs. Thirdly, the NGOs who
respondedto the survey are not specifically or exclusively 'political' actors, but operate
upon a premise of socio-political interpretation. None of these organizations seek to
influence only 'high' political actors, but aim to change practices across the political
spectrum. In this sense,the NGOs consideredalreadyview politics in a lesshierarchical
fashion than the discipline of IR implies. In each of these three areas, spatial theories
may provide a more appropriate form of analysis. Linking the existing operations of
NGOs with their use of ICTs can illustrate how the fairly rigid spatial mappingof IR is
underminedby trans-nationalpolitical communication.

In order to provide someindications on how ICTs are being used in the political sphere,
five international NGOs are surveyed. These organizations, Amnesty Inter-national,
Christian Aid, Oxfam, Friendsof the Earth and the Institute for Journalismin Transition
QJT) all gave information on some of the uses made of new communications
technologies,both intra- and extra-organizationally. In addition, material available via
their websiteshas beenexamined. The analysisis basedon a survey conductedby email
questionnaire in

October 1997, completed by

senior staff

responsible for

communicationspolicy at each of the organizations. Follow-up questionswere sent out
in April 1998. Copies of both questionnairesare given at Appendices (I) and (11).
Literature provided in their online publicity was also used to assess how the
organizationspromotetheir interestsvia ICTs.

Chapter Four describesthe responsesto the NGO survey, using information gatheredin
this and previous chapters. This description recognisesthe constraints on the use of
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ICTs by NGOs, as well as the potential benefits of this form of communicationin
both
This
the possible
thus
to
examines
section
relation changing political practices.
In
in
limitations
ICTs
the
the
arena.
particular, this
political
and
of
use
of
advantagesof
by
focuses
technologies
to
and,
of
access
communications
on
questions
chapter
extension, to political processes. 11ighlighted within this chapter are forms of
marginalizationbasedon genderand on economicdisadvantage,as theseare particularly
A
brief
NGOs
technologies.
to
the
make
of
communications
ways
use
pertinent
examination of the genderedrelations of technology is undertaken and the issue of
fe/male access to ICTs is considered. The marginalization of some groups and
individuals who do not have the economic or educationaladvantagesrequired to use
ICTs is also examined. In addressingthe issue of marginalization, it again becomes
evident that the dichotomous logic of IR is inadequatefor the task of addressingto
complex issues relating to use of ICTs, as the various means of access and the
multiplicity of issues involved in using network technologies effectively are too
complicatedto residewithin a simple inclusion/exclusiondualism.

Chapter Five draNvstogetherthe links establishedbetweensocial, economicand political
effects of the developmentand use of ICTs apalysedin the previous chapters. Theseare
then applied to concepts of political space in this penultimate chapter. The thesis
maintains the position that the separationof social, economicand political factors, as
the spatial assumptionsof IR dictate, is liable to produce researchwhich underplaysthe
relevanceof someactors and practices. Although the disciplinary basis of this research
is that of IF, it is argued that greater attention to social variables is necessaryfor
realistic analysisof the impact of ICT's on political practices.

For this reason,Chapter Five examinesthe problemswhich have faced all disciplinesin
seeking to analyse a form of communication which materially and metaphorically
transcendsthe majority of conceptualboundariesmappedin academia.This examination
illustrates the problems associatedwith creating artificial divisions betweensocial and
political (as well as econon-deand cultural) spheres.This also places the analysis of
NGO use of ICTs in the context of broader debateson both the nature of theorising
about ICTs and the problems inherent in inter-disciplinary researchinto an inherently
trans-disciplinary technology.
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In order to overcome these difficulties, Chapter Five applies Lefebvre's spatial
The
the
to
to
the
categories - spatial practices,
survey.
responses
categories
representationsof space and spaces of representation6- provide an opportunity to
framework
institutional
it
happens
the
wMch
and
avoids
also
addresspolitical changeas
many theoretical approachesin IR adopt. Thus these categories allow analysis of
changes to the material environment, the nature of political discourse and the
opportunities for political action or dissent. 'Mey are applied here to show how these
7
describes
how
in
Tbe
be
turn
takes
and
each category
observed.
chapter
changescan
the survey responsescan be consideredunder theseheadings.

Throughout the thesis, the notion that ICTs transcenddivisions between public and
private realms, betweensocial and political spheresand betweenacademicdisciplines
forms an undercurrent. Chapter Six interprets the application of spatial theories
undertakenin the previous chapter, in an attemptto identify any illustrative examplesof
changesto NGO practice which this may have identified. Responsesto the survey
suggestthat NGOs are aiming to use ICTs to expandand intensify someof their current
forms of political practice. The need to expand or reformulate the ways in which
political spaceis articulated, both as a physical and a conceptualconstruct, is therefore
shown to be relevantto the use of ICTs in the internationalarena.

Chapter Six ultimately examinesthe strengths and weaknessesof the methodological
approach used in the thesis. All methodological choices involve some fonn of
compromiseand inevitably lead to ornissionof salient features. It is suggestedthat one
of the main strengthsof the application of spatial theories to NGO use of ICTs is the
potential to analyse political activity from the 'bottom-up', from the level of agency
rather than of structure. That is, the norm in IR, given its discursive limitations, is to
interpret the actions of non-state actors through state-centric perceptions of their
relevance. Spatial theories provide a mechanismfor analysing political activity in
context, rather than through the discipline's pre-determinedcriteria.

Oneweaknessin the useof spatial theoriesis shownto lie in the categorisationof spatial
issuesto facilitate analysis. Distinctions madebetweenspatial practices, representations
of space and spaces of representation undermine the values of such theories in
6 These conceptsare explored in detail in Chapter One.
7 As noted in Footnote 3, the examplesused here are for illustrative purposesonly.
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illustrating the relationality of thesecategories. That is, to make a distinction between
spatial categoriescontradictsthe conceptof spaceas relational and fluid.

Ile thesis' Conclusion suggeststhat the use of spatial theories can make a valuable
contribution to the study of internationalrelations. In particular, the potential to analyse
political activity from the level of agencythrough the use of such theories could provide
interpretative
frameworks.
by
broadening
In
discipline
dimension
the
to
available
a new
addition, the opportunity to analyse the use of communications technologies
contemporaneouslyis a valuable feature of the approach used in the thesis.
Conclusionnotes, however,that the application of spatial theories to a specific form of
activity in the international arena undertakenin the thesis representsa first attempt to
introducethis form of analysisto the discipline. As such, whilst the approachtaken 4ere
has somemerits, this form of theorisingrequiresfurther investigationand further studies
would be necessaryto provide information for comparativeanalysis.

Overall, the thesis demonstratesthat the use of spatial theories is a fruitftil area of
research in IF, and suggeststhat some of the perceived failings of the discipline in
analysing the activities of non-stateactors may be addressedthrough their application.
'flie thesisdevelopsa theoreticalapproachcan be applied to someof the key concernsof
IF, but which avoids the state-centricity of conventionalapproachesin the discipline.
Application of spatial theoriesto NGO use of ICTs provides a mechanismfor gaining
insights into evolving political practicesfrom the level of agencyand, as such, represents
a new developmentin analytical approachesin IR.
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CHAPTER ONE
SPACE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Introduction
An understandingof the multiple constructions of space is crucial to the analysis of
briefly
be
defined
The
of
may
as a metaphoric
spatiality
activity.
concept
political
characterisationof spheresof political action, opportunity structuresand agendas,which
have the effect of creating boundaries analogous to those of 'real' physical spaces.
Ilese spheres are socially-constructed and can impose limits upon, and provide
opportunitiesfor, political engagement.That is, the ways that the spacesof politics are
imagined has a crucial impact on the ways that political activity is understood and
interpreted. Effectively, acaden-dcdisciplines identify the terrain upon which their
subject-mattershould be plotted, and scholars negotiate this terrain to produce their
analyses.The spatial ontologiesupon which theseterrains are basedmap out the most
significant features of each discipline, emphasisingsome actors, issues and practices
8
over others.

Ilis chapter analyseshow spatial ontologieshave beenconstructedin IR and examines
how these affect its approachesto the study of politics. This investigation provides a
backdrop to later chapters which substantiatethe claim that ICTs affect the spaces
perceivedas 'political', and are consequentlyof relevanceto the study of international
affairs. The chapteralso examineshow and why the spatial assumptionswhich inform
the vocabulary of IR lirait its effectivenessin describing politics betweenstate and nonstate actors. The thesis later analysesthe use of ICTs by NGO to provide a qualitative
case study, to which the spatial theories outlined in this chapter can be applied. The
application of these spatial theories illustrates how spatial assumptionspermeatethe
discipline, by showing how Us form of communication provides a mechanismfor
political engagementwl-dchdoes not necessarilytake the state as its central focus. The
use of spatial theories invokes less embeddedspatial perspectives,highlighting the
inadequacyof current perceptionsof spacein IR for interpreting changein international
9
political practices.
8 The terminology usedhere deliberately reflects that applied geographical landscapes,as
boundariesand borders are conceptscentral to analysis in IR- The thesis focuses,however,
upon the conceptual terrain of the discipline and not upon national boundaries.
9 The concept of 'theory' applied in the thesis can be understoodto incorporate both
hermeneuticand descriptive dimensions.The developmentof theoretical approaches
intrinsically links the interpretative capabilities of a theory with its relevanceto practice. In
this respect,therefore, it is possible and necessaryfor the thesis to presupposethat theories
inevitably couple analytical frameworks with the political practices they are used to interpret.
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It is important to recognise that particular types of space have traditionally been
it
is
in
to
to
theory,
and
analyse
examine
and
necessary
and
political
social
privileged
definitions
have
imposed
this
of social and political
and
on
meanings
may
constraints
boundaries
frame
implicit
discursive
Hidden
academicendeavourand the
or
practices.
boundariesthey invoke are particularly significant in the study of world politics; the
in
is
it
levels
this
argued
and
at
myriad
complexitiesof global relations evidently operate
both
in
in
IR
boundaries
the
that
on
research
restrictions
result
mapped
of
many
chapter
and interpretation in the discipline.
In seeking to incorporate analysis of spatial discourse into research agendas,it has
initially beennecessaryto 'add spacein' or, as Rose exhorts, to persuadeacademicsto
"think spatially" (1993: 141). One group of scholarshas been 'thinking spatially' for
This
in
is
frequently
longer
their
than
analyses.
spatial
overlooked
work
othersand
much
highlights
feminist
the
this
the
and
group
scholars
of
contribution
chapter notes
in
're-spatializing'
have
this and
the
to
they
core
concepts
of
some
made
contribution
other disciplines. Having examined some of the most significant works on spatial
theories, the chapter then extracts key features from the work of Henri Lefebvre and
Edward Soja by identifying three headingswhich can supply an alternative approachto
NGO
in
later
headings
These
to
analysis
of
useof
chapters
are applied
political analysis.
ICTs and ultimately provide a 'spatial methodology' which allows interpretation of
following
discourse.
The
dominant
from
the
outside
of
activity
a
standpoint
political
how
illustrating
discourse
IF,
in
however,
the
the
of
section,
examines nature of space
spatial assumptionsframe the ways in wMch political boundaries are understoodand
interpretedin the discipline.

IR & SpatioLlity
Perhaps of all the social sciences, IR has the most potent, and the least examined,
depend
IR
Walker
has
that
theories
of
upon
argued
modem
conceptualisations;
of space.
(1993:
"that
historically
discourse
spatial
ontology"
reifies
specific
a
systematically
a
5).'0 The ways in which the discourseof IR affirms the spatial logic of territoriality is
10This theme has beenpursuedby many scholars in K most recently Agnew who arguesthat
"political power is overwhelmingly associatedwith the quintessential modem state: it is
envisioned as pooled up in equivalent units of territorial sovereignty ... that exercisepower
through their territories and vie with one another to acquire more power beyond their current
boundaries" (1999: 499).
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exan-tinedin this section. It is argued that assumptionsof territorial primacy permeate
the discourse of IR, and that these form the basis of the discipline's conceptionsof
political legitimacy. As a consequence,states,as the 'possessors'of territory, are seen
both
defining
Despite
this
the
the
to
perspective
political
authority.
many
challenges
as
from both within and without the discipline, the state continuesto assumethe hegemonic
site of political power within the discourseof IR.

Researchand analysis in IR have consistently,albeit generally implicitly, assumedspace
to be two-dimensional, pre-supposingfixed and visible sites of politics which can be
mappedaccordingly. Increasingly,scholarsin the social sciencessuggestthat there is a
need to move beyond simplified, two-dimensionalinterpretations of space. For Rose,
spaces should be seen to be "multi-dimensional, shifting and contingent" and that
"spacesthat would be mutually exclusive if chartedon a two-dimensionalmap - centre
and margin, inside and outside - are occupiedsimultaneously" (1993: 140). Massey
makesa similar point when emphasisingsocial constructionsof space:
"Such a way of conceptualisingthe spatial
inherently implies the existencein
...
the lived world of a simultaneous multiplicity of spaces: cross-cutting,
intersecting, aligning -%vithone another, or existing in relations of paradox or
antagonism"(1994: 3).
This type of spatial understanding,the idea that space may be interpreted in different
ways, and moreovermay have different meaningsin different circumstancesfor different
participants, has profound implications for the discourseof IR.

Although the range of scholarly endeavourin IR is wide and diff-use,the hegemonyof
the state in its discourse informs analysis at all levels of research. The reification of
territory as the legitimate centreof politics has its roots in state practice, of course. As
Murphy notes:
"the spatial organization of society in west-central Europe afler the Peace of
Westphalia fostereda world view in which discrete, quasi-independentterritorial
units were seen as the principle building blocks for social and political life"
(1996: 82).
Murphy also points out, however, that the dominant theories of IR which treat the
world's statesas taken-for-grantedanalytical units provide an inadequateframework for
interpretationof the complexitiesof contemporarypolitics (ibid.: 103). In responseto
the apparent shortcomings of this state-centric discourse

(see: Linklater 1998;

Alexander B Murphy 1996; Walker 1993), approacheswhich explore non-statespaces
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of politics have gained currency in recent years, and critical reflections on the ways
embeddedspatial conceptions shape meanings and definitions in the discipline are
feminist
have
been
by
Many
these
spaces
undertaken
of
analysesof non-state
evolving.
theorists, seeking to explore how gender relations are structured both in practice and
discursively (see: Enloe 1989,1993; Pettman 1996; Zalewsi & Enloe 1995)." Other
scholars have challengedthe state-centrismof IR by examining how power relations
operate at multiple levels, suggesting that states and other actors are involved in
mutually causativerelations (see: Linklater 1998; Rosenau.1997).

Agnew and Corbridge have claimed that the geographical division of the world into
mutually exclusive territorial states has served to define the field of study in IR by
providing clear demarcationsof space which representcentrcs of power (1995: 78).
Drainville has suggestedthat the analytical tradition of Realism, which he refers to as
the "goveniing paradigm of international relations", is founded on the refusal of space,
in viewing states as "vectors of power moving in an unconstraining and untheoriscd
milicu" (1995: 53). 'Mese comments indicate that conceptions of space in IR
simultaneouslyrepresenta signature in the discipline, shaping the terrain of analysis,
and an analytical given, -whichassumesthat diverse political practices can be analysed
through a single, largely unacknowledged,spatial formulation.

The conunoncontentionof spatial theorists in IR is that there is a conceptualrigidity to
the mapping of political spaces in the discipline which is at odds with lived sociopolitical practices. For example, membershipof a non-govenu-nentalorganization or
regional dependenceon income generatedby a multinational corporation may map the
social and political parametersof individual or collective existencemore accuratelythan
state-national structures do. Perceptions of space in IR have been informed by a
geopolitical tradition which "has drawn our attention to boundaries and spacescarved
out by states to enhancetheir security and commandover.natural resources"(Tickner
1992: 112). IR is not, as a consequence,devoid of a senseof space as intrinsic to
international politics. The 'space-system'applied (generally subconsciously) in IR,
however, views state boundariesas defining two different types of politics, one being
internal politics, the other international relations. Within Us conceptualisation,there is
little room for meaningful analysis of the socio-political practices which many NGOs,
individuals and social movementsengagein.
11The contribution of feminist theorists in this area is discussedin detail later in Ns chapter.
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Discursive closure, or fixing limits on appropriate subject matter in academic
disciplines, is an aid to coherencebut is unhelpful in producing satisfactory analysisof
12
complex material. Moreover, assuming that states have devised, created and
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it situatesthe territorial state as essentiallya fixed variable in political analysis,which
suggeststhat it is a critical componentof analysisin all instances. Situating the stateas
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study of internationalpolitics. This reification of the state is increasingly highlightedas
an ontological limitation in IR (see: Linklater 1998; Agnew 1999) and tile needto
expand discursive parametersto allow non-statepolitical practices to be interpretedas
influential in their own right is apparent.

To challenge the centrality of the state in spatial conceptions is not to deny the
significance of territory or location, nor to dispute the importance of state practices in
many aspects of global politics.

However, it is evident that the ways space is

representedin the discourse of IR do not adequately reflect contemporary political
practices, either of non-state actors or of states themselves.The argument of many
spatial theorists is that the territorial imagination, though often inadvertently applied, is
a spatializedimaginationwhich imposesconceptualboundaries.

Territory doesmatter, of course. Waning factions have always soughtto seizeterritory,
or more specifically resources, from opponents, and the mapping of states as
geographicalentities is important in situating borders, resources,people, and so on. In
addition, an important element of political identity relates to national identity (see:
12All academicanalysis requires someform of discursive closure. What are called into
question here are the particular boundarieswhich mainstream IR has establishedas the
discursive core for analysis of international politics. The spatial theories applied in the thesis
also representa form of discursive closurebut it is argued that theseallow a more flexible
approach to analysis of complex political interactions.
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McDowell & Sharp 1997; Yuval-Davis 1996). Territory remains an important element
of interpretationin IP, but its primacy as the central pillar of IR's spatial conceptionsis
subjectto challenge. In particular, its representationalabstraction,the state,provides an
inadequatecontext for analysisof other spacesof international affairs, inter alia, spaces
of migration, of economicgrowth and decline, of communication,of accessto or"denial
of political choiceand so on. Overwhelmingattentionhas beenpaid to stategovernments
at the expenseof other political actors (Murphy 1996: 103) and it is in an attempt to
produce a more realistic reflection of contemporary political practices that spatial
theoristshave challengedthe state-centricbias.

'Mere hasbeena generalacknowledgementamongscholarsin IR in recentyearsthat the
rangeand scopeof political activity extendsfar beyondthe real and metaphoricconfines
of the territorial state. Impressions of space as multi-dimensional wliýicli have gained
credencein social theory, however, require some translation to the political. Increased
communications,in terms of both the growth of telecommunicationsinfrastructuresand
of individual interactions, the transnationalizationor globalization of some aspectsof
commercialactivity, the expansionof the NGO sector and the developmentof somecooperativeinternationalpolitical regimes,amongother factors, suggestthat it is no longer
possible, if it ever were, to maintain an analytical distinction between social and
political spheres.

Rosow points out that mainstreamIR now acceptsthat social groups, non-stateactors,
and subaltern classesmay influence and be affected by political processes (1994: 1).
He suggests,however, that rather than leading to questioningof the basic assumptions
of IR, much analysis which includes new players continues to "undergird traditional
Realist intellectual structures" (ibid.: 2).

These structures require and recreate the

international, and are based on "theories that themselvesconstitute the reality they
explain" (ibid.: 5). For Walker a seriesof already existing categoriesand expectations
about the position of the state form the foundationsfor analysis in IR (1990: 165). This
has beenthe basis of the discourseof IR: its Realist underpinningsmean that the many
critiques of its approachare always articulated by referenceto it. That is, criticisms of
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Realism have to explain their relevanceby disproving the 'common sense' of its
interpretations.13

Walker notes that the state system constructedin early modem Europe has dominated
both recent experienceand collective memory (1995: 308). In this regard, spatial
theorists in IR are challengingculturally embeddedunderstandingsof political space,as
disciplinary
Thus:
as
assumptions.
well
"Modem accountsof the political are still framed spatially: here and there, inside
is
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It
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World.
World
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within
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conceptionsof temporality, of progressivehistory and development,have found
their political purchase. Without that framing, it is difficult to make senseof
politics at all" (Walker 1993: 314).
This framing of politics reflects the geographical imagination which, Rose argues,
assumesthat spacecan always be known and mapped,that it is infinitely knowableand
is devoid of impenetrableobscureareas (1993: 70). Hence, even in disciplines which
are essentially 'non-geographic', such as politics, sociology and economics, a
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Post-positivist debatesand interdisciplinary researchhave extendedthe range of IR and
challenged this reductionist tendency. Smith identified critical theory, feminism,
historical sociology and postmodernismas the central pillars of contemporarychallenges
to the Realist assumptionswhich underpin the paradigmatic structure of the discipline
(1995). Despite the diversenature and complexity of theseliteratures, he suggeststhat
they have in common "a rejection of the simplistic philosophy of sciencethat underlines
most positivist scholarshipin internationaltheory" (ibid.: 26). The positivist foundations
of IR reflectedin its spatial ontology, most notably through the promotion of the state as
an independentunit operating in a systemof comparableentities, objectify the spacesof
politics, and emphasisea division from social phenomena.Post-positivist approaches
13The problem of perpetually re-itemting Realist ideas has lessenedin recent years as many
scholarssimply avoid engaging,"ith the Realist vs non-Realist dichotomy (see:Elshtain
1995a)
14Attempts to make the social sciencesmore 'scientific' by using empirical methodshave been
widely criticised, particularly by feminist scholars(see:Harding 1986,1987). Most disciplines
have acknowledgedfeminist criticisms and have striven to acknowledgethe subjectivity
inherent in academicanalysis; although somework in IR has beenundertaken in this area
(again largely by feminists - seeZalewski & Enloe 1995), the discipline has lagged behind
others in accepting the multi-dimensionality of the political realm.
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have frequently, though often implicitly, challengedthe spatial ontologies of IF, by
viewing the social as intrinsically linked to the political, and by denying the validity of
the state as the defining site of political engagement.

Thus a re-spatializing of the discourse of IR has been in progress for several years,
although the language of spatial theory has not always been applied.

Much

contemporarytheory in IR has servedto erodethe conceptof the state as central actor,
and in particular has challengedthe notion of the state as the embodimentof political
community (see: Linklater 1998; Rodgers 1999). Given dynamic changesto the
nature of international affairs as a field of study, and related adjustments to the
ontological assumptionsand epistemologicalapproachesof IR, Walker's suggestionthat
"we should not be surprised if we are forced to revise our understanding of die
relationshipsbetweenuniversality and particularity, Tliem and Us, or spaceand time"
(1990: 23) now seemsprescient.

Two ways of conceptualisingspace are necessaryfor forging discursive links across
social and political spheres. Firstly, using the global, regional, provincial, local and so
frames
in
of reference
on, conjunction with awarenessof non-elite agendas,as primary
can provide a more effective analytical approach for interpreting the real impact of
activities and the choicesmadeby actors (see: Rosenau1997). In this sense,location
is acknowledgedand contextualized,to provide a specific focus frequently absent in
state-centric analysis. Secondly, constructions of social and political identity and
activity can be understood in respect of situation, rather than through state-centred
hierarchies. That is, statesdo not createexclusivepolitical identities, nor is all political
activity by non-state actors directed towards states, or in relation to states. Indeed,
many of the actions of non-state actors are undertaken outside of the traditionallyunderstood hierarchies of political analysis, and their effects are consequently
underplayedor under-analysedin IR.

In theserespects,the blunt instrumentof 'state'

categoriesmisses genuinely important activities, causesand consequences,which the
discipline seeksto explain and understand.

The separationof states in the discourseof K both from the domestic realm and from
each other, means that the social and the political are not viewed as cognate in any
meaningfiil way. Youngs has suggestedthat this is problematic as the complexitiesof
mapping the interactions between political, econon-deand cultural spaces, and the
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analysis,rather than any locational or state-spatialcontext. This is particularly pertinent
in relation to analysis of new communicationstechnologies,which, as later chapters
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Space& Social Theo
In recent years, scholarsfrom a range of disciplineshave suggestedthat conceptionsof
space based on geographical determinants,that is as contained and containable, are
analytically limiting.

Suggestionsthat space should be seen as multi-dimensional,

fairly
by
human
behaviour
commonplace
now
are
variable, contingent and constructed
5
amongsocial sciencetheorists. Spatial arrangementsas diverseas the global economy,
perceptionsof the human body, and the built environmentsof modem cities are now
relatively familiar areasof research. Analysis of such arrangementsalso often reveals
how perceptionsof spacedefine epistemologicalparametersand consequentlydetem-dne
how key conceptssuch as power, agencyand authority are understood.

Relating this literature to IR, it becomesevidentthat state-centricspatial ontologieslimit
the potential to analysemetaphoricspaceswithin the discipline. 'nat is, the positioning
of the state as the signifier of political legitimacy constructs ontological boundaries
which influence perceptions of both what political activity is, and how it can be
analysed. In essence,state-centric ontologies limit the ways in which political
participation can be understood,and consequentlyhow conceptssuch as power, agency
and authority can be analysed.

Framing conceptions of political

space are more general, historically-embedded

interpretationsof space.Probably the most widespreadunderstandingof spaceemanates
from the dominantWesternimageof geographicspace; that is, the spacesrelatedto and
determinedby physical characteristics,suchas landscapeand terrain. This cartographic
imagination perceives space to be mensurableand finite. Space in this conceptionis
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understood to be complete, pre-existing and potentially quantifiable, essentially
mathematical(Lefebvre 1991: 1).

Soja describeshow, in the late nineteenthcentury, the three major realms of socialist,
idealist and empiricist thought came to view the placing of phenomenain temporal
sequenceas more revealing than putting them side by side in spatial configuration
(1996: 168). Tbus the established interpretative framework for human and social
development placed time - associated with dynamic characteristics like evolution,
modernisationand change- at the foreground. Spacebecamewhat Soja describesas an
cextra-socialenvironment', or a stageupon which history takesplace (see: ibid.).

Ile norrn, therefore, has been to view time as the dominant partner in the time-space
relationship. In discursive practices, the standard,generally subconscious,approach,is
to define a space (a territory, region, 'the international', and so on) and to observe
'history happen' upon or widiin it.

Soja refers to Us privileging of time over spaceas

the "alluring logic of Wstoricism" (1989: 14), where "an already made geographysets
the stage, while the wilfiil making of history dictates the action and the storyline"
(ibid.).

'Mus, for Agnew and Corbridge, "space is regarded as an unchanging 'essence'that
constantlyproducesthe sameeffects" (1995: xi). This taken-for-grantedimpressionof
spaceis increasingly subject to questionand the conceptof socially-constructedspaces,
which are understoodto be multifaceted and relational, has been developed. Sociallyconstructedspaceshave multiple meaningsand are interpreted differently by different
actors. Consequently,it is not sufficient to imagine a particular space as a stage on
which history may happen; political activity is neither linear nor constant, and the
priorities and concerns of actors vary according to circumstance. Although many
scholarsare now highlighting the limitations of conventionalinterpretationsof political
space for investigating contemporary practices, developing spatial frameworks
appropriate to analysis of the nuancesof contemporarypolitics has, to date, proven
problematic.

" See: Dear & Flusty (1999), Harvey (1990), Lefebvre (1991), Massey (1994,1995), Rose
(1993), Soja (1989,1995,1996), Walker (1990,1991,1993) and Watson & Gibson (Eds)
(1995).
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For Grosz, in common with many other theorists, "it has becomeincreasingly clear
...
that the organizationand managementof space... have very seriouspolitical, social and
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and effectively beyond geograpWcalspace. For Luke, the "concrete reality of place,
expressedin terms of a socio-cultural context of spatial location, gradually is being
displaced by a tangible imaginary of flow" (1995: 100). TMs does not dispute the
significance of place, but does challengethe notion that place alone can provide the
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The relations betweenthesevarious phenomenacontribute to the constructionof social,
economic,cultural and political spaceswhich have only a limited relationship with the
geographicallocation of the factory - the place whereit is situated (see: Massey 1995).
Consequently,the 'flow' mentioned by Luke is characterisedby a comprehensionof
spaceas createdin and through human activity, rather than specifically linked to locale.
Space in Us conception is not given but constructed,and is not pre-determinedbut
relational and variable. For Massey:
"To say space is relational meansboth that it should not be conceptualisedas
someabsolute (that is to say, pre-existing) dimensionand also that it is actually
constructed out of, is a product of, the relations between social phenomena"
(ibid.: 1).
Ilese perceptions, which identify space as dynamic and mutable, contradict the
geographicalimagination which implies spaceto be both static and finite. In assuming
that spatial relations incorporate human activity as well as geographical
16
considerations, space can be understood to be intrinsically connected to social
relations, involved in multi-dimensionalassociationsof both causeand effect.

As McDowell and Sharp note, "Physical and social boundariesreinforce eachother and
spatial relations act to socialisepeopleinto the acceptanceof [gendered]power relations
Social
(1997:
3).
they
reinforce
power,
privilege
and
oppression"
relations are not,
-
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In light of this, in applying

conceptionsof the social to imagesof spaceit is possiblefor Massey to arguethat:
be seen as constructedout of the multiplicity of social
"(T)he 'spatial'
can
...
relations across all spatial scales, from the global reach of finance and
telecommunications,through the geographyof the tentacles of national political
power, to the social relations within the town, the settlementand the workplace"
(Massey 1994: 5)
The challengeof these conceptionsof spaceto territorial interpretations obviously has
important resonancefor IR, as they acknowledgethe significance of place but also
Wghlight metaphoric and material boundaries which structure social relations. The
implications of tlýs multi-dimensional approachare significant for IF, as the sphereof
activity which may now impinge upon the political - social, economic and cultural
activity - need to be interpreted within the discipline. At present, the fairly limited
landscapeof the political plotted in IR restricts its potential to pursue multi-dimensional
interpretations of politics effectively. The following sections examine conceptionsof
space in social theory in more detail, building towards the identification of a 'spatial
methodology' which may better reflect the multi-dimensionality of contemporary
political practices.

Developmentsin Spatial InteMretatio
Lefebvre published a Nvide-rangingcritique of spatial assumptions in historical and
social theories and introduced new conceptionsof the relevance of space for social
analysis (1991,1996).

Most academic disciplines have now been subject to some

revision of their often hidden spatial assumptions,with many scholars arguing for more
inclusive, interdisciplinary approaches to understandingsof space.17 One argument
frequently put forward by these scholars is that although spatial metaphorsare used
frequently in everyday language, their impact on our ways of thinking is rarely
acknowledged.

16As noted above,the geographical imagination of IR relates national borders to legitimate
political spaces.
" In the social sciences,theorists such as Featherstoneet at (1995), Lash and Urry (1994),
Bird et at (1993), Smith and Katz (1993) and latterly K IPE and political theorists such as
Agnew and Corbridge (1995), Alexander B Murphy (1996), Rosow et at (1994), Walker
(1990,1991,1993) and Youngs (1996b) have arguedfor the inclusion of social interpretations
of spacein academicdiscourse.
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For Agnew, representationsof space in everyday life are so familiar as to be largely
differently
Soja
(1994:
87),
that
to
think
and
suggests
about the
we
need
unquestioned
meaningsand significance of space and related conceptswhich comprise the inherent
spatiality of human life: place, location, territory, environment,region and so on (1996:
1). Terms such as in/out, national/globaland so on, while apparently innocuous,invoke
perceptionsof inclusion, exclusion and situation which delineatedebate and discussion
(see: Walker 1993).'s For Agnew and Corbridge, although these terms are usually
implicit rather than overtly contemplated,they are "deeply symbolic of how we define
identify
is
and
we
and
wrong
with and against" (1995: 79). Thus,
whom
what right
discursive representationsof space "define and limit
conceptions
of
social
and
...
political discourse" (ibid.) Given the growth in migration and international trade, the
useof telecommunicationssystemsand links betweenthe 'real' and 'virtual' worlds, it is
evident that new ways of conceiving of spacewhich permit analysis of these multiple
constructionsand interpretations,and which avoid the constraints of pre-definedroles,
are required.

Despite the general accord among scholars of spatiality about the need to incorporate
spaceinto academicdiscourseand social and political praxis, however, there has been
little consensuson how this might best be achieved. Three reasonsfor the absenceof a
clear spatial methodologyare evident. Firstly, the interdisciplinary nature of spatial
theorising transcendsand challengesthe ontological assumptionsof individual fields of
study. IndeedLefebvre suggestedthat spatiality, along with Mstoricality and sociality,
is too important to be confined within the narrow specialisationsof academia (cited in
Soja 1996: 6). In this respect,spatial theorising challengesthe disciplinary distinctions
upon which academicexerciseis premised. Secondly,the notion of socially-constructed
space precludes the possibility of a common schemeof categorisation. The phrases
most frequently arising in spatial theory, which posit spaceas relational, as fluid and as
contingent, negate the possibility of a single theoretical approach. Thirdly, with
particular referenceto conceptsof political space,this area of study is relatively new
and there are few, if any, theoreticalgivens. Although work on spatiality in the broader
social sciencesis now relatively extensive,there has been little application of spatial
18Walker has been discussingthe spatial constraints of IR since the early 1990s.Ms Nvorkis
referred to frequently in the thesisbecause,although someof his ideas are now over a decade
old, many are still relevant to the study of political spacein IP- Despite many changesin the
international systemin the past decade,the discipline of IR has not yet establisheda clear
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theories to political practices to date, although there has been much discussion of the
limited understandingsof space displayed in IR (see: Alexander B Murphy 1996;
Watker 1993; Youngs 1996b).

It is possible, however, to identify spatial theories which can provide a framework for
analysis of political activity. 'Me prevalent strands of spatial theory most pertinent to
developing new approaches to political analysis are those which provide an
interpretative framework for examining links across social and political spheres,an
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Feministsand Spac
An interest in gender relations and related power dynamics has led feminist theorists
towards analysis of the ways notions of legitimacy can be imbued within the discourse
and practicesof politics. In addressingthe ways the 'meanings' of politics are conveyed,
feministshave identified someof the most powerful but often unquestionedconstructions
of political discourse.Feministthinlýingon political analysisthus has two strong related
'9
strands. The first of these suggeststhat there is a gendereddivision between the
'public' political arena and 'private' domestic spaces.This division situates politics as
an activity related to the public sphere and renders the domestic arena a- or nonbe
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active the public arena.

The secondkey argument,which is relatedto this public/private division, focuseson the.
separationof the social realm from the political in analysis of international affairs, an
issuewhich, as noted above, has proven to be a limitation in IR. As a consequenceof
senseof the multi-dimensionality of political practices and it is in critique of this shortcoming
that Walker's work is most effective.
19Feminist schlarship is a diverse and complex area: Zalewski has argued, for example, that
there is not a feminist view, only the interpretations of feminists (1995). Claims regarding
'feminist thinking and 'feminist scholarship' made here identify trends rather than doctrines.
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20This form of public/private separationis basedon the Aristotelean conceptualisationof
public spherepolitics, a profoundly masculinevision on political space.
21A distinction is made here betweenanalysisof domesticand international politics, reflecting
the distinction made in IR-
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inappropriate. Domestic power relations, questionsof economics,divisions of labour
and so on, are not containedwithin the artificial distinction of private and public spaces,
and there is an overspill from each and all of theseissueswhich servesto shapeand is
shapedby theserelationsacrossmultiple spaces.

The public spacesof politics emphasisedin IR are also equatedNvithhistoricity, in that
events within them are visible and recorded,and are thus perceived to be essentially
meaningfid. Private spaces, by contrast, are devoid of such consequence.Ile
marginalization of the private realm, and particularly the low profile of women on the
22 This marginalization is
landscape of political theory, has been well-documented.
compounded by the transitory nature of private-space existence; public political
activities, which are recorded and re-visited for historical analysis, have a temporal
resonancewhich private spaceslack.

IR is not simply constitutedby the transferenceof discussionfrom the domesticto the
internationalarena. In the translation of political discoursefrom the micro to the macro
level, the state essentiallybecomesa self-containedunit, which forrns the ftindamental
and hegemonicunit of analysisin IR:
"Relations between states are conventionally understood as the negation of
community presumed to be possible within the sovereign state. Whether
cbaracterised as politics without centralised authority, as an international
anarchy, or as a more or less mechanical (automatic rather than political)
system,internationalrelations is definedboth by the presenceof sovereignstates
as primary actors and by the absenceof a sovereignpower/authority governing
the systemitself' (Walker 1991: 454).
The entities which comprisethe population of IR are states,not people. Conceptionsof
interdependenceand relative power are consequently located in and through state
practices, rather than in and through the lives of people, and societal constructionsare
subsumed within dominant-actor suppositions. Iliese 'top-down' interpretations of
politics obscure the reflexive relationship between states and individuals, and
substantiatethe claim of feminist scholars that 'bottom-up' forms of analysis are also
required. In essence,the framing of international politics as a 'top-down' enterprise
provides only one, fairly limited, approachto analysisof complex political practices.

22 Seeparticularly Brown (1988), Bryson (1992), Butler & Scott (1992), Elshtain (1987,
1991), Peterson& Runyan (1993), Rinehart (1992), and Sunstein (1990).
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In IR the state is envisionedto a large extent as removedfrom governmentalprocesses.
Discussionof, for example,foreign policy in IR often functions at a level of abstraction
which inadequatelyreflects the real experiencesof either governmentsor populations,
creating a barrier separatingindividuals from political processesin the discipline. For
feminist scholars,the hiddenboundariesimplicit in the discipline consequentlyconstitute
the primary location for critical examination. For example, concepts such as 'power',
and notions thereof, have been widely analysedin 'traditional' feminist research. In
theseconceptions,.power is seento be basedon interpersonalrelations, specifically on
the relations betweenwomen and men, and most particularly on the dominanceof male
over female. Such formulations are not necessarilyinapplicableto IR:
"Although power may be experiencedin individual terms, it also has a systemic
quality about it. The actions of individual men have institutional, ideological
and discursivebacking" (McDowell& Pringle 1992: 10).
This systemic dimensionof power is the area with which IR scholarsare most familiar
and definitions of power are invariably locatedat institutional level. Tbus power in IR
is concerned with military capabilities and/or economic strength and/or diplomatic
strategies and/or many other of the political and strategic resources of states.
Definitions of power in IR are manifold, varied and often vague. Consensuson a
precisedefinition is probably neither necessarynor desirable,but it is fair to suggestthat
social relations frequently fall outside of IR's traditional interpretationsof power. For
feminist theorists, attemptsto break the state-centricmould of IR are hinderedby this
basic issue; feminists see power as related to social relations where mainstreamIR
views power as an institutional attribute.

In challengingkey assumptionsof the discipline in tlýs fashion, feminists have soughtto
extendsomenon-traditional, de-masculinizedways of interpreting international politics.
Feministstherefore focus not only upon women as a category, but also upon gendered
constructions of IR theory and practice. As Jensen notes, analysis of the social
construction of genderrelations compelsus to think about the ways in which all social
relations are constructed (cited WMtworth 1994/1997: 56).

For feminists, this

approach offers a greater insight into the nature of contemporary international affairs,
where many of the key players, such as NGOs and MNCs, are evidently socio-political,
rather than exclusively political, actors.
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Feminists have adopted a variety of approachesin their attempts to re-spatializeIR.
There has been some work concentratedon casestudies, for example, adapting one of
the characteristicapproachesof social scienceresearchin IR to feminist priorities (see,
for example: Alternatives, Winter 1993; Rodgers 1998a). These have focused on
examination of how states and international institutions treat women in particular
circumstances,or seekto include women in analyseswhere they have traditionally been
absent or invisible, for example through analysis of genderedpatterns of labour or
migration. This methodillustrates how women are hidden in the conventionaldiscourse
of IF, simply by sbowing what researchthat does include them looks like. There have
also been some reinterpretations of conventional histories by feminist scholars,
examining masculinist bias in the historiography of IF, particularly in texts seenas
classical in IR (see: Elsbtain 1987,1991; Tickner 1992). This work, highlighting the
gender bias in IR literature, broadens the base of the discipline and gives scholars
wishing to developresearchin this area somefoundationalstructure to developupon.

Despite these moves to create alternative interpretationsof international politics, the
ontologies of IR reflect and sustain an artificial impression of political practices.
Youngs has argued that only rudimentary attention has been paid to questions of
spatiality in IR and that there is a "danger of a gender-neutral sense of spatiality
persisting even in new critical work in this area" (1996b: 2, emphasisin ori&al).
Given this danger, it is necessaryto analyse gender and space in IR as intrinsically
linked, rather than to create or sustain a synthetic division betweenthem. Beyond reimagining the constituentsof politics, therefore,the key contribution of feminist scholars
to debateson spatiality has been to highlight and explore the dichotomouslogic which
underpinsall academicdisciplinesbutwhich has beenparticularly influential in IR.

It is in Us area that the feminist contribution to developingthe discourseof IR has been
widely overlooked.The feminist critique of public/private divisions and of the dualistic
approach which this reflects (seebelow) is basedon a significant body of work which
seeks to produce multi-dimensional interpretations of political practice. While many
spatial theorists have worked towards a similar goal, eventhe newestwork in this area
has underplayedthe contribution of feminist scholars.

The "dichotomous dualism" (Massey 1994: 256) which is premised upon either/or
interpretationsof social and political activity hasbeensubjectto widespreadcriticism by
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ferninist theorists. The production of oppositional categories, which validate one
subject position by negating another, is still characteristic of much scholarshipin JR.
For example,the discipline's approachto ideologyand the choiceoffered betweenrealist
and idealist perspectives illustrates the dichotomous approach which feminists have
criticised. For Elshtain, this attitude pits idealists (thosewho are not realists) v. realists
(those who are) (1995a: 265), and allows little room for seeing politics as a more
complex picture. The categories of Realist and idealist are discrete and mutually
exclusive, -sviththe subject position of one defined by its opposition to the other. Tle
lexicon of IR is riddled with examplesof this dualistic approach. It is enshrinedin the
order/anarchyconceptionsof the internationalsystem,in structure/agencydebatesand in
notions of inside/outsideassociatedwith sovereignstatehood (see: Walker 1993). In
theserespects,although the distinction madebetweenthe 'social' and the 'political' has
been widely challenged(see: Linklater 1998; Smith et al 1997; Walker 1993), it
remainsa discursiveundercurrentin IR.

For Rose, "dominant subject position(s) see difference only in relation to themselves"
(1993: 137). Consequentlychallengesto their authority are renderedincoherentif they
seek to apply a non-dualistic approach. Feminist theorists have generally proposed
relational and inclusive, rather than oppositional and exclusive,approachesto the study
of contemporarypolitics. In failing to provide a dualistic alternative to the dominant
however,
feminist
model,
and gender theory provides no tangible responseto the
discipline's existing tenus, within those terms. To some extent, the call for context
inherent in feminist theory paradoxically consolidatesthis multiple reinforcementof
dualisms. In not acceptinga direct opposition between,for example,good and bad, but
always seeking examination of context, this mode of theorising always and inevitably
residesoutsideof the discursivenonus.

One of the most prominent areasof feminist analysisof the dualistic approachhas been
focusedon the relationshipbetweentime and space,as understoodin political analysis.
A repeatedobservation of scholars working in this area is that space has long been
subsumedto the significanceof time in social theory. For Youngs, this has particularly
profound effects in political theory, where much of the justification for specific material
and discursivepracticeshas beenbasedon a perceivedlegitimacy gainedover time (see:
23See,for example, Massey(1994,1995), Bryson (1992), Coole (1988), Elshtain (1995a),
Marshall (1994) and Youngs (1996b).
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1996b). Where time has beenendowedwith characteristicdynamism and has thus been
associatedNvithprogressand development,perceptionsof spaceas a given have rendered
it fixed and static by comparison.

This interpretation of the time-spacerelation hascontributedto the genderingof political
discourse,as the dynamic realm of public office is associatedwith the mate-dominated
sphere of politics. Massey suggeststhat "this pervasive and influential view of the
relationship betweenspaceand time seesthem as dichotomousand as dichotomousin a
particular way. It is a formulation in which time is the privileged signifier in a
distinction of the type A/not-A" (1994: 6). The dominanceof historicity which prevails
in Western conceptionsof politics has beensubject to repeatedchallengesfrom feminist
theorists, who argue that such interpretations are basedon genderedand exclusionary
prernises.'Me temporal, associatedwith progressand developmentand the masculine
field of public politics, dominatespolitical analysis. The spatial realm is consequently
marginalizedand analysisof its significancehas,until recently, beenvery limited.

Another point of note is that the creation of conceptualboundariesimbues someissues
with legitimacy at the expenseof others. Thus Massey notes that "all attempts to
institute horizons, to establishboundaries,to secureidentity of places, can be seen
...
...
as attempts to stabilise the n2eaningsofparticular envelopesof space-time" (ibid.: 5,
emphasisin original). That is, the privileging of time over spaceconstitutesa form of
control over the perceivedlegitimacy of someactors and issues.The way that this has
beenarticulated in IR has beenthrough the establishmentof the neo/Realisthegemony,
wl&h has establishedthe dominanceof the stateas the signýifierof political validity, thus
underplaying the role of non-stateactors. Equally significantly, though, Us hegemony
meansthat a particular type of history - that basedaroundpublic, 'official', state-related
politics - is privileged. Tbus the state is legitimised as the defining site of political
practice, and historical analysis of politics in IR is basedlargely on interpretationsor
recordsof state activity.

These dualistic relationships - of space and time, public and private, 'inclusion and
exclusion and so on - dependupon a superior versus inferior ranking (Walker 1993;
Youngs 1996b). For feminist theorists the conceptualisationof space as physical and
static is a reflection and continuation of masculine subjectivities which dependupon
presenceand absenceto conveymeaning. So, thoughtime, spaceand matter are seenas
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inextricably connectedin the history and philosophy of Western science (Soja 1989:
79), time is consistently perceivedas dominant. Or, as Massey suggests:"Over and
over again, time is defined by such things as change,movement, history, dynamism;
while space, rather lamely by comparison, is simply the absence of these things"
(Massey 1994: 256). Grosz argues that reconceptualizationof gender relations entails
reconceptualizationof representationsof space and time because "the ways in which
spacehas been historically conceivedhave always functioned to contain women or to
obliteratethem" (1995: 55).
Ile division of domesticfrom internationalpolitics, and the exclusionsthis affirms and
validates, prefaces considerationof the links which can be made betweensocial and
political activity.

The fon-nation of political communities has, in IR, tended to be

understood as an internal issue, relevant to domestic politics, and therefore largely
outsideof the discipline's remit. That is, understandingsof politics which are not linked
to the internationalagendasof stateshavebeenlimited in the discipline. For Walker:
"Most prevailing ideologies can - and do - take establishedways of speaking
about statist forms of political community for granted. By contrast, conventional
languagesthat refer to relations betweenstatesare conspicuouslybarren. T'his is
largely becausethe character of international relations has been understoodas a
negationof statist forms of political community, as relations rather than politics,
as anarchy rather than community" (1993: 164).
The primacy given to the state as political spaceprovides a metaphoric demarcationin
the discourse of IR, and situates concepts of affiliation as an essentially unrelated
dimension of political engagement. This renders analysis of multi-faceted relations
betiveenstatesand non-stateactors difficult, as terms such as agencyand co-operation
are constrainedby state-centricinterpretations.

Given the apparent convergenceof many social and political phenomena,which both
transcendgeographicalboundariesand contributeto the constructionof new metaphoric
spaces(see: Peterson1996b), it is necessaryto explore how IR may addressthe nature
of political, or more correctly socio-political, activities which do not fall either within
given spatial parameters,or within its pre-existing definitions of what constitutesthe
political. Spatial ontologieswhich view definitions of the political as neither necessarily
based on state agendas,nor as defined in and through these, thus form a significant
challengeto the authority of existing norms in IR.
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Looking at the challengesposedby feminists,it is possibleto seea number of discursive
lin-dtationswhich prevail in'the discipline of IR, basedlargely on its patternsof inclusion
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channels, is

associatedwith the public spacesemphasisedin the discourseof IR. Consequently,nonstate actors and non-official activities are under-representedand underexplored in
analysisof internationalaffairs.

The fourth discursive limitation lies in the tendencyto emphasisethe historical over the
spatial in the discipline, which meansthat the state has come to embody conceptionsof
political community.

As a result, transborder, transnational, regional or globally-

defined organizations and conummities which may be transient or lack cohesionare
analysed within the context of a statc-orientedinterpretative framework which is illsuited to the task (see:Rodgers 1999). The evident impact of transnationalactors and
activities on patternsof political engagementconsequentlyrequiresan analytical schema
better able to accommodatethe complexities of contemporary politics. The following
section outlines one such approach by adapting the work of Henri Lefebvre, Edward
Soja and bell hookS24
to provide a framework for spatial analysisof political activity.

Spatial Ontologies
Lefebvre has elucidated some key notions about space, arguing that the ways we
perceive space are neither accidental nor incidental. Analysing Lefebvre's work,
Kofinan and Lebas suggest that

"the spatialization of society and history are

ideological; (it) belongsto the reahn of. conceivedand not lived space" (see: Lefebvre
1996: 48). That is, our conceptionsof spaceboth define and situate agentsand actions
conceivedto be of significance,to the exclusionof others.

24bell hooks spells her name without capital letters. Note that word processingpackagesdo not
always recognisethis and may insist on capitalising the first letter where hooks' name starts a
sentence.
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Spatial theories offer

a multi-dimensional analytical framework which the

circumscriptive discourse of IR is unable to provide. Some of hooks' and Soja's
insights on spatiality are briefly sketchedin this sectionto illustrate how conceptsof the
spatial can be adaptedto analysis of political practices. These conceptsare applied in
relation to some of the notions on spaceproducedby Lefebwe, which are then used to
provide a basis for analysisof NGO use of ICTs in the following chapters.

A useful starting point for spatial analysis is Lefebvre's suggestionthat "Space is
nothing but tile inscription of time in the world, spacesare the realizations, inscriptions
in the simultaneity of the externalworld of a seriesof times" (1996: 16). Spacecan thus
be understoodas the way(s) the world is organized,and the way(s) in which theseforms
of organization are understoodand interpreted. Using Lefebvre's ideas on inscriptions
of time, it is possible to argue that the world as it has been is not necessarilythe world
as it is noiv. In this respect, the historical inscriptions upon which understandingis
based are supplemented, reaffirmed, erased and altered over time, adjusting the
foundationsupon which understandingdepends. Consequently,both the assumptionsof
what knowledgeis, and how it can be interpreted,changeover time. It is possibleto see,
therefore,why it is necessaryfor the discourseof IR to changeto reflect the nature of
contemporary political practices. Thus the reification of the state may have been
appropriatein the past" but can no longer bejustified.

Lefebvre outlined a tripartite conceptualisationof space:spatial practice, representations
of space and the spacesof representation,which offer an alternative framework for
16
ibid.;
Soja
(see:
1989,1996)
These three elementsof spatial processare
analysis
.
closely inter-related: though distinguishablefrom eachother in form, the nature of each
critically influences the others.

'Ibough Lefebvre's categories do not 'form an

unassailablefoundation for spatial analysis, they do provide a loose structure through
which some of the more complex characteristics of contemporary politics can be
interrogated.

Spatial practice relatesto the ways in which societiesare organized,both by the material
environment,and through the social behavioursof people within them. Soja suggests
25Many scholars, including most spatial theorists,would, of course,dispute this.
26Note that the author of this thesis, not Lefebvre, has identified thesecategoriesas a
framework for analysis. Lefebvre used theseheadingssimply as alternative ways of viewing
spacebut did not apply them as a methodogical approach.
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that "Spatial practice, as the processof producingthe material form of social spatiality,
is (thus) presentedas both medium and outcomeof human activity" (ibid.: 66). That
is, spatial practice encompassesthe relations betweenpeople, their environment,their
modes of interaction, and the nature of the Avork, leisure, social and political
for
Lefebvre, theperceived spaces
These
to
them.
on
available
are,
opportunitiesand so
of human existence. As a consequence,spatial practices differ from society to society,
and to greateror lesserdegreefrom personto person.

Representationsof spacerelate to conceptualisedspaceswhich, for Lefebvre, constitute
control over knowledge, signs and codes. The ways societies represent space are
articulated in dominant discourses and theories, through the lexicons of academic
disciplines, through acceptedcodes of social behaviour and so on. Representationsof
space effectively define our perceptions of ourselves and the world(s) we inhabit.
Consequently,for Lefebvre, representationsof space are "th e dominant space in any
society" (cited Soja 1996: 67), and for Soja they constitute "a storehouse of
epistemologicalpower" (ibid.) For thesereasons,representationsof spaceare obviously
an important tool of hegemony,authority and control and refer to the ontologiesand
epistemologiesof academia,and to the structuring codesof social and political praxis.
Representationsof spacedefine the acceptedlimits of social and political activity within
societies,and are viewedby Lefebvreto be the conceivedspacesof humanexistence.

Spacesof representation,on the other hand,equatemost closely with conceptsof agency
and particularly with social practices of resistance,of struggle and of opposition to
dominant values. The suggestionhere is that spacesof representationare the lived
spacesof human action, both distinct from the other two spacesand encompassingthem
(ibid.) In essence, individuals exist within and through spatial practice, and are
constrainedwithin representationsof space. The social and political choicesmade in
relation to these real and metaphoric demarcations constitute the spaces of
representationof each individual. Theselived spacesof representationfunction as "the
terrain for a generationof "counterspaces",spacesof resistanceto the dominant order
arising precisely from their subordinate,peripheral or marginalized position" (ibid.:
68). Although struggles against power and authority are highlighted within
interpretationsof this aspectof social life, in many sensesall social and political action
involvesnegotiatingindividual spacesof representation.
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Scja has used Lefebvre's tripartite structure as the foundation for his more recently
developedtheoretical approachto analysisof spacein contemporaryexistence. Arguing
that "the spatial dimensionof our lives has never been of greater practical and political
relevancethan it is today" (ibid.: 1), Scja has produceda theoretical framework which
both illun-dnatessome of the key critiques of traditional spatial ontologies and extends
Lefebwe's tripartite approach. In particular, he outlines how spatial theories can be
used to challenge the dominance of the dualisms of social and political analysis
discussedearlier in this chapter. He labels this approach as 'critical thirding' and
proposes a theory where the original binary choice is subjected to a process of
restructuring that draws selectivelyand strategically from the two opposing categories
to open new alternatives (ibid.: 5). This approach challengesthe historical bias in
social and political analysisbut doesnot attemptto deny the significanceof the temporal
dimensionsof human existence.

Applying the idea of restructuring discursiveparameters,Soja introducesthe conceptsof
Firstspace,Secondspaceand Thirdspace. Firstspacerefers to the concretemateriality of
spatial forms, on things which can be empirically mappedand measured. Sccondspace
relatesto conceivedideasabout space,to mental and cognitive representationsof human
spatiality. For Soja, thesetwo spacesroughly coincide with Lefebvre's ideason spatial
practicesand representationsof space. PerhapsSoja's major contribution to debateson
spatiality, though, is to illustrate how these categories reflect the binary logic of
traditional discourses. Thus, Firstspace (effectively equivalent to spatial practices)
representsthe 'real' spacesof human existenceand Secondspacethe spaces'imagined'
in the dominantdiscourse.

Thus, with Thirdspace, Soja calls for "the creation of another mode of thinking about
space that draws upon the material and mental spacesof the traditional dualism but
extendswell beyond them in scope, substanceand meaning" (ibid.: 11). Thirdspace
acknowledgesthe influence of material circumstanceand the structuring influence of
dominant codesof representationand practice. It also, however, suggeststhat there are
other ways of operating within and analysing the shapesand structures of societies,
which may produce more revealing insights into the nature of contemporary life than
dualistic interpretationscan offer,
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Another scholar, bell hooks, has also made a significant contribution to debateson the
nature of spatial politics. The aspectof her work most relevant to the argumentsof this
thesislies in her discussionsof choosingthe margin as a site of resistance (1984,199 1).
As a black, female,feminist scholar,hooks arguesthat it is possible to residein both the
centre and the margin, and to have an insight into and awarenessof both. Thus hooks
saysof herself and others who lived in the community she grew up in: "We looked both
from the outside in and from the inside out. We focusedour attention on the center as
well as on the margin. We understoodboth" (1984: preface). Both hooks and Soja
emphasisethat thýisalternative space - Thirdspace or the margin - is a site of radical
politics and resistance. It is perhaps tWs area which has most relevance to the
developmentof spatial theories in IR. If, as later chaptersexplore, accessto ICTs has
some impact on the discourseof politics, then it may be assumedthat the methodsof
resistanceto dominantpolitical structuresmay also be affected.

The social and political activities of non-stateand non-elite actors are often undertaken
without specific referenceto the dominantdiscourse,nor even necessarilyto the material
situation of individual actors. For example,membershipof Amnesty International only
rarely reflects the immediateenvironmentof a political activist, and equally rarely do the
agendasof the organizationcorrelatewith thoseof state agencies. In this sense,all nonstate actors are situated at the margins of international politics as perceived in IR,
though any of the activities they engagein reflect upon both their own spacesof politics
and upon the dominant structures of political interpretation. In this respect,therefore,
many non-stateactors are acting from the margins of political theory and practice, but
are aware of and informed about activities at the centre. Moreover, communications
technologiesplay an increasingly important role in allowing non-stateactors to occupy
thesespacessimultaneously.

The three literatures consideredabove are drawn together in the thesis in order to allow
the author to develop a clear system for spatial interpretation. Soja's ideas on the
necessityof viewing spatial theorisingas a restructuring rather than an outright rejection
of traditional modes of analysis underpin the methodological approach of the thesis.
Hooks' claims on marginality are also taken into account, and the notion that the
political activities of non-state actors representa method of engagementinadequately
understoodby the dominantdiscourseof IR also inform the ways researchinto spatiality
in the thesis is undertaken. It is the tripartite conceptualisationoutlined by Lefebvre
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more effectively than existing approaches. It shouId therefore be possible to use this
model to assesshow each of these dimensionsof spaceis affected by the presenceor
absenceof networkedcommunicationstechnologies.

Moreover, these approachesto spatial interpretation offer an opportunity to produce
analysis which does not rely on the dichotomous logic of most political theorising.
Consequently,Ns model of analysis is inherently less prone to gender bias than more
traditional approachesto political theory, as the rangeof actors and activities are viewed
in the context not of the dominant discourse, but as players and influences in and of
themselves.One aim of this thesis is to apply a theoreticalapproachwhich doesnot have
genderbias inbuilt, by avoiding the dichotomouslogic of traditional political analysis.
The tripartite structure of Lefebvre offers one such approach and is applied forthwith.
The value of this model will be assessedin the concludingchaptersof the thesis, in light
of the findings on NGO useof ICTs outlined in ChaptersFour and Five.

Conclusion
This chapterhas addressedthe spatial logic of IR and has arguedthat the hegemonyof
Realist thinking has had a critical impact on the structuring of spacewithin the discourse
of the discipline. This ontological foundation is pervasivein interpretation and analysis
of politics in the discipline. Thus, despite the introduction of new actors and issues,
thesetend to be mappedagainst a pre-existing template. As a consequence,the spatial
limits of politics remain largely intact in the discipline.

'flic spatial logic which underpinsthe discourseof IR has a significant impact on what
may be perceived as politically legitimate in two significant ways.

Firstly, the

continuing focus on the public spacesof politics negatesalternative interpretationsof
political constituency. That is, the pre-detern-tinedsites of political activity in the
discipline provide the definitional frameworks of politics. Thus the priorities associated
with states in the discipline are those considered to be related to 'true' politics.
Secondly,an assumptionthat the spacesdeemedprivate are non-political or politically
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neutral is made in the disciphe. Ile maintenanceof the division betweenpublic and
private spaceshas beenshownto be not only genderedbut also analytically limiting.

The discursive distinction behveenthe political and the social in IR has been arguedto
be too simplistic to adequately address the complexities of contemporary political
practices, where public and private spaces frequently overlap.

A critique of the

inherently genderednature of spatial ontologies in IR identifies the discursive practices
logic
inclusion
dichotomous
The
of
principles
and
exclusion.
which
which perpetuate
underpinsunderstandingof politics in the discipline has beenanalysed. This chapterhas
also suggested,however, that post-positivist schools of thought in the discipline have
already had a significant impact on the spatial ontologies of IR, by challenging the
centrality of the state as the site of political legitimacy and by promoting social
concernsas valid points of referencein analysisof internationalaffairs.

A framework for spatial analysis has been produced, drawing upon the works of
Lefebvre, Soja and hooks. Thýismodel uses Lefebvre's tripartite conceptualisationof
spatiality to provide a fi-ameworkfor analysis of NGO use of ICTs in the following
chapters. 'Me three dimensionsof this approach, spatial practices, representationsof
spaceand spacesof representationare viewed as aspectsof human existencewhich may
be affected by the presenceor absenceof ICTs. Consequently,they provide a clear
structure upon which examination of space in contemporarypolitical practice may be
examined.

The following chapter examineshow ICTs differ from other modes of communication
and suggeststhat theseare a supplementary,not a substitute,form. It is arguedthat, in
this respect ICTs extend the possibilities for political engagement available to
individuals and social groups. Ile chapter outlines how ICTs provide the potential to
transcendelite political agendasand engagein political activity which is not necessarily
definedwithin the discourseof JR. 'ne chapteralso addresseshow communicationhas
generallybeenanalysedwithin IR and examineshow ICTs inherently challengeconcepts
of public/private distinctions of politics embeddedin the discourseof the discipline.
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CHAPTER TWO
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES IN
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Introduction
The preceding chapter has outlined the theoretical basis of the thesis, detailing how
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irnportant factor in social and political activity, with.the presenceor absenceof this form
of communication relevant to both the ways politics are organized, and to the
opportunitiesfor participation in political activity. Later chaptersapply spatial theories
to these complex practice in an attempt to find a means of assessingthe impact of
political changeas it occurs.

This chapter moves away from emphasison spatial theoriestowards an examinationof
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The analysis of ICTs undertakenin this chapter examines
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This chapter outlines the developmentof ICTs, giving a loose chronological history of
the actors involved in their development.This brief history forms a backdropto analysis
of how ICTs differ from other forms of communication,particularly in the ways in
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discussion, analysis of the nature of audience construction is undertaken, with the
suggestionthat conceptsof audienceare also disrupted by the use of ICTs.
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Although somethingof a fiction, such a concepthas beenused in relation to analysisof
broadcastmedia, but there are clear indicationsthat ICTs are a diffusive technologyto
such a degreethat conventionalconceptionsof audiencerequire radical reworking. It is
argued that ICTs are contributing to the developmentof infortnation infrastructures
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The final section of this chapter builds upon thesediscussionsto examinethe growth of
the global economicsystem. TMs sectionhighlights how influential ICTs have beenin
altering the nature of economicpractices in recent years, and illustrates how this has
affected the ways states and other actors approach economic interaction.

Ilus

examination is made of the wide range of actors, activities and the multi-layering of
social, economicand political practices which now constitutethe global economy,and in
have
Although
directly
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comparableto processes
played
a
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not
role.
which
of political engagement,the ways in which ICTs have affected economic practices
provide a useful illustration of how influential this type of technology can be in
challengingtraditional interpretationsof spacein IR.

OriRinsof ICTs
This section outlines the widely acceptedhistory of ICTs, with a glossary provided to
27

explain some of the terms employed. Although the Internet exemplifies some of the
useswhich can be madeof ICTs, it doesnot fully define the ways in which this type of
21

communication can operate, nor identify the potential range of uses.

In order to

appreciate how ICTs work, however, and in order to situate their use within a context of
political agency, it is necessary to draw upon literature which discusses the origins of the
Internet. This literature highlights how and why computer-mediated communication was
developed, and how its use expanded beyond a limited community of scientists in the
United States to encompass an estimated user-group of around one hundred and fifty
29
(http:
1Mviv.
1998
c-i-a. COMO.
million users at the end of

Technologicalinnovation is not isolated from social factors and the ways in which ICTs
first diff-usedfrom state agenciesinto the social realm, and subsequentlyextendedto a
global stage, are relevant to their uses and applications today. As Dutton points out,

"A number of accessibletexts which provide further information on the technical aspectsof
the usesand applications of ICTs technologiesoutsideof the remit of the thesis are available
(Dutton et al 1996; Kahin & Keller (Eds) 1995).
28There are many large-scale,intranet systems,such as thoseusedby international stock
exchangesin use. Many organizations make use of small-scalesystemswhich facilitate
internal communications for employeesonly. Neither of theseforms of intranet systemneed
necessarilybe linked to the global network of networks which is now commonly dubbedthe
Internet. It should be noted that ICTs and the Internet are not synonymous,with ICTs
covering a wider range of functions.
29Given the way data is routed via servers,it is extremely difficult to estimate how many
people are actually using ICTs, or have accessto them, at any given point. Current predictions
suggestthat there will be around three hundred n-dllion Internet usersby the end of the year
2000 (ibid. )
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users shape the design and impacts of technological change (1996: 7). As a
30The overview
ICTs are as much a social as a technologicaldevelopment.
'consequence,
below demonstrates that, despite heavy governmental investment in developing
convergentcommunicationand information technologies,most notably in the US, state
agenciesdid not have a monopoly on the design and direction network systemshave
taken This illustrates clearly how a broad range of actors have been involved in the
.3'
development and use of ICTs since their origins. In this sense, this form of
communicationhas always transcendedpublic/private distinctions, or imaginedpolitical
boundaries,'with no single group, whether military or political, private or public sector,
having a monopoly on its developmentand use.

According to most accounts,the potential for communicationbetween computerswas
first realised by the United States DefenseDepartmenesAdvanced ResearchProjects
Agency (ARPA, now DARPA) in the 1960s. The aim at this stage was, it is often
suggested,to produce a computer system which could resist nuclear attack. No single
computer would act as host to vital information; any networkedmachine could supply
and retrieve data, so destructionof one part of the systemcould not disrupt the function
of the remainder. 'Be ideawas simple: a network of computersto and through which
information could be routedwould meanthat the removal of any of thesewould result in
the automatic re-routing of data.

From Us basic idea, the now-familiar model of networked computers with no single
central host evolved. This receivedwisdom on the motives behind the developmentof
ICTs is not without its detractors. Lipson and Gayton arguethat ARPA's work required
a national security rationale to justify researchspending (1998: 3), thus establishing
the official line on the context of the agency's operations. Kitchin arguesthat the desire

30There is some dispute among scholars
regarding precisedatesin the developmentof
particular aspectsof ICTs. This can be attributed partly to secrecysurrounding the origins of
someaspectsof ICTs in military and defenceresearch,and partly to the fact that ICTs evolved
through a seriesof actors and institutions, rather than from a single source.This sectiondoes
not produce a chronology but an over-view.The datesgiven, therefore, are occasionally
uncorroborated,though it is hoped that this avoids, rather than indicates, inaccuracy. Similar
overviews with slight variations on datesare given in Slevin (2000) and Walch (1999).
31The analysis undertaken in here reflects the
widely-acceptedview that American scientists
played a leading role in developing Internet technologies. There is a growing revisionist
school which argues that the contributory role of Europeanscientistshas been underplayedin
most accounts (see: Wyatt, forthcoming). Given the scarcity,of published material on this
matter at present, however, the overview given largely reflects accountswhich view American
input as predominant.
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to foster interagencycollaboration was anotherkey objective for scientists(1998: 29),
funding
implies
idea
that
relative
once
were
acting
with
autonomy
researchers
an
which
had been granted. Whether by designor default, however, the result was an inherently
decentralizedcommunicationstechnology which could be used to establish direct and
indirect links betweenindividuals and institutions.

Kitchin dates the first remote connectionbetweencomputersto 1940 (ibid.: 28), and
ICTs subsequently evolved against a background of public and private sector
collaboration,with a symbiotic partnershipof governmentresearchand trade interestsin
operation. Bell Laboratories, through its parent company AT&T, had a govenu-nentenforcedmonopoly in telecommunications,and during this period effectively operatedas
the US national laboratory for researchin the field (Castells 1996: 59). In 1956, Bell,
in return for its monopoly, was required to make details of its technologicaldiscoveries
available in the public domain. At the same time, a number of universities, such as
Harvard, Stanford and Berkeley, and also US national weapons laboratories, were
working on government funded programmes which led to significant advances in
telecommunicationsdesignand development(ibid.) Tbus, although one apparentaim of
networking was to produce a secure system for information exchange,there was a
significant degreeof sharing of technologicalinformation and researchfindings among
official researchagenciesinvolved in its development.

The first computer network, dubbed ARPANET, went on-line in 1969, and was
available for the use of researchscientistsworking with or for US defenceagencies.At
this point the network model still operatedas an effectively closedcomputercommunity;
random access was available to all users, but the community of users was highly
restricted. Technological advances in electronics and communications fields made
during the precedingdecades,however, had broad effects, and were experiencedin two
significant ways. Firstly, a computer culture which was not linked to commercialor
stateinterestswas developingand, secondly,other mainstreamactors were keento make
use of ICTs. As a consequence,ICTs developedthrough a combination of interests,
based in both public and private realms, and through the interests of both individuals
and government.

Ile modemwhich is now used on personalcomputersfor Internet accesswas invented
in 1978 by two Chicago studentslooking for a way of swapping computerprogrammes
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without having to travel (Castells 1996: 353). These studentsdevelopeda computer
protocol which allowed computersto transfer files directly, -without going through any
form of centralisedhost. They also establishedthe spirit of anarchy which later cameto
characterisethe Internet by diffusing this technologywithout chargeto anyoneinterested
in making use of it.

Computer networks excludedfrom ARPANET were now able to

make use of similar technology,and were coming closeto developingcompatibility with
the larger, 'legitimate!network.

There were also some parallel and related developmentstaking place.

Bell had

developedUnix, an operating system enabling accessfrom computer to computer in
1969, though this technologywas under-utilisedfor almost a decade. In 1979, another
group of US studentscreated a modified version of the Unix protocol which allowed
computer links over ordinary telephone lines, which at that time were wire cables
operating via analogueexchanges. In 1983, researchfunded by DARPA, tMs time at
Berkeley, led to the developmentof TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol), the languagewhich computersconnectedto networks use. TCP/IP provides
the commonstandardfor communicationbetweendifferent computer systems(Dutton et
al 1996: 392), allowing the exchangeof data betweencomputersof differing capacities
and software.

The form of ICTs originally envisagedby the US governmentwere intendedto serve
bureaucratic needssuch as faster and more direct communicationbetweendepartments.
Those with access to ICTs, however, also used them for social purposes, such as
contacting fHends and forming discussiongroups. Ile

introduction of TCP/IP made

their use easier,quicker, and thereforecheaper. Audience potential was also increased,
as people outside 'official' systems were able to use the technologiesfrom home, and
use of this form of communicationbeganto diffuse.

In 1983, ARPANET was separatedinto two networks, one retaining that name and
being designatedfor scientific purposes,the other namedMILNET and usedfor military
dommunications. Severalother networks were createdin the early 1980s,most notably
by the US National ScienceFoundation (NSF). NSFNET and CSNET, both for use by
scientists,and BITNET, for non-sciencescholars,were createdby 1983. The increasing
numbers of users, and their applications of the available technologies, led to the
developmentof the electronic mail, file transfer and remote login facilities which are
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new networks linked in with ARPANET, eventually mutating into the system now
known as the Internet, which is effectively a vast number of intersecting networks.
Despite advancesin network technologies,and although there is now a multi-protocol
system,TCP/IP protocols are still usedfor all Internet networks.

Another significant technological advance came in the form of Hypertext Transport
Protocol (http), developedin 1992 at the CERN laboratoriesin Switzerland. This uses
the languagenow current on the World-Wide Web (WWW), known as hypertext. This
allows the creation of web-pages by users and provides the links between online
documents. One fimther important feature of ICTs technology is the device known as
packet switching. This allows 'packets' of binarised data to be routed by flexible
computer-basedswitches,reachingtheir destinationin the forrn in which they were sent
(ibid.)

ICTs can be operated via analogue or digital telephonelines, or via satellite. Thus,
although many modem-fitted computersare linked to telephonelines and are therefore
static, wirelesstechnologiesare also effective. Consequently,laptop computerscan also
make use of combined information and communications technologies, and it is not
necessaryto have accessto a telephonepoint to link into networks. The type of line to
which a computer is linked, or whether use is made of wireless (that is, satellite)
connectionsmakes a difference only to the speedof information transfer, and does not
preventthe use of ICTs (see: Hogan 1997).

This brief overview of the developmentof ICTs provides background information on
how the technologies involved in this new form of communication evolved, and
illustrates the conjunction of inter-agency and non-institutional activity in its
development. In order to assess the role of ICTs in changing social and political
practices, however, it is also necessary to analyse how and why the type of
communicationICTs offers differ from other media. ICTs do not, for example, simply
provide more advanced versions of letter-writing, broadcasting or data exchange
facilities. 'nere are a number of features which are unique to this type of technology,
and which are potentially its most important features in terms of social and political
change. Tle following section outlines some of the most salient features of ICTs in
relation to communicativeinteraction. In somesenses,ICTs are a mechanismfor both
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interpersonal and broadcast commur-&-ations,and the tecbrftal capabilities NvMch
facilitate theseforms of interactionand data transmissionare detailedbelow.

Featuresof ICTs
I-Estorically,developmentsin communicationstechnologieshave taken two forms, either
to increasethe amount of infon-nationtransmitted or to increasethe number of possible
recipients. The convergenceof computing and telecommunicationstechnologiesin ICTs
conflates these capabilities, simultaneously pern-ftfing the transrnission of potentially
32 That is, ICTs have a
hifinite quantities of information to potentially global audiences.
capacity to deliver vast amounts of information to widely dispersedaudiences,using
complexnetworks and data-exchangemechanismsunavailablethrough other media.

Another feature of ICTs relates to the types of communication which they permit.
Communicationstheoristshave distinguishedthree types of interaction in which humans
engage: Tace-to-face','mediatedinteraction' and 'mediatedquasi-interaction'(TIompson
1994). 'Face-to-face'interaction is premised on the shared presenceof participants,
where the spokenword and physical signifiers - 'body language'- aid the transmission
and receptionof information. 'Mediated interaction' is of the type characterisedby the
use of telephones,letter-writing and so on, where a technical medium is used to convey
information to a party not sharing the same spatio-temporal frame of reference.The
third form of communication,'mediatedquasi-interaction'is also dependentupon a timespacedifferential betweencommunicatingparties, but refers to the monological flow of
information from senderto receiver. This forrn is exemplified by mass communication
media, such as newspapers,radio and television broadcasting. The spatio-temporal
framework for tlýs form of communication is largely determined by the sender;
progranunes are scheduled according to broadcasters' priorities, newspapers are
publisheddaily or weekly, and so on.

ICTs differ from all of thesemodesof communicationin three important ways. Firstly,
unlike other communicationstechnologies,communication through ICTs can be both
mono- and dia-logical in character. Monological through the use, for example, of
NVWWhome pageswhich do not receiveuser-responses.Here, users selectinformation
32Many scholars are scepticalabout the globalizing tendenciesof ICTs, arguing that their
spreadmirrors the interestsof already powerful actors (see,for example Lyon 1997,
McChesney 1997b). The potential to reach global audiencesis noted here simply becausethe
technical barriers to this are now minimal.
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about a specific institution, company, product etc., but are unable to respondto it via
ICTs 33 ICTs can be dialogical through, for example, the use of one-to-oneemail
.
contact. Here individuals may communicateelectronically, person-to-person,in much
the sameway as traditional mail servicesoperate.With email, however, documentsand
images can be transmitted to the receiver almost instantaneously. In terms of
organizational efficiency, this provides a mechanismfor acquiring rapid responseto
campaigns, promotions, sales and so on. This use of ICTs is therefore becoming
increasingly common with both commercial and political organizations (see: Walch
1999).

Perhapsthe most significant feature of ICTs in respectof political space,though,is their
capacity for multi-logicality. This type of communicationcan be effected both through
email and web-pages, and permits interaction between multiple users through
cnewsgroups' (see: Glossary), mailing lists and discussiongroups. Hence, interactive
groups may form around a specific social or political issue and individuals can engagein
debateand discussionwith a wide rangeof actors in varying roles and locations.

Changesto the meansof communicationavailable to societieshave specific effects on
the nature and forms of interaction in and across space, and also upon the ways
information is translated into knowledge. The unique 'logicality' of ICTs, and the
resulting ways in which interest groups can be formed through their use, are therefore
crucial to understandingits impact on political practices. It is clear, moreover, that
conceptionsof borders, both real or metaphoric, are affected by the existenceof this
type of technology.34

The construction of audiencesis another important feature of ICTs relevant to this
35

analysis. ICT users can send, receive or participate in the production of information
impededby few physical barriers. Users of ICTs have a significant degreeof choice in
the use of facilities, and a Nviderange of options regarding receipt and exchangeof
33This type of one-way communication is
rare with ICTs, as interactivity is one of their most
compelling features. Interactive links have become the norm on the WWW but the possibility
for one-way communication does exist.
34There is no intention to make
value judgements about the merits of such change, only an
acknowledgement, in common with almost every scholar working in tWs field, that ICTs are
changing spatial relations in some ways.
35Note that the term 'audience' is
used here to indicate a group which has access to the same
information, rather than to suggest the defincd and targeted body of recipients which analysis
of broadcast media presupposes.
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information.

Taking email facilities as an example, users engage in one-to-one

communicationbut can also receive information from organizations,social groups and
36
individuals Nvhocan sendduplicate messagesto multiple audiences.

ICTs can also be used as a supplement to, or substitute for, other forms of
communication and there are numerous examples of the use of ICTs in bypassing
restrictions on media output. Adams (1996) examines the use of Internet technologies
by Tiannanmen Square protesters as early as 1988, while the case of Mexican Zapatista
rebels has entered cyber-lore (see: Frederick 1997). Hedges (1996) highlights action
taken in Serbia in December 1996 in Serbia, when the Yugoslav authorities ordered the
closure of state-run radio, B-92, following mass protests in the city of Belgrade.
Citizens used ICTs to maintain contact with people outside Serbia, sending details of
events to individuals and institutions, particularly broadcasting organizations, in other
countries. Increasingly sophisticated use of ICTs was made during the conflict in
Kosovo in 1999.37

Another feature of ICTs of particular significance is their unique space-timerelation.
Frissennotesthat with the use of infon-nationand communicationtechnologies,time and
spacebecomeless significant as organizationalfactors (1997: 124) and that time-spatial
coherenceas a value losesits importance (ibid.: 125). In tws respect,it is possibleto
analyse the spatial and the temporal implications of ICTs independently and in
conjunction. '17hegeographicalreach of the user of ICTs is potentially global, though
disparities exist in the availability of appropriate or compatible technologies, both
between some developed and developing countries, and wiNn some technologically
advancedstates (see: Bailie & Winseck 1997; Lovelock 1996; Mowlana 1997;
Winsbury 1994). Once access to ICTs is available, geographýicalboundaries and
demarcations,
political
such as prohibitions on free speech,may have reducedimpact.
Certainly these technologieshave the capacity both to transcendphysical boundaries,
and to challengethe effectivenessof legislative constraintson infbrrnation exchange. In

36The United Nations, for example, makesuse of this facility through its Integrated Regional
Information Network, transmitting bulletins to interestedparties on its emergencyand relief
operationsworldwide (irinlist@dha. unon.org). Recipients register, free of charge, to receive
such transmissions. Many other IGOs, as well as NGOs and governmentsnow producesimilar
bulletins, allowing usersof ICTs relatively easyaccessto previously restricted or non-existent
information networks.
37Analysis of the use of ICTs in Bosnia can be found in NValch(1999) and in Kosovo at
http://xviv%v.
lccds.ac.uk/ics/kosov.htm
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this sense,the scope of political activity facilitated by ICTs, through their potential to
transcend both geographical and political boundaries, can contradict the dominant
spacesof politics identified in the discourseof IR.

The temporal aspectsof ICTs are generally related to the speedat which they operate.
Information is transmitted almost instantaneouslyvia ICTs, though the routing of data
through a series of serversresults in messagestaking anything from several secondsto
several hours to 'arrive' at its intended destination. ICTs invoke multiple temporal
for
instant
interaction,
acting
as
a
medium
as effectively a storage
adjustments,
mechanism for recent transmissionsand as an archive for both contemporary and,
increasingly, for historical documentation. Thus with ICTs the user has a range of
options which influence temporal scales of interaction, differing from both face-to-face
interaction where communicatorsmust share the same spatio-temporal referents and
from the sender-determined
time scalesof masscommunications.

That the user of ICTs determineswhen to accessor exchangeinformation is another
significant attribute of this type of technology, Nvith important consequencesfor the
developmentof new political practices. There exists an opportunity for non-stateactors
to participate in political activity, for exampleby lobbying governmentagencies,outside
of official timescales. Thus many of the constraintson time which mitigate againstthe
participation of non-stateactors in politics may be of reducedsignificancewhere access
to ICTs is available.38

ICTs cannot be viewed simply as a technology which compress time and space,
comparableto other media forrns, such as broadcasting.Given legislative and technical
constraints, broadcastscome from a given place, at a specified time. ICTs have no
comparablespatio-temporalboundariesand can be sent and receivedin accordancewith
the user's desires. The user of ICTs, of course,also has the capacity to be both sender
and receiver.

It is important, therefore, to acknowledge the disembeddednessof

computer-mediatedcommunicationsand to note that their impact on time-spacerelations
can be both subjectiveand variable.

38This facet of ICTs may also be relevant for somefemale users, as gender-basedrestrictions
can make participation in elite political practicesproblematic for many.
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To surnmarise, ICTs

constitute a new dimension in communications,

and are

features.
features
by
Most
these
significant
among
are
a range of unique
characterised
the combination of information and communications technologies which they embody
and the particular forms of communicative interaction they permit.

The relationships

between these features give users of ICTs increased scope in choosing and directing
information and data, by comparison to other communications media.

The range of

interactive possibilities, mono-, dia- and multi-logical, are only available through ICTs,
as are the ways in which users may access and receive information.

Finally, given the

ways in which users may access, retrieve and store data, ICTs invoke multiple spatiotemporal relations.

T'here are many other features of ICTs which provide further

justification for claims that they have profound implications for the flature(s) of social
interaction. 39

All of the factors outlined above indicate that ICTs have the potential to challengethe
distinction betweenpublic/private spacesin politics, and to contribute to the ongoing
reconfigurationsof political practices which, as noted in Chapter One, many scholars
have already identified. Many theorists have discussedthe merits of ICTs and have
arguedabout their potential benefitsand drawbacks(see: Stallabrass 1995; Loader (Ed)
1997,1998).

No term has been adopted to date, however, to describe the type of

For this reason, it is suggestedhere that ICTs
4"
's/elective'
form
provide an
of communication. This term is adopted to reflect the
communication which ICTs offer.

characteristicsof ICTs most relevant to the thesis, notably the elementof choiceon the
part of users. ICTs are 'elective' in that, as discussedin the preceding paragraphs,
users opt in to most forms of interaction via ICTs. They are 'selective' becauseusers
also have a signýificantdegree of control over the type of material they accessand
networks in which they participate. Ile relatively high level of control of usersof ICTs
have over the information communitieswithin which they function, when comparedto
the use of infon-nation from other sources, is significant to its analysis. In these
respects,users of ICTs are actively engagedwith processesof information exchange,a
factor which contributesto the significanceof network communicationstechnologiesfor
the discipline of IR.
39This researchdoesnot addresstheseaspectsof ICT use. The multiple dimensions of ICTs
are noted, however, and the increasing overlapsbetweenreal and virtual worlds is
acknowledged.See:Haraway (1997) and Plant (1997) offer insights on this overlay of different
dimensionsof human existenceon and off line.
'0 This term encapsulatesthe element of choice inherent in network communications.
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Potential audienceconstructions,enhancedmeansof data exchangeand so on do not in
and of themselvesprovide a mechanismfor social or political change. There is no
technological determinism inherent in the introduction of a new forrn of information
exchange. Fischer points out that "mechanical properties do not predestine the
developmentand employment of an innovation. Instead struggles and negotiations
among interestedparties shape that history" (1992: 16). Technologiesdo not exist
outside of social context; commercial interests,regulatory systems,consumerdemand
and so on all influence the ways in which a particular technology may be adoptedor
applied (see: Cockburn & Ormrod 1993). The dynamic relationshipsbetweenuser and
technologyconstitute an important elementof spatial interpretation: how technologies
are usedevidently influencesthe opportunitieswhich they afford. Accessto information
is thus a key elementof political decision-makingat all levels, and is a crucial feature of
political change. For this reason the following section looks at some of the ways
communicationstechnologieshave beenunderstoodand analysedwithin the discipline of
IR.

ICTs & InternationalRelations
Ile

means of communication available to elite political actors historically had a

determinativeeffect on interpretationsof political legitimacy. 'ne modem state system
was founded upon a model designed by political elites with which the populace,
henceforth 'citizens', were encouraged to identify.

The means by which states

influenced citizens' attachment to the unified nation were many and varied, with
bureaucratisation,secularisationand the growth of capitalist economicscharacterising
the edifice of the eighteenthand nineteenthcentury state, and consequentlythe nature of
politics promoted by elites (Palti 1993). Governmentsencouragedattachmentto these
political entities through the use of national anthems and flags, systems of
documentationand registration such as the recordingof births deathsand marriages,and
the promotion of histories specifically linked to the territorial state (see: Alter 1994;
Colley 1992; Smith 1991; Waever et al 1993). Although Smith arguesthat stateswere
unawarethat they were inventing traditions (1991: 357), what is commonto all of these
aspectsof nation-building is the transmissionof the ideal of the territorial state as the
focus of political identification.
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The ideal of civic nationalism emanatedfrom the state and was conveyed to, and
conferredupon, citizens. Tbus the public model of political agencywas influencedand
encouragedby the communication of this ideal through the mechanisms available
contemporaneously,such as the printed word in books, pamphlets and newspapers,the
spokenword in places such as charity- and Sunday-schools(Colley 1992: 226) and at
meetingsof fiiendly societiesand trade groups (ibid.: 227; Curran & Seaton 1997). All
of the historians cited here argue that the means of communication available to elite
actors, and the usesthey madeof them, played a significant role in situating statesas.the
embodimentof political legitimacy.

The means of communication available to states and citizens today have altered
fundamentally,as have the range and scaleof possiblepolitical interactions.Analysis of
the nature of ICTs means that the state-centric hegemonyupon which much of the
discourseof IR is premisedappear difficult to justify; as Janelle has noted, the spaceadjusting effects of telecommunications technologies result in the formation of
conu-nunitieswith less and less spatial cohesion (1991: 66). Thus a range of actors,
practices and spaceshave beenintroduced as elementsof analysis in IR. Rosenau,for
example, suggeststhat 'the person, the household,the community and the globe' now
representthe peopleand spacesmost relevantto analysisof international affairs (1997:
57). At the sametime, multilateralism, regionalism,globalising and localising practices
and other non-state focused activities have enteredthe discipline's vocabulary (see:
Hettne 1997; Rosenau1997; Strange 1997), although state-centricassumptionsabout
how the effects of such phenomenacan be understood frequently remain (see: Youngs
1996a).

There has, of course, been much debate among scholars about the transfon-native
potential of network technologies. Of particular relevanceto the study of international
affairs is the way the effects of these technologiesare now being felt across national
borders,and acrosspreviously definedpolitical categories. Rosell has suggestedthat:

"We arein themidstof a fiindamentalsocialandeconomictransformation
whose
extentand implicationswe only partially grasp. ... in jurisdictionsaroundthe
world, the emergence
of a global informationsocietyis acceleratingthe paceof
changeand overwhelming
established
methodsof organisingand governingthat
were developedfor a world of more limited information flows and clearer
boundaries"(1996: 675).
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its external manifestationsin international agency. On one hand, in many countries the
domesticinfrastructure of communicationssystemsis no longer the sole responsibility of
elected governments. This means that states have less control over Nvhoprovides
telecommunicationssystems, and over Nvhouses them. At the same time, global
regulation has become the responsibility of a conglomeration of actors, including
governments,multilateral inter-govermentalorganizationsand private sectoractors.

The political system is therefore affected by the adjustmentsto traditional domestic
relationshýipswhich these technologies prompt.

Simultaneously, the nature of

international regulation is changing. The range of actors involved and their relative
power in decision-makingprocesseshas changedand continuesto do so. In a numberof
ways, the effectivenessof statesas both domesticand international actors is influenced
by the ways both they and other actors use network technologies.

As domesticactors, somegovenunentsare unableto utilise ICTs to best effect, given the
end of their monopoly control over telecommunicationsprovision, resulting for many in
the needto buy in servicesfrom the private sector. State agencies,moreover,maintain
complex bureaucratic structures and divisions which need to be over-ridden before
network technologiescan be usedeffectively.

With relation to state control over citizens, the capacity of states to limit or control
information flows via ICTs is greatly reducedby comparison to other communication
infon-nation,
broadcasting.
Censorship
such
as
or
of
or even
media
publishing
knowledgeof the content of the vast and expandingresourcesof networked computing
systems, is virtually impossible. As a result, enforcementof domestic legislation is
problematic where technology and transmissions are not confined Nviflýn state
boundaries,may have contributions from severalsourcesand are routed via a numberof
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serverswhich are often situated in different countries. Pornographyprovides the most
obvious exampleof the problemsof control over material available on the Internet. The
potential for censorship of pornographic material is severely cur-tailedby the diffuse
nature of ICT networks. Camilleri & Falk point out, moreover, that with digital
technologyall transmitted infon-nationis reducedto a commonform, creating additional
difficulties for censors:
"This convergencein the form of transmitted information has limited the technical
capacity of the state to regulate flows of information across national'boundaries
reducing, as they do.' the traffic across the state's boundaries to a featureless
streamof binary bits" (1992: 121).

Control over accessto telecommunicationsfacilities is also problematic for states in
sustaining a cohesive form of national identity, a concept already threatenedby other
globalising phenomena. Historians and social theorists have long argued that social,
economic and political systemsare influenced by major changesto the ways humans
interact and ICTs offer profound challengesto the sensesof identity and community
which individuals perceive. Most developmentsin communicationstechnologieshave
some form of evident and measurableeffect on the social systemswithin which they
occur. Deibert highlights, for example, the spokenword, the invention of writing, the
developmentof the Greek alphabetand subsequentspreadof literacy, and the invention
of moveable type technology coupled with the spread of printing as communications
developmentswhich have influenced social change (1996).
international telephony, commercial air

travel,

Fuchs and Koch cite

satellite communications and

international computer networks as important twentieth century technological
innovationsin this respect (1996: 166).

All of these technological changes affect both interpersonal interactions and the
organizational infrastructures which govern important aspects of human existence.
Perceptions of the self and the contexts of social and political interaction are
heterogeneous
for most peoplein the late twentieth century; they becomeeven more so
with the use of ICTs, -wheresubjectsare constituted in and through multiple identities.
Identification of citizen with state has traditionally dependedon a hegemonicdiscourse
of political and/or monarchical authority, which cannot be conveyedthrough ICTs as
conciselyor convincingly as other mediahaveallowed.
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This suggeststhat methodsof communicationare a key facet of citizen-staterelations,
although Us area is often underexploredin IR. Analysis of the relationships between
focus
has
tended
to
on how states transmit
governmentsand communicationsmedia
information to citizens, for example through the use of propaganda,manipulation of
Taylor
(see:
1995). The contentof massmedia production
and
so
on
output
massmedia
is much more open to the irifluence, intendedor otherwise,of governmentsthan the less
stringently regulated,

by
ICTs.
type
permitted
sfelective
of communication

Governments and other major players have a much greater degree of control over
representationsof space with mass media than they can have with the s/elective
41
ICTs.
technologiesof

The 'gate-keeping' function of mass media has been a valuable mechanism of
governance,evenin democraticsocieties. 'Me promotion of dominant values and norms,
is
intrinsic,
defined
in
through
an
governments
and
societies
and
media
output,
of
of
though only occasionally acknowledged,function of mass media broadcasting. ICTs
lack tlýs gatekeepingfunction, with traditional sender-receivermodelsof communication
unhelpffil in analysing; multilogical interaction.

Despite the increased interest of

commercialactors in using the public spacesof ICTs as extensionsof their profit-driven
activities, cyberspaceretains a free-for-all, permissiveappearanceby comparisonto the
more constrainedoutput of massmedia (see:Adams 1996). Ilius, as McChesneynotes,
new computer and digital technologies can undermine the ability to control
communicationin a traditionally hierarchical manner (1996: 98).

How Political actors receiveand apply inforination, and how political communitiesare
formed, mediated or created is determined by the ways in which members and
individuals (inter)communicate. If communication is understood in its most basic
definition, "as somethingthat is shared" (Gold 1991: 3), it is important when analysing
the construction of political spaces to place emphasis on the notion of interaction,
betweenall political agents.

41Some states are attempting to control the use of ICTs, albeit generally through the use of
low-tcch methods such as threats of imprisom-nent rather than high-tech forms of message
interception. Most notably, China is attempting to impose rigid restricitions on Internet use
(see: 'China blocks the Internet explosion', The Guardian, 27/l/00, p3).
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Examination of the impact of ICTs is now crucial to understandingchangingpolitical
practices, and how contemporarypolitical communitiesare maintained and established.
Streetsuggeststhat at one level:
"technology is the embodiment of certain interests and possibilities, but [at
another] it is the bearer of effects: it changeswhat we can imagine and what we
want, it alters our politics" (1997: 35).
For these reasons,it is necessaryto examine some of the ways new communications
technologieschallengekey assumptionsmade in the social sciencesabout the nature of
information exchange. The following section addresses why assumptions about
communication relevant to broadcast media cannot be directly transferred to
interpretation of the impact of ICTs. The spatial logic of these two types of
communication differs quite profoundly and, though research into the effects of
broadcast media can provide valuable insights into the nature of state-citizen
communication,analysis of the communicationslogic of ICTs suggeststhat somebasic
assumptions regarding the construction of audiences and the potential to control
information flow require revision.

ICTs & Audience Construction
In IR, the key issue in this regard centresupon assumptionsmade about audiencesand
the sourcesof information. The notion of 'audience' as essentiallypassiveand contained
has
needsto be examined,and the conceptof multi-dimensionalitydeveloped.T11ompson
argued that the developmentof new forms of communication affects the domain of
institutionalized power by altering the relationship betweenwbat is public and visible,
and what is private and essentiallyclosedto public view. Referring to the development
of massconununicationstechnologies,'I"hompsonarguesthat:
"the publicness (or visibility) of actions or events is no longer linked to the
sharing of a common locale, and hence actions and events can acquire a
publicnesswhich is independentof their capacity to be seenor heard directly by a
plurality of co-presentindividuals" (1996: 39).
That is, it is not necessaryto be in a given location to bear witnessto eventstaking place
there, nor does the public which receivesinformation remain constant,as it possiblefor
individuals to be membersof different 'publics' simultaneously. This has createdfor
Thompsona kind of "mediatedpublicness which differs in fundamentalrespectsfrom
...
the traditional publicnessof co-presence" (ibid.)
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Ang has arguedthat, through the use of audiencemeasurementtechniques,broadcasters
be
'audience'
implicit
that
the
an
can
and erroneous assumption
operate under
be
"made
finite
totality,
or
segments
which
can
up
of
subdivisions
understood as a
synchronically or diachronically 'fixed' " (1991: 204). For Ang, a preciseconstruction
of audienceis a necessaryfiction for broadcasters,who seekto define a compactpublic,
doesnot reflect the social practicesof viewers and listeners (ibid.)
the audience,Nvl-dch

Attempts to define or measurethe mass media audience have been complicated by
changesin the social practices which accompanymedia reception, such as different
working practices and timescalesof peoplesharinghouseholds,the locating of television
sets and radios in public places,the introduction of satellite and cable channels,and so
on. ICTs representa fiirther dislocation of the notion of a definable and measurable
audience, by allowing the user to elect and select from multiple sources, opt into
particular discussiongroups, act as an infortuation provider and so on.

Media coveragein the form of press, radio or television reports makes public details of
socially and politically significant events, such as some humanitarian crises, war,
foreign policy decisions and inter-governmentalconferences. In most cases,however,
media coverageis decidedin a fairly arbitrary fashion (Hopkinson 1995: 10). That is,
the priorities regarding output of print and broadcast media organizations are rarely
determinedpurely by referenceto the scale or local impact of an event. As a further
limitation, media organizations tend to use pre-determinedcriteria to manageoutput.
Generalisednews values, that is the editorial conventionswhich follow a fairly uniform
pattern across the media as a whole, also have the effect of foreclosing reportageof
someevents (see: Boyd-Barrett 1998; Allan 1999). News values reflect priorities such
as dramatic impact, ease of accessto location, cost to the broadcaster or publisher,
quality of coverage,and judgementsabout &ely levels of interest among the receiving
public (Hopkinson 1995). In this sense,the media again acts as a gatekeeper,in the
sensenoted earlier in Us chapter, channellingand filtering information before it enters
the public domain.

Adams distinguishesbetweencontent and context in media output, arguing that content
is the subject matter of communication, created through the encoding and decoding
(Adams
flow
in
the
that
societies,
organýise
of
content
embedded
and
contexts
practices
1996: 420). By comparison to network communicationsthrough the use of ICTs,
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media organizations have almost total control over the content of programming and
publication, and the ubiquity of massmedia suggeststhat they also project and influence
the contexts -%vithinwhich it is received and interpreted. In this respect, media
organizations have a powerful voice in determining the agendas of public
communication.

As later chapters will illustrate, users of ICTs appear to gain some degreeof control
over the contentof theseagendas,as their influencein public, private and other spacesis
experienced. The notion of actors occupying multiple spacesis difficult to reconcile,
however, with existing interpretations of audience construction.

In particular,

understandingof power relations betweenactors has relied on assumptionsof influence
over agendas belonging in the public sphere, in this sense relating to the state
(Verstraeten1996: 348). In many respects,though, the developmentof ICTs is creating
crossovers between public and private spaces, and blurring distinctions between
audienceand participant, and betweeninformation provider and recipient.

Identifying two sensesof 'public', Thompson argues that both are challengedby the
wide range of media organizationsand output and the problems inherent in controlling
their operations. TMs has becomeparticularly relevantwith the increasedavailability of
transborder transmissions, satellite communications and widespread deregulation of
mediaactivities sincethe 1980s. The first senseof public identified by Thompsonis the
equation of public with institutionalized political power, contrasting with private, nonstate activities. This is the public elementof the public-private divide which gender
theorists find so problematic, as it relegatesnon-institutional actors to the discursive
realm of the private, as discussedin detail in ChapterOne.

It is the second senseof public space identified by 17hompsonwhich is of particular
relevanceto this chapter,however. He arguesthat anotherway of interpreting 'public'
is to view it as that which is open or available to the generalpublic, signifying visibility
or openness(1994: 38), and suggeststhat for public figures:
"it is no longer possible to circumscribe the management of visibility
...
Moreover, the messagestransmittedby the mediamay be receivedand understood
in Nvaysthat cannot be directly monitored and controlled by communicators"
(ibid.: 40).
With the use of broadcast communications,and increasingly -%viththe use of ICTs,
public political activity is intrinsically linked to the private realm, as interpretationsare
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madeby non-public actors in relation to their own subjectivities. Thus, ICTs and their
space-adjustingeffects imply that both of 17hompson'sconceptionsof public spaceare
contestable. That is, both the conceptsof divisions betweenpublic and private political
spaces,and of audiencesas situtated within a definable public sphere, are subject to
challenge,by both the introduction of new communicationstechnologies,and by broader
societalchange. The s/electivenature of ICTs interactionsalso suggests,moreover,that
there is no public sphereas such, but rather a vast range of issues available in the
public domain. The flow of knowledge and ideas in contemporary societies is more
difficult for either statesor media organizationsto control, given the breadth and scale
of massmedia communicationand the increasinguse of ICTs. Moreover, governments
have less potential to control the discursiveparametersof information exchange,both in
relation to technical capabilities and audience construction. In this respect, ICTs
challengeconventionalconceptionsof the public sphere,as meaning is both channelled
and interpreted within the public domain and outside of it, as subjects are situated in
multi-mediatedspacesof social and political engagement.

For this reason,it is necessaryto seein ICTs a technology-whichhas some similarities
to other media but which also offers some new communicativepossibilities. For Pool,
advanced electronic facilities differ radically from mass media modes of
42
communication, the key difference lying in the ways in which audiences access
information, and in how information is madeavailable.Thus:
"Ile massmediarevolution is being reversed; insteadof identical messagesbeing
disseminatedto millions of people,electronictechnologypermits the adaptationof
electronicmessagesto the specializedor uniqueneedsof individuals" (Pool 1990:
8).
ICTs do not replace mass media, or any other mode of communication, though some
technologiesmay be superseded.As the spokenword, and written text have endured,
and have been supplementedby telephones,faxes and so on, it appears probable that
ICTs constitute an additional, rather than a replacement,technological development.
Tbus ICTs add new forrns of communicationsto thosealreadyavailable.

Changesin the Nvayinformation is transmitted and receivedobviously have relevanceto
the way political activity is carried out, indeed to what actually constitutes political
activity. In the contemporarysystem, it is evident that states now have little direct
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influence either over the reachand contentof conununications,or over changesto social
structuresto NvIfichcommurficationsmediaare party. For Held:
"What is new about the modem global systemis the stretching of social relations
in and through new dimensions of activity - technological, organizational,
administrativeand legal, amongothers- and the chronic intensification of patterns
of connectednessmediated by such phenomena as modem communications
networks and new information technology" (1995: 2 1).
Ilese new patterns of connectedness
affect many of the traditional areas of concern in
IR by adjusting the ways in which state agenciesand other political players interact.

A specific example of how these patterns of connectedness
have affected the political
practices of states and other actors is outlined in the following section. This examines
the impact of

new communications technologies on international economic

infrastructures,illustrating how ICTs, in conjunctionwith other factors, have influenced
statepraxis in recentyears. This examplealso illustrates, therefore,how state practices
havebeenchangingas the useof ICTs amongnon-stateactorshas increased.

Exemplar: Communicationsand the Global EconoLny
in IR has tendedto
As indicated elsewherein the thesis, analysis of comrnunýications
focus on the top-down model of political agency, representingmonological state-tocitizen transmissionof information. This sectionexamineshow digital communications
have affected the developmentof a global economicsystem,xvith the aim of satisfying
two ends. One of these is to indicate precisely how significant the study of
communicationsis for interpreting the actions of both statesand non-state actors, in a
discipline which aims to analysetrans-statepolitics. The other is to reiteratethe claims
of gender and spatial theorists, Nvhohold that making analytical distinctions between
state politics and social phenomena occludes important dimensions of political
interaction.

Given their synergetic relations with er-Onomic, social and Political spheres,
communicationstechnologiescan act as agentsof changein the lives of individuals and
groups. 'ne impact of such agencyis not always readily quantifiable. Pool argued,for
example,that it would havebeenpossibleto concludeten years after the inventionof the
printing press that the device was of little significance,as changewas in large measure
42This difference is not simply technological, as both massmedia (particularly broadcasting,
but increasingly also publishing) and computer conununicationsuse digital technology.
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incremental and qualitative (1990:

4). That is, the availability of the printing press
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One of the most extraordinary aspectsof the use of ICTs has beentheir rate of growth,
with a technology virtually unknown at the start of the 1990s developingat a rate of
around one hundred and three percent per annum (http:1MvivJtu. int). In this respect,
there is no opportunity for scholars to assumea cultural lag, as nonesuchexists. For
this reason,the imperativeto analysenetwork technologiescontemporaneouslyexists, as
their difflusion has immediateeffects and potentially critical ramifications for social and
impact
A
brief
the
of nehvork communicationson the
examination
of
conduct.
political
mechanismsof contemporary global economicsillustrates the degreeto which these
technologiesare changingmaterial practices.

As indicatedabove,the secondaim of this sectionis to provide somefurther justification
for the claims of feminist theorists and many other IR scholars,who argue that attempts
to make a distinction between state politics and social phenomenais problematic, in
terms of the limitations such a division places upon researchand understandingin the
discipline. RE researchgenerally refutessuch a distinction, and showshow analysisof
global economic practices highlights the complexity of agent/structurerelations which
cannot easily be accommodatedwithin public/private conceptualisations;of politics.
Within mainstreamIF, however, the dominant discursive trend is still to assumestates
to be the dominant and defining actors in international politics. This section does not
make direct referenceto the links made betweenpublic and private spacesin changing
economic practices; these become evident as discussion of the range of actors and
activities in the contemporaryeconomicsystemevolves.

Looking at globalising trends in economicsand trade, it is possible to argue that the
developmentof fast and efficient transboundary communicationssystems, which are
capable of conveying very large amounts of information at speed,has been the single
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most significant feature in the growth of a global economy. Fuchs and Koch suggests
that information technologyservesa dual function in the processesof globalization:
"On the one hand, the telecommunicationssector is being extensively globalised;
on the other hand,telecommunicationsnetworks are an important preconditionfor
globalization in the Nvorldeconomy" (1996: 165).
Ilus the policy-making processesof states are affected, both in relation to the actors
Avith Nvhom they engage, and the ways in which the increasing globalization of
telecommunicationsinfluence§the forms of such engagement.

In terms of managing a national economy, the role of states is affected both by the
existence of new players who 'effectively dissipate the structure of international
economics and by the means available to these economic actors to use and transfer
information, to shift commodities and capital, and so on, largely unhindered by the
impedimentsof either physical or legislative national boundaries. This applies whether
money comes in the form of currency, commodities or, as is increasingly the case,
'international money credit' (see: Thrift 1996). In Us instance, money is purely a
simulated phenomena,controlled almost exclusively by meansof ICTs. This is not to
suggest, to borrow Thrift's phrase, "a financial leviathan wMch it is increasingly
impossible to withstand" (ibid.: 214). Rather, as many social scientists and political
economistshave indicated, changesto communicationstechnologiesin recent decades
have had a radical impact on the structuresof international economics (see: Agnew &
Corbridge 1995; Corbridge et al 1994; Strange 1996). For Sassen,"electronic space
has emergednot simply as a meansfor communicating,but as a major new theatre for
capital accumulation and the operations of global actors" (1999: 49). State practices
alter in responseto changein the fields of economics,and one of the key areasof change
has beenin the field of communications.

The growth of global conununicationshas significantly enhancedthe role and power of
MNCs and has influencedthe ways statesoperateas economicactors. Claval suggests
that the lines of international trade have "ceased to be trapped within national
territories" (1995: 306). In the developedworld, for example,the growth of serviceand
knowledge-basedindustrieshas beenparallelled by a declinein the manufacturingsector
(see: Graham & Marvin 1996), situating information technologies at the heart of
national economic interests, In many instances manufacturing facilities have been
relocated to newly-industrialised and less developedcountries (ibid.: 125), signalling
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adjustmentsto north-south economicrelations. Although statesare able to exert some
influence over economic activity within their borders, particularly through taxation
have
little
flow
incentives
MNCs,
the
to
they
the
real
power
over
of
of
offer
policies and
credit and debt across state borders. Strangenotes that structural changein the world
political economy,-vvrougbtin significant measureby developmentsin communications
technology,has resultedin an intensification of competitionamong states:
"(This) competition is forcing statesto bargain with foreign firms to locate their
operations within the territory of the state, and with national firms not to leave
home, at least not entirely" (1994: 107).
Thus the nature of economicsis influenced by communicationschangein three specific
First,
the sites of economic activity need no
to
spatial
practices.
ways, each related
longer necessarily be linked to specific locations. An important change in economic
activity in recent decadeshas been the way in which it is now possible to trade via
electronic networks, exchanging infori-nation, services, and commodities such as
derivatives, wMch have no physical manifestation (see: Cerny 1996; Thrift 1996).
State boundariesbecome,in this context, essentiallymeaningless. Often there are no
real goods to cross borders and few effective legislative tools which statescan apply to
restrict trans-statecommerce.

Second,and relatedto this shift away from 'locatedeconomics',the relationshipbetween
state agencies and economic actors is consequentially less circumscribed than
previously. As global trading practices and legislation have adapted,partly in response
to transnationaltechnologies,statesnow have lesscontrol over which actors may engage
in commercial activity within national borders, and over where businessesare located.
For example, it is possible for a company to produce goods in several locations and
manageother aspectsof their businesselsewhere,with their choices contingent upon
their perceptionsof economicexpediency(see: Graham and Marvin 1996). Network
technologies facilitate both intra- and inter-industrial communication, allowing an
efficient flow of goods, services,and information, often with little regard to location. In
this respect,the relative power of M`NCsis increasedvis-A-vis that of states.Ile actual
location of a business is often significant to local and national interests, but few
governmentshave much control over the criteria set by MNCs in choosing commercial
sites.
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The ways in which their choice of place reflects upon the metaphoric spacesof access
and opportunity is crucial for regional communities,however, as it affects social and
political processesin profound ways, and at multiple levels. Thus, where an MNC, for
example, situates various elementsof its operationshas an impact socially, culturally,
and politically, as well as economically,on a given area. At the sametime, government
reliance on outside investmentmeans that its relations with economic actors have an
impact upon policy-making. Camilleri and Falk used South Africa during the apartheid
era as an illustrative example, suggesting that increased exposure to international
scrutiny through the integration of global economies and communications systems
limited the government's ability to use traditional coercive measuresagainst its citizens
(1992: 113). That is, domestic policies which affect citizens are increasingly being
madewith referenceto the needsand interestsof external actors.

'Mirdly, non-state economic actors appear to make more effective use of the
'disembeddedness'(see: TMft

1996) Aich is associatedwith electronic forms of

communication. Tle communicativepower of theseactors, and their ability to respond
to changingconditions, often outpacesthat of the stateswith which they interact. The
adaptivecapacity of, for exampleMNCs and 'moneycapitalists' (ibid.), meansthat they
are "able to operate on a global scale and with a speedof reaction which many states
find difficult to emulate" (ibid.: 220).

The extra degreeof flexibility which MNCs enjoy in this respectcomes about largely
because states are encumberedboth by their responsibilities as states, and by the
burdens placed on their economiesin attempting to fulfil these requirements. State
agenciesare required to service the needs of citizens, whether as individuals or as
membersof interest groups or collectives. This means that citizens have recourseto
health and welfare servicesand so on, and to the expertiseof governmentsrelating to the
roles of voters as economic agents, for example as traders or taxpayers. Cerny has
arguedthat "the commodifiedstate is developinginto an enterpriseassociation,with key
civic, public and constitutional functions either increasingly subordinate to the
imperatives of the global market place or even vestigial" (1996: 136). The internal
responsibilities of states, however, continue to exist;

despite the deregulation,

decentralisation, privatisation and liberalisation of many traditional government
functions by many contemporary states (see Hennan & McChesney 1997), the
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As a consequence, the territorially-defined state has responsibilities specifically
limitations,
have
its
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such
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associatedwith
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their concernsrelated primarily, often solely, to their effectivenessin the market-place.
This is not to suggest that MNCs and other econon-deactors are disembeddedfrom
wider political processes,but that their range of responsibilitiesis much narrower than
that of states. Strangepointed out, for example,that "while the bargaining assetsof the
firm are specific to the enterprise,the bargaining assetsof the state are specific to the
territory it rules over" (1994: 108). Ilus in many sensesstatesare increasinglyplayers
in a game where their organizational structure, their capacity to adapt to changeand
their perfon-nancecriteria are, in terms of efficiency, infcrior to those of their economic,
and increasingly political, associates.

TMs does not mean that statesare inevitably disempowered; states retain many of the
tools of economicmanagementwhich influencethe behaviour of other economicactors.
'fliese tools include the forming of trading blocs, some control over interest rates, the
ability to offer tax and investmentincentivesand so on. Additionally, the geographical
location of a particular statemay be significant to a manufacturerseekingeasyaccessto
a particular market.

Cerny suggests, however, that the main function of the

firms
is
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and sectors
makes
of
econon-Lic
activity
which
promotion
contemporarystate
located within their territory competitive in international markets (1996: 124). In this
respect, the value of location in providing employment opportunities or promoting
economicwell-being has a residual value for statesas international actors, but they are
also greatly constrainedby their obligations in the domesticarena.

This is particularly evident in the field of communications,where the cost of changefor
statesmay be considerablyhigher in real terms than that for non-stateactors. It would
appear to be much easier for non-state actors to update and integrate communications
systemsto their advantage,particularly where an organizational infrastructure already
exists. State responsesto technologicalchangeare hinderedby inherited policy-making
for
inter-departmental
bureaucracies,
financial
competition
strictures,
procedures and
funding, the demandsof their civic, role and the anachronisticdistinction betweenpublic
and private political spheres. Given their role in promoting the economicwelfare of the
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organizations and in Us senseare quasi-private economic actors as well as policymakers.

Many of the metaphoric spaces of economic activity opened by communications
technologies,relating to accessand opportunity, are restricted for, or closed to, states
simply becausethey are states. ýUchs and Koch suggestthat the "new decentralized
organizational forms of multinational corporationscould bedesigned only on the basis
of advanced global communications structures" (1996: 166). Many MNCs have
developedtheir organizational structures in parallel with conu-nunicationschange; the
prior existence of the bureaucratic model of the state has impeded its comparable
adaptation.

'17hisbrief analysis of some of the effects of ICTs on global finance with relation to
states is intended to offer an indication of how extensive the reach of this type of
communication can be. The role ICTs are playing in restructuring relations between
economic players is evident. The introduction of computerisedbanking and insurance
services,share dealing via networkedconglomeratesand so on open further the spaces
of access for individuals to areas of economic activity previously denied by more
hierarchical structures.43

Analysis of econon-& relations provides a useful, tangible example which partially
parallels the issuesof accessto political spaces. Such comparisonsare limited, in that
the structuresof global financeare underpinnedby the complex relations betweenprofit
motives, the relative needsand desiresof consumers,legislative restrictions, and so on.
These factors in turn are complicated by the specific cultural and historic practices
which infon-n economic relations between actors. It is evident, however, that econopolitical relations have been 're-spatialized' through the widespreaduse of ICTs. Given
the rapid spreadof ICT's amongother actors in recentyears, it is reasonableto surmise,
therefore,that socio-political relationsare undergoingsimilar processes.

43This does not suggestthat ICTs are responsiblefor thesechanges; the political and social
climate in which such changeshave come about is also crucial in this regard. ICTs have,
however, facilitated thesechangesto such a degreethat it is possibleto argue that many of the
featuresof global financial networks could not have beenestablished,nor continue to exist,
without it.
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Conclusion
Although brief and by no meansdefinitive, the outline of the developmentof ICTs given
in this chapter indicates that thesetechnologiesevolved across both public and private
individuals.
ICTs
both
the
through
efforts of
state and non-state agenciesand
sectors,
have a number of unique features, which render their use of particular significanceto
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exchangethrough the use of ICTs is vastly increased,by comparison to any other
technology,has been noted, as have forms of interaction which ICTs render possible.
ICTs representa multi-logical form of communication, as well as a mono- and dialogical form. In this respect,ICTs are a unique form of communication, since users
play an active role in determining modes of engagement.The traditional tools of
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The notion that ICTs can provide some form of public forum has also been addressed.
Although this form of communicationtheoretically representsan open forum for debate,
the nature of interaction it permits suggests the development of a space which is
simultaneouslypublic and private.

In this respect, accepted notions of audience

construction are called into question, as traditional sender-receiverconceptions are
invalidated.

An analysis of the impact of ICTs on international econon-dcpractices has been
undertaken,drawing together the discussionson the forms of interaction ICTs permits,
someof the effects this technology has had on the role of the state, and questionson
public and private spacesof social and political engagement. TI-dsanalysis forms an
illustrative example of the multiple effects of ICTs on the relationship betweensocial,
political and economicspheres,and highlights how extensivethe impacts of this form of
communicationcan be.

Researchinto NGO use of ICTs indicatesthat Us technology is being used acrossthe
political spectrum,both 'up' and 'down' the range of political actors, Nviththe potential
to affect political practicesat all levels. The following chapterprovides a brief typology
in
NGOs
their
their
outlining
position
role as political actors,
of
and examines
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interpretationsof contemporaryinternationalpolitics in IR. This overview of the role of
NGOs in contemporary politics provides a foundation for analysis of some specific
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concludingchapters.
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CHAPTER THREE
NGOs & THE USE OF ICTs
Introduction
This chapter provides a typology of NGOs in the contemporaryglobal political system
to supply a foundation for the spatial analysis of their use of ICTs undertakenin the
concluding chapters.Tle chapter is specifically concernedwith the impact of ICTs on
the political practices of NGOs and adopts three fundamentalpremises. Firstly, it is
suggestedthat changeis being effected in the political behaviour of NGOs who make
useof thesetechnologies; secondly,that thesehavethe potential to transform the nature
of political activity, both for theseorganizationsand, as a consequence,for other actors;
and thirdly, that it is possible to conclude that these effects are experiencedmost
profoundly but not exclusivelyat inter- and trans-statelevels.

This chapter provides illustrative examples intended to compliment the theoretical
foundation of the thesis: that cominunicationstechnologiesare of enormoussignificance
to the conduct and analysis of political activity on the world stage, and appropriate
analytical schemaare required to incorporate their role in this regard. For this reason,
this chapterprovides an overview of the role of NGOs in contemporarypolitics, defining
them in terms of agency rather than through the structural assumptionsof IR. This
chapter concentrateson providing examplesof some of the ways in which accessto
political processesmay be affected by NOO use of ICTs. The following sectionbriefly
outlines the evolving techno-political climate in which NGO use of thesetechnologiesis
situated. T'hat is, it looks at the ways ICTs are being introducedinto the political arena,
and how and why this form of communicationappearsto be of particular relevanceto
thework of NGOs.

NGOs & ICTs
NGO use of ICTs relates, of course, to the broader structural change fostered by the
diffusion of telecommunicationstechnologiesacross real and metaphoric boundaries.
Information, as both commodity and resource,has implications for all political actors,
with changesin the behaviour of one group influencing the behaviour of others. T'hus
NGO use of ICTs links to awider adjustmentof power and control relations wrought by
the 'information age'. For Castells, for example, all states are, and will become
increasingly, informational societies"in the sensethat the core processesof knowledge
production, economic productivity, political/military power and media communication
are already deeply transformed by the informational paradigm, and are connectedto
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global networks of wealth, power, and symbols working under such a logic" (1996:
21).

711esenetworks are diff-usedacross multiple levels and layers of societies,and

statesare necessarilyboth contendingagainstand participating in their development.

Many governmentsare actively promoting the growth of ICTs for use by citizens, under
'Global
in
'information
Information
Infrastructure'
US,
the
the
the
and
such
as
rubrics
superhighway' in the UK. Many statesnow make policy details, information on state
agenciesand contact facilities available to users 'online'. Moore suggeststhat "what all
these states are trying to achieve in the first instance are cheap and efficient
telecommunicationsinfrastructures that will enable individuals and organizations*to
communicatewith one another" (1998: 276). As noted in Chapter Two, however,the
roles and responsibilities of states with respectto the security and welfare of citizens
pose barriers to the free flow of information which characterisesICTs. For NGOs,
however, ICTs may be a political tool inherently appositeto their relationshipsacross
44
the rangeof actors with whornthey communicate.

The intrinsic traiýscendencc
of boundarieswhich ICTs imply suggeststo many that it is
an inherently globalising media and much of the researchon this type of technology
identifies this as a primary characteristic. Although ICTs are theoretically 'global'
technologies, networks are essentially formed by their use, rather than by their
availability. T'hus, ICTs are equally likely to be used to reinforce local connections
through, for example,their use by community or environmentalgroups (see: Pickerill
& Rodgers,forthcoming). Analysis of NGO use of ICTs in the international arenadoes
not therefore imply that someform of 'g-lobalsociety' or 'world community' is likely to
develop as the result of the spread of this technology,nor are value judgementsmade
here regarding the merits or otherwise of its use, in terms of the quality of life for
individual users.

NGOs differ from other major actors in IF, most critically in their perceptions of
political agendas. There are many thousandsof NGOs, often engagedin activities
NvMchdefy the significanceof state borders. It is not possible to produce a standard
44In depth exarnination of stateuse of ICTs is not possiblehere. It is noted, however,that
NGOs are not the only organizationsmaking use of ICTs and that dynamics of political
changethrough the use of ICFs are by no meanslimited to the use of digital communications
technologiesby non-stateactors.
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movements,with membershipand support based.in concern for, for example, human
rights, genderand/or racial awareness,animal rights, environmentalprotection and so
on.

Moreover, many of these concernsare seen as indivisible, from each other, and

from broaderpolitical issues. For example,Amnesty International, which campaignson
behalf of political prisoners, views genderas a central issue, arguing that genderofien
plays a significant role in casesof abuse of human rights. Similarly, Oxfam, whose
prime concern is the alleviation of poverty, links this, as a human rights issue, to
links
development.
Despite
trade
to
and
acrossorganizations
processes
relating
political
and issues,it is impossibleto producea genericmodel of eventhoseNGOs who work on
comparableprojects.

NGO activity may be large-scale; someof the organizations consideredhere perceive
themselvesto be global actors and have offices worldwide.

Many other NGOs,

however,are highly localised,focusing their operationson specific regions. Such a local
focus, however, does not necessarilylimit their activities to 'within state borders (see:
Frederick 1997). The difficulties of classifying NGO activity are now the subject of
academicscrutiny, with scholars from a range of disciplines attempting to clarify the
position of NGOs within contemporarysocial and political systems.Vakil has notedthat
the absenceof a framework for classifying NGOs may have seriously impeded an
understandingof the sector (1997: 2057). Given the breadth, scale and diversity of the
NGO movement, it is prudent therefore to illustrate in general terms their forrn of
political agency, rather than to attempt to gencralise about their objectives and their
meansof acl-ýevingthem.

For Charlton et al, NGOs can be viewed aý a conceptually distinct but empirically
impreciseorganizationalcategory(1995: 19). Their key characteristicsare that they are
independentof state control, in terms of decision-makingprocesses,and that they are
institutions, in that they structure social behavioursaround a particular set of goals. For
Willetts "NGOs become theoretically important when it is appreciated that they are
agentsof social change,projectedto the level of global politics" (1996: 57). As agents
of social change,NGOs cover a diverserangeof interests,areasand objectives; there is,
therefore,no such thing as a typical NGO and organizational structure arises as social
movementsgrow (ibid.) ICTs reflect the diff-useorganizational forms of many NGOs.
Given the transcendental,issue-basedperceptions of politics which NGOs generally
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endorse,it is evident that the potential to transcendterritory and forge links through and
in
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both
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and the Nviderpolitical
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facet
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ICTs
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the
objectives
of
of
NvMchclosely reflects
realm, a

NGO undertakingsare characterisedby a diffusion of activities acrossa range of actors,
often with a wide-ranging geographical reach. International NGOs invariably have
transborder and/or transnational concerns. An NGO may be concerned about a
transborder issue and may respond to this by lobbying governmentsand/or regional
authorities and/or people in the regions where a problem originates or where it occurs.
For this reason,NGO interaction with governments;will often be basedupon how much
impact a given governmentcan actually have on an issue: NGOs do not necessarily
assumea govenunent to be the primary actor when seekingto elicit social or political
change. In any given instance an MNC, a regional authority, an IGO, a community
group or individual, or a combinationthereof, may be better able to effect changethan a
state agency. Hence, to somedegree,politics as defined by NGOs as non-stateactors
differs from that outlined and applied by governments. T11espaces which NGOs
perceiveto be of political relevanceare often dependentupon the territorial assumPtions
of states, but frequently extend beyond the public parametersoutlined in the dominant
discourse. Indeed, Smith argues that transnational social movements,in which NGOs
play an important role, tend to form around issues for which purely national solutions
45
inappropriate
(1997:
57).
are

As a consequenceof the looser definitions of politics under which NGOs operate,they
are generally less closely boundthan statesto the agendasof high politics. That is, they
may act in co-operation with government agencies,international organizations and so
on, but are often responsiblefor introducing new items to standardpolitical agendas,in
line with their particular area of interest or operation. International NGOs differ from
other trans-stateor inter-stateactors in that their actions are rarely, if ever, basedupon
pursuit of power or profit.

Some NGOs have established themselves within

parliamentary systems,most notably Green parties who have, with varying degreesof
success,attempted to influence elite agendasfrom within government. On the whole,
though,NGOs conformto the characteristicsidentified by Chariton et aL Thesesuggest
that NGOs are generally distinguishedby pursuit of collective action on the basis of
Della Porta& Diani (1999)offer a usefulanalysisof thedifferencesand similaritiesbetween
socialmovementsandwhat theyview as the moreformalapproachof NGOs.
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'voluntaristic mechanisms', based on processes of bargaining, accommodation,
discussion and persuasion which are conceptually distinct from the hierarchical
operational principles of either states or profit-driven market institutions (1995: 26).
The work of some NGOs is widely credited with introducing issues such as human
rights, environmental change and gender discrimination to international political
agendas. Analysis of regime formation also often acknowledgesthe normative role
NGOs play in the evolution of co-operativepracticesin international politics.

The operationalprinciples of NGOs are basedupon the forging of contactsbetweenand
across interested,affected and influential groups and individuals. As in other sectors,
ICTs are both elementalto and constitutive of the construction of operational spaces,
spaceswhich for NGOs are by nature socio-political.

The technical capabilities of

ICTs, that is the communications possibilities they offer, can enhance the existing
operational methods of NGOs. The assumption of an anti-hierarchical flexibility in
political communication flows underscoresthe operational principles of international
NGOs, and contrasts with the prevailing nonn in inter-state behaviour, and to some
extent in internationalorganizationssuch as the UN.

NGOs cannot be categorisedas acting either specifically in 'public' or 'private' spheres.
As internationalactors, they may be engagedin researchand political activities aimedat
altering governmental policy with respect to the environment, to inter-nationalaid
policies and so on. Also as international actors, however, they draw upon the
membership and support of private individuals, that is, of members of the general
public. The interestsof theseindividuals may have a basis in social rather than overtly
political concerns.Membershipof Friendsof the Earth, for example, could be prompted
by a localised issue, such as river pollution in a member's home town area, or a more
general interest, such as a concern for the global environment. In neither case can
membershipbe assumedto be intentionally 'political'.

In this sense,the metaphoric

spacesof accessto political structures are extendedto individuals through membership
of NGOs in that social and political activities overlap within their operatigns.

The growth in number and type of NGOs in recent decadeshas had the effect of
politicising many issues previously consideredto be of social, or private, concern.
NGOs can thus provide indirect accessto 'official' political structures for othenvise
marginalized actors, through their coalescenceof the social and political realms. This
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coalescencehas a critical impact on representationsof space,rendering 'the political' an
increasinglyimprecisecategory. The mannerin which abortion has becomea politicised.
issueof internationalconcern,relatedto gender,human rights, national and international
norms and to development agendas provides a useful example of this blurring of
categories.

In somecasesNGOs can act as a bridge betweenindividuals and governmental actors.
Even in democracies,elite political agendasare basedon pre-determinedcriteria and the
spaces of political engagementare mapped accordingly. Tbrough membership of
NGOs, individuals move closer to the political arena by engagingby proxy with other
political actors. Concerns of individuals or groups may be more easily represented
through NGOs than through the direct engagementof individuals with state agencies,as
most political structures, representative or otherwise, n-ýitigate against the direct
involvementof the public in affairs of the state. The World Bank holds the view that
NGOs often act as social and political intermediarieswho "can createlinks both upward
and downward in society" (Charlton et al 1995: 24). Moreover, as Willetts argues,in
lobbying both governmentsand internationalgoverm-nentalorganizations,NGOs can be
both part of broader social movements,and effective organizations in their own right
(1996: 61). All of the NGOs who participated in the researchfor the thesis emphasised
the importanceof partnership betweenthemselves,governmentalagencies,international
governmentalorganizationsand 'ordinary people'. Tbus, while remaining outside the
realm of official institutions of politics, they, Re other NGOs, "seek to establish the
interests and rights of those generally excluded from discussion (Devetak & Higgott
1999:49 1). The value of effective communicationssystemsin this respect,both in terrns
of technological provision and access to information, across a range of actors, is
apparent.

Although NGOs are now considered to play a significant role in the conduct of
internationalpolitics, the discourseof IR continuesto define them in and through their
relationshipwith states; their primary categorisationin IR is as 'non-governmental'and
their roles and functions are often implicitly deemedhierarchically inferior to those of
states.
"officially

The term 'non-governmentalorganization' was first used in 1950 to refer to
recognised organizations with no governmental affiliation that had

consultativestatuswithin the United Nations" (Vakil 1997: 2068). Despite a huge rise
in NGO numbersin recentdecades,and the increasedpoliticisation of many, they retain
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the negative 'non-governmental' definýition,and are described as 'non-state' actors,
rather than as actors in their own right. It is now Nvidelyacknowledged,however,that
non-statepolitical communitieshave an important impact on state practices, and that
NGOs play a key role in the formation of such communities by providing an
organizational framework around which political action may be structured or mediated
(see: Rodgers 1999).

Hurrell suggeststhat NGOs in the environmental movement possess four strengths,
which make them important players in their own right.

'Me characteristics which

Hurrell attributes to environmentalNGOs may readily be transferred to NGOs which
focus on other concerns. Firstly, NGOs have the ability to develop and disseminate
knowledge.

Such knowledge will generally be issue-specific, transcending both

discursive barriers and national borders. Secondly,NGOs often articulate a powerful
set of human values and, thirdly, their actions may harness a growing sense of
cosmopolitanmoral awareness. Theselast two are related,in that the actions of NGOs
are often basedon a concernto developmore equitablesocial and political systemsthan
exist at present. As the growth of the NGO movementtestifies, this type of concernhas
widespreadsupport. Finally, NGOs respond to the multiple weaknessesof the state
system,both at global and local levels (see: Hurrell 1995). As Smith notes,NGOs are
able to adopt less pragmatic positions than governmentsand have less needto satisfy
competingdomestic interest groups (1995: 306). Someof the many featuresof latetwentieth century life which serve to underminethe state as primary site of political
legitimacy, such as increasingly globalized markets and economies,and the spread of
new communicationstechnologies,may often be advantageousto NGOs, given that they
are unrestrained by the bureaucratic mechanismsassociatedwith the managementof
territory.

Ile

characteristics Mghlighted by Hurrell illustrate the key strengths of NGOs as

political actors, and reflect the relevance to such organizations of ICTs.

The

development and dissemination of information across barriers and borders, the
articulation of human values, the harnessingof a growing common awarenesS'and
respondingto the weaknessesof the state systemare all features which ICTs have the
potential to consolidate,in terms of both extendingaudiencesand influencing discourse.
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New communicationstechnologiesappearto be making a considerabledifferenceto the
ways in which NGOs can approach their activities.

Electronic conununications

for:
nelhvorksare partially responsible
cc
producing forms of social organization - social networks, communications
networks, and especially the emergenceof multi-organizational networks - that
allow people and groups to play an increasingly significant role in international
relations as governmentaland market bierarcMesare eroded by the diffusion of
power to smaller groups" (Frederick 1997: 256).
This view is supported by Hurrell, Nvhoargues that an increased level of economic
globalization provides an infrastructure for increasedsocial communication. Hencethe
communicationsnetworks which have evolvedin tandemwith. economicstructuresare a
mechanismfor "facilitating the flow of values, knowledgeand ideas and in allowing
like-mindedgroups to organiseacrossnational boundaries" (Hurrell 1995: 144).

The criteria for membershipof or participation in the activities of socially-basedNGOs
generally centres purely on the choices made by individuals. This contrasts with
'membership' of states,that is citizenship,which for the vast majority of peopleis based
on birthplace and/or hereditary connections. By contrast,NGO membershipdecisions
are made pro-actively, and are apparently basedupon informed choice. 'Mis suggests
that the spaces of representation of individuals, manifested by their available
opportunitiesto participate in political activity, have changedsince the NGO movement
gainedprominence.

For NGOs to exploit these public choices effectively, it is essential to make use of
communicationsmedia which can be accessedby a wide audience. This applies most
particularly to those organizations-with a trans-stateor global reach. In the UK, for
example,ninety percentof charities in one recent survey believe that new technologyis
important for developingconu-nunicationsin the voluntary sector (Pharoahand Welch
1997). The Charities Aid Foundation (CAF), which conductedthe survey, links some
two hundredUK-basedNGOs, many with internationaloperations,to the Internet via its
CharityNet pages. Globally, the Association of ProgressiveCommunications (APC),
which specialisesin the communicationneedsof NGOs, had connectionsin one hundred
and thirty three countries in 1997 (Frederick 1997: 258), a figure which is likely to
increase further given APC's rate of growth since its inception in 1984. All of the
organizationswhich participated in researchfor this thesis link to one or both of these
networks, as well as to others.
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The focus on NGOs in IR "appearsto be concernedwith the bureaucraticpolitics of
...
pressuregroups working within the establishedsystemto influence Policy, at both the
governmentaland the global level" (Willetts 1996: 59). Recent researchsuggests,
however, that the influence of NGOs is not experiencedonly at the level of poli cymaking (see: Bailie & Winseck (Eds) 1997; Keck & Sekkink 1998). Their impact is
felt in three other important ways. Firstly, NGOs tend to be inherently de-centralising,
working across multiple spaces,both geographicaland metaphoric. As noted, NGOs
will, in pursuit of their objectives,lobby and/or work with any actor who may influence
changes, with questions of geography and status relevant only to a specific goal.
Secondly,NGOs may often be structurally lessprone to genderimbalancethan are state
agencies. Though women are barely representedat the 'top' of politics, they are widely
active as membersof local, national and internationalNGOs (Peterson& Runyan 1993:
149).46TMrdly, although often operating in co-operation with governments,NGOs'
basis in value-led politics, rather than in conventionalagendas,extends the scale and
scopeof politics, thus providing alternativespatial constructionsof politics.

The alternative conceptualisationsof politics which many NGOs operatewithin has led
many scholarsto situate their activity under the rubric of 'global civil society'. Those
promoting the conceptof global civil society suggestthat non-governmentalactors, and
in particular NGOs, are developingforms of interaction which createsocial and political
links across societies, often Nvithlittle recourseto formal institutions of governance.
Indeed, Stavenhagensuggests that civil society challenges existing paradigms of
governance and relates to objectives which entail alternative forms of econon-Lic
development,political control and social organization(1997: 34).

The concept of global civil society promotes individuals, NGOs and less formal
collectives as political agentsand has had a demonstrableimpact on the ways politics
are now being understoodin IR. For Lipschutz, one of the first scholarsto developthe
concept, global civil society is characterised by the "emergence of a parallel
arrangementof political'interaction ... focused on the self-consciousconstruction of
networks of knowledgeand action, by decentred,local actors (1992: 390). This parallel

46As social organizations, NGOs are not gender-neutral. However, many NGOs, including
four of those surveyed,place gender-awareness
high on their agendas,arguing that women's
human rights must be taken into accountat both grassrootsand policy-making levels.
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arrangementchallenges,albeit often implicitly, the concept of the state as central to
political practice, and acknowledgesthe significanceof non-territorial forins of political
associationmore fully than the dominantdiscourseof IR does.

Proponents(for exampleCox 1997,1999; Rosenau1997) and detractors(such as Baker
1999; Mahon 1996f alike acknowledgea transnationalizationof political activity in
recent years, with a related shift in the significance of NGOs as actors and of
conununications:technologiesas a driving mechanism.In this respect,.the conceptof a
global civil society is of enormousrelevanceto analysis of changing political spaces
and, in particular, of NGOs and their use of conununicationstechnologies.Cox has
arguedthat civil societyhas becomea crucial battlegroundfor recoveringcitizen control
of public life (1999: 27) and in this respectits relevanceto analysis of the links across
social and political spheresis evident.

As key players in connectinggovernments,institutions and individuals to the political
process both NGOs and ICTs representchallengesto state-centric nouns of political
analysis. In this sense,in common Nvithfeminist theorists, those analysing global civil
societyhave been 're-visioning' politics as a more diff-use,decentralizedenterprise.For
Devetak and fEggott, NGOs representan important alternative voice aspiring to the
developmentof a 'justice-based'dialogue beyondthe level of the sovereignstate (1999:
485) and, as a consequence,they push the conceptualboundaries of political analysis
beyondstate-relateddefinitions of the political.

As Walker has argued, however, the concept of civil society provides another spatial
container (1995: 312) which can be vieNvedas comparableto state-centricnorms in its
discursive closure. Ile concept of global civil society, while taking analysis in IR an
important step aNvayfrom state-centrism,effectively posits another, potentially equally
limiting, version of politics, in terms of the interpretative possibilities it permits. Tbus
for Walker:
"For all the sophisticationsof the literature on social movements
it still
... ,
seemsbound by conceptionsof political possibility that preclude debatesabout
Thereis little doubtthat someform of globalcivil societynow exists,in that a diffusionof
political interestsacrossstateboundariesamongnon-stateactorsis evident.Mahon,however,
it to bepart of a broaderneo-liberalprojectwhich
is highly critical of the conceptandsuggests
legitimatesa shift in'powerfrom statesto theworld market(1996:299).Baker,too,seesthe
that the theoryof globalcivil society
conflationof civil societywith marketidealsandsuggests
haseffectivelybeendemobilizedby tl-dsorientation(1999:24).
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it
what would mean to put establishedconceptionsof political community and
identity into question" (ibid. )
The application of spatial theories is premisedon the assumptionthat it is unnecessary
and unhelpful to frame politics -vviUn a single discursive field. Although it has been
arguedthat politics can now be seenas a triangular configuration of state, market and
civil society (Devetak & Higgott 1999: 490), this still positions political analysisunder a
fairly rigid set of assumptionsregarding how such analysis can take place. One of the
significant strengthsof the application of spatial theoriesis the potential this providesto
assesschangewithout subsumingthat changeunder a conceptualbannerwhich positions
political practiceswithin a pre-existing fi-amework.

Looking back to Levebvreand the conceptof representationsof space,we can seethat
the rubric of global civil society codifies relations betweenactors in the samemanneras
state-centrismdoes. For this reason, although the concept of global civil society has
relevanceto analysisof political practices, and in particular on the blurring of state/nonstate boundaries, much greater emphasis is placed in the following chapters on the
practicesof NGOs which contribute to this than upon a meta-levelinterpretationof how
the political landscapeis constructedtoday.48It is possibleto argue, however,that the at
least partial existenceof a global civil society is contributing to the developmentof a
49
global public sphere, where interactions between states and non-state actors find
expression(Devetak & Higgott 1999: 491). This global public sphereis potentially the
areawherethe use of ICTs by NGOs could have its greatestimpact.

Patterns of NGO behaviour are reflected by the spatial forms of network
communications. Theseare essentiallydecentralizing"in the sensethat they democratise
information flow, break down hierarchiesof power, and make communicationfrom the
top and bottom just as easy as from horizon to horizon"

(Frederick 1997: 256).

Although complex, there are identifiable patternsof construction and use of ICTs;which
provide tangible communicationsinfrastructures for political activity.

The form of

these infrastructures contrasts with the geographical structures upon which IR has
traditionally basedits ontologies, in that they are socially constructed and intrinsically
48This is not to suggestthat the global civil society literature is not valuable: it's contribution
to the 're-visioning' of IR hasbeen significant. Producing an alternative model to the statecentric norm does not, however,fit the key aim of the thesis, which is to apply spatial theories
directly to political practice and attempt to assesschangefrom the 'bottom-up'.
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(see:
Libicki 1995,1996).
mutable

Indeed, ICTs are characterisedby their inter-

linking, web-like structures, which are completely at variance with the impression of
autonomouspolitical units in the hegemonicdiscourseof IR. Although NGOs are not
immune to dispute and dissent, co-operation is something of a byword in the NGO
approachto politics: as a consequence,"Organizationally, networking is seen... as the
NGO's trump card " (Charlton et al 1995: 27). In this sense,the use of ICTs appears
to complimenttheir modus operandi.

This mutability and multi-dimensionality of ICTs does not preclude analysis of their
forms and effects. There are many aspectsof the use of ICTs wMch are subject to
designand which confonn to regulatedorganizationalpatterns, particularly on the part
of information providers. For example,contactwith an NGO may frequently be random
on the part of an individual using ICTs. 'Surfing the Net', that is casual exploration of
the Internet, is a commonpastime among many users of ICTs; chanceencounterswith
the sites of NGOs are likely. An NGO as infon-nation provider, however, structures
information by designing the content of pages,supplying details of activities, research,
projects, and so on, associatedwith the organization's work. NGOs, as the source of
information, use web-sitesas a one-to-manyform of communication,whilst at the same
time providing direct links back to the organization,allowing usersa form of one-to-one
contact. In Us respect,NGOs use ICTs as a tool with which to extend their audience
and promotetheir causes.Any contact with theseorganizationsthrough the useof ICTs,
therefore, is structured at least in part by the decisions on communications
infrastructuresmadeby the original information provider.

As Us sectionillustrates, network technologiesappearto provide a digital continuum of
the existing modeof operationof NGOs. The following sectionlooks in greater detail at
the NGOs who participated in this research, outlining a brief Nstory of each
organization, and detailing their primary objectives, as outlined in their publicity
literature. Týhisinformation providesa historical context for the researchinto their use of
ICTs which is detailedin the following chapters.-'O

49Note the observation made in Chapter Two which suggestedthat the evolving public sphere
includes private-spaceinteractions too.
50The use of ICTs by theseorganizations Nvasanalysedto provide evidenceto support the
claims on the applicability of spatial theories to complex political practices.
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NGO Sample
Five internationalNGOs, Amnesty International, Oxfam, Friends of the Earth, Christian
Aid and the Institute for Journalism in Transition (IJT), provided information on their
use of ICTs. All are well-establishedinternationalNGOs involved in charitablework in
has
in
West,
Although
the
the
an
each
across
globe.
originally
established
countries
all
international reach and has offices in severalcountries. Organizationswhich originated
in the West were chosenfor this researchbecause,historically, there have beenfew, if
any, examples of advanced communications; technologies diffusing from the
economicallydevelopingto the developedworld, and the necessityof identifying whether
this form of communication is reaching less developedregions was evident. As the
thesisexaminesICTs as a mechanismwith the potential to restructure political spaces,it
was necessary,therefore, to look at organizationswhich have available economic and
technological resources to promote the provision of information to dispersed and
frequently marginalizedaudiences.

All of the NGOs surveyedare independent,in that their main source of income is from
membershipsubscription and private donationsand/or sponsorship. Each of the NGOs
sampledis engagedin issue-basedpolitics. That is, their primary motivation relatesto
social concerns,such as human rights and environmentalprotection, rather than to the
activities of national governmentsper se. That said, many of their activities bring them
into contact with governmentsand with inter-governmentalorganizations, as well as
with membersof the public and with social and community groups. In this sensethey
are firn-fly embeddedin transnationalpolitical processes.Brief details of the history and
self-defined remit of each of the NGOs who participated in the researchare outlined
below, providing backgroundinformation on their activities. All references,quotesand
information used are taken from the websites of the NGOs or from their printed
publicity material.

1

AmnestyInternational (http. -&ý-ww.
amnesty.org )

Amnesty International is a human rights organization, establishedin May 1961. The
organization now has over one million members,subscribers and donors in over one
hundred and sixty countries and territories, several thousand local groups, plus many
more thousands of groups supporting the organization's work but not formally
registered with its International Secretariat. Amnesty also has nationally organized
sections in fifty four countries, and its 'nerve centre', the International Secretariat,is
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basedin London, staffed by almost four hundredpeoplefrom over fifty countries. 'Me
organizationalso has a network of health professionals,comprising around ten thousand
dependent
is
Ile
the
the
movement
upon
support
Avork
of
organization.
people, Nvho
membership subscriptions and donations from members of the public. Promotional
literature for the organization stresses that no money is sought or received from
governments.

Amnesty arguesthat "(T)be protection of human rights is an international responsibility,
transcendingthe boundariesof nations and ideologies.This is the fundamental belief
upon which the work of Amnesty International ... is based". The organization operates
under a statute, with its main aims outlined as the releaseof all prisoners of conscience,
fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners, and an end to torture and executions.
Amnesty International has also produceda protocol on the protection of women's human
rights, arguing that, while women may suffer the full range of human rights violations
know to the modem world, they also face other forms of abuse and discrimination
perpetratedsolely or primarily becauseof their biological sex.

Reliable infort-nationis crucial to the work of the organization: "Amnesty International
attachesgreat importance to impartial and accurate reporting of facts. Its Research
Department collects and analysesinfonnation from a wide variety of sources. Ilese
include hundredsof newspapersand journals, governmentbulletins, transcripts of radio
broadcastsand reports from lawyers and humanitarianorganizations" (ibid.) Amnesty
International places strong emphasisupon its independenceand ideological impartiality,
making its own assessmentof the facts of each caseon the basis of the organization's
own research. In order to achieve its objectives, contact betweenthe organization and
prisoners,their families, governmentaland prison authorities, international organizations
and other relevantparties is necessary. At the sametime, it is crucial that the facts upon
which action is basedare reliable and effectively transn-dttedand exchanged.

Ii.

Friends of the Earth (http. 1Avww.
fbe. co.uk1)

Established in 1971, Friends of the Earth (FoE) campaigns for the environmentand
places particular emphasis on influencing policy-making, at national, regional and
international levels. FoE was the first environmentalpressuregroup to start campaigns
against whaling, for the protection of endangeredspeciesand tropical rainforests, and
against acid rain, ozonedepletion and climate change.

All of these issueshave since
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becomethe subject of internationalnegotiationsand intergovernmentalagreements,and
the role of environmentalNGOs in forcing such items onto domestic and international
is
agendas
-widelyacknowledged.
political

FoE representsthe largest international network of environmentalgroups in the world,
its
four
in
fifty
The
eighty
of
countries.
organization
around
percent
offices
raises
with
funding from donations from supporters,with the remaindercoming from fundraising
events,sponsorship,grants and trading. It operatesa diffused system of membership
and support, with each country determining its own organizational structure. Within
each country, there are also local FoE groups in existence: in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland, for example,thesenumber sometwo hundred and fifty. Figures for
local membershipin other countriesare not available. FoE local groups often work with
other local people and organizations to improve the environment "in their own
backyard". International offices co-ordinatetransnationalcampaigns,though local and
national offices and membersare also involved in campaigmngon international issues.

FoE campaigns against environmentally destructive plans and policies, and for a
sustainable environment.

Emphasis is placed on the network structure of the

organization,with regular meetingsand training sessionsdesignedto provide "relevant
and useful information and serve to share skills and experiencesthrough the network".
As noted above, there is a good deal of interaction between local and international
elementsof the organization.
Among the 'Five good reasonsto support Friends of the Earth' cited on FoE's January
1998websitewere the following: FoE persuadespoliticians and industry to take action,
using argument, lobbying and use of the law where necessary; FoE's pioneering
researchis widely used by goveriunents,commerce,the media and other environmental
organizations; FoE publishes a broad range of information to help everyonefind out
about and take action on environmentalproblems; FoE are politically independent;FoE
are unýiquelyplaced to mobilize public opinion and campaign successfully - locally,
nationally and internationally.

FoE operateon the belief that pressurefor change"is most effective when peoplehave
accessto the facts and can an-nthemselvesNvithall the arguments". To this end, the
organizationlays heavy emphasison research,publishing, public information and media
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issues.
related
and
social
work

In their mission statement FoE outline three key

approachesto reducing environmental degradation. Firstly, FoE seeks to change
in
favour
business
of environmental protection,
practices
political policies and
conservation and the sustainable use of natural resource. Secondly, FoE seeks to
empower individuals and communitiesto lead sustainablelives, inspiring them to take
peacefulaction to protect the environmentand conservenatural resources. Thirdly, FoE
aims to stimulate public debateabout the needand meansto encourageenvironmentally
sustainable development. -.AJI of these points highlight the significance for FoE of
information provision and exchange,effective communicationacross the socio-political
spectrumand independencefrom state-political structures.
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ChristionAid

(htip. llwww. oneworld.orglchristian_aid)

Christian Aid is the relief and developmentagencyof forty British and Irish churches. It
was establishedin 1945 to provide aid to refugeesin Europe folio-wing World War 11,
undergoingseveral incarnations before eventually adopting its current name in 1964.
From its origins as an organizationproviding aid and relief for victims of war in Europe,
Christian Aid's focus shifted towards tackling the perceivedinjustices of colonialism in
the 1950s.

Through continued fundraising Christian Aid established regional

developmentprojects in Africa and set up the World DevelopmentMovement in 1969to
address poverty in the Third World.

The organization's operations have increased

steadily since then, and now encompassdevelopmentprojects in dozens of countries,
emergencyrelief operationsand lobbying of governmentsand international organizations
aimed at tackling the root causesof poverty. Christian Aid resumed relief work in
Europein 1992 following the outbreakof war in the former Yugoslavia.

Christian Aid now has offices in nine countries, but works in over seventy. Christian
Aid's funding comes largely from voluntary donations from the public, though
approximately one third of its income in 1995-6 came from UK govenunent grants.
Though associated with the Christian church, Christian Aid works with secular
organizationsand with individuals and groups of different faiths. None of its overseas
offices are permanent,in line with the organization's policy of linking directly with the
poor by funding local organizationswho can respondbest to local needs.Christian Aid
provides practical support to poor comnAmitiesand also seeksto challengethe economic
and political conditions which keeppeoplepoor.

0
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Christian Aid's policies on gender operateat two levels. As well as including genderaware practices in its regional developmentand relief projects, the organization also
campaignson women's human rights on internationaland intergovernmentalplatforms.
In recent years Christian Aid has been running a campaign against the structural
adjustment policies (SAPs) operated by the International Monetary Fund and World
Bank. Governmentsin developing countries are increasingly reliant on loans and aid
introduction
from
institutions,
but
is
these
the
conditional
such
assistance
upon
packages
of free market policies which include cuts in public spending,privatisation, removal of
price controls and increasedexports. Christian Aid arguethat SAPs "often hit the poor
hardest, bringing job losses,cuts in health and educationservices and higher prices."
Christian Aid also argue that women are particularly burdenedby the introduction of
SAPs and that their health, education and employment rights and prospects are all
underminedby thesepolicies.

Christian Aid lobbies international organizationsfor the -reform of SAPs, and places
particular emphasison their damagingeffectson the lives of women. The organization's
lobbying is designedto achievethree key objectives: that women should be involved in
all stagesof the policy-making process,that policy measuresshould take accountof the
power relations which occur within householdsand wider society, and that the public
spendingcuts requiredunder SAPs shouldnot discriminateagainstwomen.

Christian Aid's objectives are based in "upholding the dignity and worth of every
person, not only by providing practical support to poor communities but also by
challenging the economic and political conditions which keep people poor." The
organization's biggest campaignsin recent years have involved lobbying to reducethe
burden of Third World debt, challenging unfair terms of trade and improving British
government aid spending. Some ten percent of Christian Aid's budget is spent on
educationprogrammesand campaigningin the UK, Ireland and the EuropeanUnion.

Iv-

Oxfam (http. -IAvww.oneworld.oxfam.org)
(http. -IAvww.oxfam.org)

Originally known as the Oxford Committeefor Famine Relief, Oxfam.Nvasfounded in
1942 to provide aid to soldiers and civilians in Nazi-occupiedGreece,suffering due to
the blockade imposedby the Allies. Tle Committeecontinuedto raise fiinds after the
end of the Nvarand extendedtheir remit to include "the relief of suffering arising as a
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Oxfarn
in
the
of
grew steadily through
of
or
any
part
world".
result wars other causes
the ensuing decades and now has offices in around seventy countries and sister
organizationsin the United States, Canada,Quebec,Australia, Belgium, Hong Kong,
Netherlandsand Spain. 'Oxfam. International', -whichlinks Oxfain in the UK to these
sister organizations, was formed in 1996, with the aim of strengthening Oxfam's
potential to influence decision-making on the part of governments and intergovernmentalorganizations,and to support Third World people in lobbying their own
governments.

Oxfarn places strong emphasis on using the weight of public concern to lobby
governmentsand political and econon-dcdecision-makingbodiessuch as the UN and the
World Bank. To raise the profile of poverty, fair trading and its emergencyrelief
operations, Oxfam runs programmesof developmentaleducation, aimed at inforn-ting
peopleabout the causesof, and possible solutions to, theseproblems. 'ne organization
operatesthrough a wide network of volunteers and paid staff, and generally supports
small projects run by local people "whose knowledgeand contacts ensure that money
and effort are usedas efficiently as possible".

In its developmentoperations, Oxfam applies principles of sustainable development,
arguing that small scalelocal projects are the most effective meansof helping peopleto
become self-sufficient.

Publicity material for the organization states that "(T)he

commonthread in Oxfam's work is supporting poor people in their efforts to gain more
control over their lives and to achievepeacefulchange".

Oxfam's policies on genderare intrinsic to its operationsand are basedon the claim that
women suffer deprivation and discrimination from cradle to grave. It is a key objective
of Oxfam's, therefore, to ensurethat the interestsand needsof women are specifically
consideredduring the developmentand implementationof projects. For Oxfam:
"(I)t is vital that women are fully consulted and involved in any relief or
development; too often in the past they have been neglected, or even further
disadvantaged,by proposalsand plans drawn up by men".
Ox.fam's focus is on gender,rather than on women,and the organization arguesthat it is
important to ensure that the changing of women's status is the responsibility of both
sexes. Oxfam. is "trying to ensure the full integration of gender into all its lobbying
work". To this end, a GenderDevelopmentUnit was establishedin 1995 with the aims
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of promoting gender training for its staff and partners, providing financial support to
women's groups and networks working for change, appointing gender experts and
consultants for field researchand project evaluation, and advocating gender-focused
international
for
organizations.
policies

In 1995-6, Oxfarn in the UK had an income of almost ninety million pounds sterling.
Over half of this income came from private donations, from trading and from gifts in
kind. Of the remainder,the British government's OverseasDevelopmentAgency acted
as the largest single donor, granting over thirteen million pounds, and other funds were
provided by the EuropeanUnion and the United Nations. During 1995-6, Oxfarn spent
over six million poundson education,information and awarenesscampaigns.

V- Instifutefor Journalism in Transition (IJT)
(hitp. -Ilwww.ijt. org)
(http: //Www.ijt. cz)
IJT was establishedin 1998,but was formed by the mergerof two other institutions, the
Prague-basedTransitions magazine,and the London-basedInstitute for War and Peace
Reporting (IWPR).

IJT maintains offices in both cities, as well as field and

correspondentoffices, and receivesfunding from a variety of sources. These include a
funding packagefrom the Open Media ResearchInstitute (OMRI) of the Open Society
Institute (OSI), support from international organizations such as the EuropeanUnion,
the US-based National Endowment For Democracy and the UK National Lotteries
Charities Board, and subscriptionfees for the magazine.

IJT describesitself as a not-for-profit media developmentorganization which works to
strengthenindependentmedia and other democraticvoices in societiesundergoingmajor
political transition in EasternEurope and the former Soviet Union. IJT works with local
journalists and international media organizations with the aims of developing
professionaljournalism and encouraging critical public debate in these countries. It
seeksto acWevetheseobjectivesby following an integratedrange of programming and
publishing activities. This approach has two related dimensions. Firstly, Transitions
magazine,published monthly in both print and electronic format, reports and debates
events and issues relevant to post-corrununistsocieties,using contributions from both
within its regions of interest and from the West. Secondly, IJT operatesjournalism
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training, media developmentand research projects in its main focus regions, which
include the Balkans, Caucasus,Central Asia and Russia.

IJT's role is basedupon the perceivedneedto establisha critical and independentpress
in regionswhich have no history of free speech. HT identifies a paradox in this respect:
"Just as the need - and opportunity - for good journalism have increased,the stories
have becomemore difficult: more complex, more local if no less important, in some
cases(i. e. corruption) evenmore dangerous.Yet just when international reporting could
play such a helpful complementaryrole in collaboration -with local journalists, Western
interest in the region has sharply declined". In an attempt to redressthe balance,UT
aims to use its experiencein co-operating with diverse networks of regional media to
create an international platform for information and debate on political, economicand
social developmentsin the areascovered,using contributions from both indigenouslocal
journalists and westernanalysts.

IJT's publicity material suggests that partnerships are key to its operations.
Consequentlyits principles include full integration betweenits operations in East and
West, close co-operation betweenregional media and NGOs on field programmesand
collaboration between regional and international journalists, including journalist
exchanges,media monitoring and research, and other editorial projects. IJT sees
electronicpublications and the use of email as servingan important role in disseminating
reports from Transitions and IJT's other publications both internationally and wiNn the
regions. IJT is also developing an online accesssystem to output from newspapers
publishedin eachof the EasternEuropeanand fortner Soviet Union countries.

Method
A questionnaire-wassentby email to eachof the participating NGOs and was completed
by a senior member the communicationstearn or the staff member responsiblefor coordinating Internet output. By prior agreementwith all of the NGOs, this was followed
up by a secondquestionnairewhich requestedadditional information. Copiesof both are
given at Appendices(1) and (2). The questionnaireslooked at the use of ICTs within the
individual organizations. Questionscoveredthe use of email and the Internet by each
NGO, and also asked for brief detail on the size of the organization and membership
numbers,policies on -%vebpage
production, languageuse, online archivesand duplication
of information in different formats. A follow-up inter-viewwas conductedby email in
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each case, to allow clarification on some points, and to gather greater detail on some
issueswhich were common to all responses.In this respect, a combination of formal
information.
The
interviews
informal
to
gather
was
used
electronic
survey and
questionnaireswere completedtowards the end of 1997, with the follow-up interviews
taking place in early 1998.

Researchfindings
Use Ofemai
Ile researchfindings show that the organizationssurveyedall use email, both internally
among staff membersand externally, to communicatewith individuals and with other
organizations. Members of the general public are, therefore, able to contact all of the
in
is
later
detail
by
More
this
organizations
email.
on external email contact given
section.

Friendsof the Earth, Christian Aid and UT haveemail links betweenall of their offices,
with the latter organization making 'extensive' use of the facility.

Oxfam has links

betweenninety-five percentof its offices. Amnesty International has email facilities in
due
in
Africa
to
to
percent,
some
still
unconnected
ninety-five
with
offices
ninety
technical difficulties. Amnesty International indicatedthat bringing theseoffices online
has beendeemeda high priority within the organization."

Each of the NGOs was askedwhether contact was ever made with any of the following
groups/organizationsby email: existing members;the generalpublic; British government
agencies(such as the Departmentof the Environment); international organizations(such
as the United Nations); other human rights or environmental organizations; media
organizations. Christian Aid and IJT are not membershiporganizations, so the first
questionis not applicable to them; however,both organizationsuse email to contact all
of the groups/organizationslisted. Amnesty International uses email to contact all
exceptthe generalpublic and British governmentagencies. Oxfarn usesemail to contact
Earth
Friends
but
British
the
the
and
media.
of
makesuse of
agencies
all
government
email to contact all of the above. All of the organizationssurveyedplace email contact
addresseson their websites.
51Note that telecommunicationslinks to Africa have historically been restricted by the preexisting colonially-based infrastructure, and by the high cost of laying cablesaround and
acrossthe continent. Developmentsin wireless and satellite technologies are now producing
significant reductions in the cost of connecting remote regions.
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'Me three organizationsNvithmembershipsystemsindicatedthat they use email to send
information to members,although only Amnesty International asks for email addresses
on membership application forms. The use of 'mailshots', that is, the sending of
unsolicited infon-nationby post, is a commonpractice among NGOs (see: Pharoah&
Welch 1997). None of the organizationssurveyed,however,does 'mailsbots' via email.
Friends of the Earth indicated, though, that, having developeda prototype system for
automatedinformation delivery to local groups, a similar systemmay be developedfor
contactingthe generalpublic.

Use of the Internet
All of the organizationssurveyedusethe Internet and all have pageson the World Wide
Web. All of the websiteswere establishedin 1994, with the exception of IJT's which
cameonline in 1998 following the launch of the newly-mergedorganization. Web pages
can thus be consideredto be an acceptedpart of the information inftastructure of these
organizations. The Web pages of all of the organizations are accessedfrequently,
although all of the respondentsindicatedthat the figures given for number of 'hits' (that
is, how often the sites are accessed)are, at best, rough estimates. Information on website accessis not available from Christian Aid or from IJT. Amnesty International
suggested around 0.5 million people have accessed their web-site since it was
established. Oxfarn suggestthat over ten million hits have been made on their sites,
wh.ile Friends of the Earth estimatearound one hundred and forty thousandhits in the
six monthsprior to the survey. It is possibleto join all of the organizationssurveyedvia
their web-sitesor, in the caseof Christian Aid and IJT, to join their mailing list.

New information is addedto the Web sites on a regular basis. Oxfarn and UT update
their pages at least once a month, whilst Christian Aid adds news releasesand job
vacanciesat least twice a weekon average. Amnesty International said in their response
that regularly updated information was essentialto the organization's operations, and
that Web pages are therefore updatedat least once a week. Friends of the Earth also
updatetheir Web pageson a weekly basis.

Each of the organizationssurveyedhas a different staffing policy for the production of
Web pages. Oxfarn employscopy-writing staff basedin the UK to producematerial for
its Web pages. Christian Aid uses texts which are also published in other formats.
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These are then convertedto 'html', and sent to OneWorld Online (based in Oxford,
England) to be addedto the Web site. Only minor changesare ever madeto the texts;
an examplegiven was changing 'Birmingham' on a UK press releaseto 'Birmingham,
England' for the Web site. Amnesty International doesnot employ staff specifically to
write copy for Web pages,nor does Friends of the Earth. UT corarnissionsarticles
from freelancewriters. SomeUT staff also write for their web pages,but their 'real'
jobs are in wider editorial features.

Each of the organizations surveyed, except UT, employs a co-ordinator who makes
decisionson the content of web pages. The web pagespublished by UT are reprints of
magazinehard copy and decisionson contentof the web pagesare madeby the assistant
magazineeditor. In each of the other organizations,material sent by regional and/or
international offices is filtered through the office of the co-ordinator before electronic
publication. The organizations surveyed each have a slightly different approach to
producing material for publication in various formats. Oxfarn publishessomematerial
online which is not available elsewhere. However, most of the information on the Web
pagesis available through other means,such as press releases,pamphlets,books and so
on, but is not always presentedin the same way. All of the material Christian Aid
publishes online is available in other formats. All material currently available online
from AmnestyInternational is also available in other formats. However, plans are being
developedto produce material which will only be available online, or which will be
published on the Web before it is available in hard copy. Most of the material which
Friends of the Earth publishesis available in other formats, except for information on
large databaseapplications,which only appearonline.

Asked whether information online was published in languagesother than English, the
organizationsagain had differing responses.Oxfarn (UK) publishesmaterial on its Web
pages in English and Welsh. Oxfam International, however, has offices in various
countries which publish some material in their national tongue. Christian Aid only
publishesmaterial online in English. Amnesty Internationalhas a complex system,with
each of the national offices publishing material in"their own languages.

Their

international offices publish material in English, French and Spanish. 'ne English
material is posted online from London, the French and Spanish from the Amnesty
International Translation Units in Paris and Madrid respectively. Friends of the Earth
publishessomematerial in other languagesfrom its offices worldwide, though its central
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Comprehensiveonline archives are kept by all of the organizations. Oxfarn publishes,
among other things, reports on national and international campaigns,researchmaterial,
infori-nation
its
details
Fair
Trade
documents
on the socioon
campaign,
and
and
policy
its
its
Oxfarn
behind
trading
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catalogue
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project.
political motives
Aid
Christian
facility
for
publishessimilar
purchases
provided.
a
online
website, with
briefing
details
reports
and
of campaigns,press releases,
material electronically, with
documentsaccessibleon its website. Other pages detail the history, philosophy and
aims; of the organization.

Amnesty International keeps a large online archive of

material published in the previous year.

This covers press releases, campaign

documents,reports about countriesand themesof campaigns. It also containsthe entire
Annual Report of Amnesty International separatedinto country-specific items. Friends
of the Earth also publishes press releases,details of past and present local and
international campaigns and policy documents. In addition, it also publishes a Nvide
range of information documents on issues such as climate change, energy use and
production, transport policies, sustainable development and business and the
environment.

IJT keeps back issues of its magazine in its online archive and is

developingan archive for back issuesof articles publishedin the local and regionalpress
in EasternEuropeanand former Soviet Union states.

All of the organizationssurveyedprovide links to organizationswith similar concerns.
Both Oxfarn and Christian Aid are linked to OneNVorldOnline, a BT-sponsored,
multilingual facility which provides network services to over one hundred and fifty
large
from
NGOs. This encompasses
a wide rangeof organizationsworldwide, varying
international NGOs, to regional and national groups, covering many social, political,
environmentaland human rights concerns.. Arnnesty International provides links to a
large number of other sites. As well as, among others, organizations dealing with
human rights, civil liberties, anti-war campaigns,wqMen's and gender-awareness
sites,
Arnnesty International's Sites also supplies links to govenunental sites, the United
Nations, the EuropeanParliamentand the EuropeanCourt of Human Rights. Friendsof
the Earth also provides links to like-minded organizations,as well as supplying links to
businesses,local government, youth groups and colleges providing environmental
in
Europe
links
Eastern
IJT
thousand
to
and the
almost
one
websites
provide
courses.
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fonner Soviet Union. The organizationalso provides links to over seventyinternational
organizations, including the United Nations, Amnesty International, the European
Union, the Human Rigbts Web and the World Bank.

'Me NGOs surveyed were asked whether written policies on the use of network
communicationswere held. Despite the widespreaduse of email and Internet facilities
amongthe organizations,such written policies appearn-dnimal. Information on policy
documents was not available from Christian Aid.

Among the other organizations

surveyed,only Friends of the Earth had written network communicationspolicies, and
then only for its UK offices.

Organizations surveyed were asked whether they provided network facilities for their
Cclient groups', that is, groups or organizationsto whom they provide aid or assistance,
in the form of funds, staff, equipment and so on. Christian Aid provides network
facilities to three charitable organizations, BICT (British and Irish Churches Trust),
GOOD (Gender Orientation on Development) and UKFG (United Kingdom Food
Group). Amnesty International does not at present provide such facilities to client
groups but when surveyedwas developingplans to do so. Oxfam funds community
groups around the world, with funding used for network accessand facilities where
applicable. For example, Oxfwn has helped an umbrella group of NGOs in the
Caribbeanto upgrade computers,connectwith email and provide training in the use of
network technologiesfor members. Oxfam also provide computerand fax facilities to a
group in the Negev desertwhich was establishedto help revive the traditional weaving
skills of Bedouin women and market the resulting products. Oxfam has also provided
email to client groups for the purpose of lobbying the World Bank, and suggeststhat
information technology is of increasing importance to developing countries, and the
organization is therefore establishingpolicies accordingly. FoE provides links to over
one hundred and fifty environmentalorganizations, including policy-making agencies,
scientific institutions and social groups. FoE also links to the OneWorld system. IJT
differs from the other organizationssurveyedin that it is a media organization aiming to
provide information on post-communistcountriesboth to thoselivingwithin them and to
interestedparties in other areas. Although IJT runs regional training programmesit
doesnot work with client groups as such.
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Conclusion
This chapter has examinedthe nature of political agencyof NGOs, and related someof
the key characteristicsof NGO activity to the features of ICTs. There is no specific
model of NGO activity, and they cannot be viewed as a homogenousgroup. There are,
however, a number of characteristicswhich distinguish their form of political agency
from others. Most notably, NGOs tend to be inherently decentralizingand place a high
priority on transmitting information on their activities and concerns to both official
institutions, such as governmentsand IGOs, and to individuals and collectives. It has
been suggestedthat ICTs may provide a valuable tool for achieving this objective, not
least as their key features appear to compliment the existing operational patterns of
NGOs. ICTs represent,for relatively well-off NG Os, a cost-effective conununications
mechanism, providing both a means of interpersonal exchange between staff and a
publicity and information output facility. Moreover, the key strengths of NGOs as
political actors identified by Hurrell may be articulated through the use of ICTs.

This chapter has also provided brief background information on each of the NGOs
surveyed. This offers an accountof their establishmentand developmentand of the foci
of their current activities. Although essentially given to provide a backdrop to the
analysis of the use of ICTs by NGOs, thesehistories also provide some insight into the
prominent role effective communicationsplay in the operations of the organizations
surveyed. Details of the responsesto the survey have beengiven, although no analysis
of the significanceof thesefindings has beenundertakenat this point.

Taking a broad overview of both the publicity literature and survey data provided by the
surveyed NGOs, it is evident that each of these organizations places an important
premium on the value of infon-nation as a political tool, and on the use of network
technologiesto spread their particular concerns to the -widestpossible audience. A
qualitative analysis of the findings of the survey is given in Chapter Four. Someof the
possible implications of increased provision of information, with

respect to

understandingof political spares, are then discussedin Chapter Five, along with an
application of the spatial theoriesoutlined in ChapterOne.
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CHAPTER FOUR
NGOS, ICTs & POLITICAL PRACTICES
Introduction
Using the indicators given by the survey, it is possibleto analysehow NGOs are making
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not without its shortcomings; there can certainly be no claims that ICTs provide a
panaceafor the imbalancesin or injustices of the global political system.However, the
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contributedto their growing potencyas political actors recent

This chapteraims to highlight the issuesmost likely to be affectedby the introduction of
this form of communicationinto the political arena.The chapterthus identifies someof
the actors potentially likely to be affected by accessto ICTs via NGOs, and looks at
someof the ways the increasedflow of information may be influencing political spaces.
As well as a general overview of pertinent issues,this chapter identifies issuesaround
the genderedrelations of technologyand how this may affect accessto ICTs. In addition,
issuesrelating to other forms of marginalizationare highlighted.The aim of this chapter
is not, however, to fully explore the implications of NGO use of ICTs in relation to the
discourseof IR. Analysis of the ways spatial theoriescan help us to make senseof the
useof ICTs in political practice is undertakenin detail in ChapterFive.

52As noted in the Introduction to the thesis, the key aim of this researchis to apply spatial
theoriesto complex political practices in an attempt to develop more flexible approachesto
theorising in IR. Any claims made about changing NGO practiceswhich are made in this and
the folloiving chapter should therefore to be understoodto be observationrather than
induction.
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NGO Use of ICT's
The four communicative strengths of NGOs outlined by Hurrell (see Chapter Three)
by
be
largely
thd responsesto the survey. Firstly, the ability to
to
substantiated
appear
develop and disseminateknowledge, a feature which all see as being crucial to their
work, is a facet of NGO operations -which ICT's are ideally suited to. Hurrell's
terminology is rather awkward in this context: the NGOs surveyeduse their knowledge
to provide information, which in turn can be contextualized in new forms of
understanding. Despite the conflation.of knowledgewith information'53it is evidentthat
ICTs can provide a mechanismfor NGOs to increasethe volume and range of their
informational activities.

UnRe participation in state politics, any form of mass involvement in political activity
through NGOs is dependenton their ability to raise interest and awarenessin their
particular areas of concem.-"4 ICTs have the capacity to transmit information on a
greater scale and to more geographically dispersed audiences than any other
communicationstechnology. That is, it is possiblefor NGOs using ICTs to make larger
volumesof material available acrossa wider area. ICTs comparefavourably with other
media in this respect.Broadcastmedia, whetherusedfor programmingor advertising,is
extremely costly, gives no priority to NGO concernsand is subject to the gatekeeping
practices noted in Chapter Two. Print media, wbilst more cost-effective than
broadcasting, can reach only limited and usually fairly specific audiences,both in
5'
intellectual
terms.
geographicaland

At the most basic level of information provision, all of the NGOs surveyedhave web
sites on the Internet, where details on their projects, research and campaignscan be
accessed. Although all of the organizations currently provide the same data in other
forms, some have plans to produce material specifically foronline distribution in the
near future. This conforms with what appearsto be a generaltrend in Internet use; as
information providers becomemore experiencedin the use of online technologies,their
material moves from direct replication of existing formats and adapts to the technology
53Terms frequently used to describecontemporary techno-socialrelations, such as 'the
knowledge society,' tend to reflect this conflation.
54Of course,many NGOs have very little interest in massinvolvement in politics. One aim of
all of the organizations which participated in resmch for the thesis, however, is to promote
their activities widely, in order to use public support as a meansof political leverage.
55This applies to advertising in newspapersand magazines,as well as in specialist
publications.
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available. In providing details of their interests, activities and campaigns online, the
NGOs surveyeddramatically increasetheir potential audienceand profile.

56

Two of the other strengthsof NGOs identified by Hurrell, the articulation of a powerful
set of human values and their potential to harness a growing sense of cosmopolitan
moral awareness,are also relevant to their use of ICTs. How NGOs articulate values
and harness awarenessis in large measure contingent on their ability to reach and
debate
discussion
in
from
to
on their
and
and
engage
audiences,
receive responses
strategiesand campaigns. The interactive technologiesoffered by ICTs can provide
individuals with opportunities for some form of direct engagementin the activities of
NGOs, in a number of different ways.

Ile survey responsesindicate that NGOs facilitate four main forms of communication
for users of ICTs. Firstly, it is possible to email all of the NGOs directly, providing
information and feedback from user to organization. Secondly, users can access
form from websites,and have the potential to transfer any
information, in doNvrdoadable
documentationfrom the NGOs onward to other parties. Tbirdly, facilities to forin online
discussion groups are available either directly from the websites of all of the
organizationssurveyed,or from links to them. Finally, it is possiblefor usersto contact
internationalpolicy-making organizationssuch as the UN, the World Bank and the EU,
and local and regional institutions, such as governmentsand regional authorities through
links provided on NGO websites.57

Tlis multi-dimensionalapproachis not necessarilyrepresentativeof structural changein
the nature of political interaction as the engagementof actors with NGOs and other
organizations,as individuals or collectively, is possiblethrough other media. 'I'lie multilogical potential of ICTs does, however, indicate that two issues relating to spatial
change are highlighted by NGO use of this form of communication. Firstly, the
is
logic
interaction
state-centric
public/private,
of political
understood open to challenge:
56Note that, as the survey doesnot analyse 'audience' figures, it is not possible to prove that
their information is reaching a wider audience.Indeed the organizations themselvesoperate
under the assumption that this is the casebut have no concreteevidenceof this yet.
5' Hurrell's terminology is again slightly problematic; human values and moral awarenessare
highly subjectiveexpressions. All of the NGOs surveyed,however,use similar terms within
their own campaign literature, and their use of ICTs doesappearto adapt this technology as a
mechanismfor articulating their ideas in new forms and for providing links betweendispersed
groups, individuals and agencies.
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the potential changesin the range and scopeof extant NGO practices through the use of
ICTs suggeststhat patterns of political engagementcould become yet more complex.
Secondly, and relatedly, if new, more intricate and multi-layered forms of political
interaction are emerging, the 'top-down' interpretations of politics implied by the
ontologicsof IR may prove too rigid to adequatelyanalysesuchpractices.

Hurrell's final argument is that NGOs respondto the multiple weaknessesof the state
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that local and regional spacesof political engagementcan be bolstered by the use of
ICTs. Research,campaignsand educationaland advocacy programmesconductedby
international NGOs can operate at multiple levels, with all of the NGOs surveyed
involved in both region-specificoperationsand large-scalesocio-political campaigns.

ICTs are not simply a mechanismfor promoting a globalized form of politics, although
they can be used to publicise issues to a potentially global audience. One of its
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links between local communities,or across diasporas.It is possible that NGO use of
ICTs will help to draw marginalized groups who do not conform to normative
interpretations of racial, cultural and social national identity into political processes
where many have previously sought support outside of the institutional structures of
politics. 7nieuse of ICTs by NGOs may strengthenthe ability of theseorganizationsto
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Evidence from all of the NGOs surveyed identifies numerous sites of political
engagementwhere the consolidation of local communities is an important application.
Thus, although all of the organizationsuse ICTs to contact international institutions and
provide mechanismsfor service-usersto do the same, they also aim to use network
technologiesas a means of creating and reinforcing regional ties among social and
political activists. At the sametime, the provision of ICTs to local groups can help to
by
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to
the
processes,
access
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supplying these technologies to non-elite, frequently econon-dcallyunder-privileged
actors.
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Illustrating the complexitiesof contemporarypolitical practices,the NGO movementhas
been credited with providing mechanismsfor 'internationalizing' many aspects of
political processes,most notably those previously interpreted as operating at a socialpolitical nexus and consequentlyfalling outsideof high political practices. NGOs have
assumedmuch of the responsibility for publicising and respondingto many of the transstate, international and global concernswhich governmentsare rarely able to prioritise.
The use of ICTs may provide a mechanismfor improving the efficiency of NGOs in
forging, maintaining and extendingcontacts in and across communities, a prerequisite
for strengtheningthe baseof non-statepolitical practices.

Responsesto the survey suggest that, contrary to some of the popular lore on the
'disembodiment' of cyberspatial technologies,location remains an salient feature of
social and political existence. Where individuals live and the regimesthey are subject
to, whether social, political, religious, cultural and so on, affect material conditions. If
ICTs can extend potential audiencefor NGOs their use may draw a wider community
into local issues, as well as mapping localised politics against global social concerns.
Thus, for example,womenin the Negev desertare viewed by Oxfam both as a localised
and specific community and as situtated within wider debatesabout women's human
rights and accessto political processes. The focus of the survey was not upon the
consolidation of local communities, and the evidenceprovided is therefore relatively
scant. There were some indications from each organization surveyed,though, that the
focal sites of political engagementthrough their use of ICTs reflect both regional
specificity and global referents. In this sense,use of ICTs may reaffirm the customary
approachof NGOs in viewing political practiceas relating to multiple actors and fora.

Albeit in a relatively limited capacity, individuals and groups have the opportunity to
situate themselvesas political actors across the political spectrum, transcendingpredefinedpolitical spacesin the process. As Kitchin notes,it is well-documentedthat online communities are forming, centred on common interests and affinity rather than
5'
(1998:
location
11).
NOO use of ICTs can provide individuals and
coincidenceof
groups with an avenue for developing or intensifýýg communities of interest by
providing an organizationalframework through which contact can be made or mediated.
Researchinto smaller collectives suggeststhat the potential to develop and consolidate
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political communities through the use of ICTs also applies xvithout the pre-defined
organizational structure which the large NGOs surveyedfor the thesis provide (see:
Pickerill & Rodgers,fortheon-dng).

This again disrupts oppositional categorizations of politics by ignoring concepts of
high/low political division and state-centricinterpretationsof agendas. As discussedin
Chapter Three, NGO operationsare inherently decentralizedand decentralizing. Thus
the focus of their activities is often based on circumstance, and centres upon
concentratedeffort in a particular location and/or Nvitha particular group of influential
parties or individuals. Ile forms of influenceappliedby theseparties doesnot conform
to traditional notions of power in IF, combining cultural, social and economiccriteria
with the agendasof high politics.

Amnesty international has been one of the most energeticproponents of this form of
contingentpolitics, with its webpagessuggestingthat the use of information from a wide
rangeof sources,including governmentbulletins, internationalmedia, and human rights
organizations and activists, is necessaryto achieve its objectives. One of Amnesty
International's initiatives, the Urgent Action Network, illustrates how ICTs can be used
to mobilize support by activists. I'lie Nehvork usesemail and fax, as well as courier,
express and airmail services, to marshal support among volunteers in eighty-five
countries,with the aim of initiating mass appealson behalf of prisoners of conscience
consideredto be in immediatedanger.

The international NGOs surveyedperceivethemselvesto be resolutely non-state actors.
Although each of the NGOs surveyed occasionally co-operates Nvith both national
governmentsand internationalgovernmentalorganizations,their objectives centre upon
broader conceptionsof civil society than state-basedinterpretationscan muster. NGO
use of ICTs appears to intensify contemporary challengesto state-centric political
discourseby providing an information-exchangemechanismand an interactive medium
which refute the validity of pre-definedpolitical hierarchies. IJT, for example,basesits
operationson the assumptionthat the developmentof a free and open press across the
former Soviet Union and countriesof Central and EasternEurope Nvill help to promote
both the structuresand cultures of democracy. Aswith all of the other NGOs surveyed,
a progressivesocio-political philosophy underpinstheir routine activities, and their use
58 See

also Slevin (2000).
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of ICTs is seenby the organizationas anothertool available to promote their particular
interpretationsof more equitablesocieties.

Responsesto the survey also suggestthat NGOs may be able to consolidatetheir role as
bridging organizationsthrough their use of ICTs, by providing information unavailable
from other sources. While many intergovernmentalorganizations, states and MNCs
now issuebulletins on their activities on their web pages,only NGOs take social change
as their chief incentive for providing information. ICTs can be a useful mechanismfor
this, as, when operatingeffectively, they constitutea fast, efficient, cost-effectivemeans
of transmitting information. As well as linking to CharityNet and APC, the net%vork
systemsdiscussedin Chapter Three, the NGOs surveyed provide links to a vast and
diverse array of organizationsand institutions specific to their areasof interest. All of
the NGOs surveyed also make use of OneWorld, another 'umbrella' site, which links
interests
fifty
hundred
both
those
around one
and
charities,
working on specific regional
and thoseworking on particular social and political issues,such as women's rights and
anti-war campaigns. All of these organizationsprovide links in turn to others. The
provision of theselinks may reflect the claim of somecommentatorsthat NGOs operate
a primarily co-operativemode of political engagementby comparisonto other political
actors such as governmentsand MNCs. More significantly, though, such links can
supply a breadth of detail which no single organization, whether, state, inter- or nongovernmental,could provide alone. An additional strengthof ICTs in this respectis the
five
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four
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of
of
comprehensive
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archives,
out
of
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which
detail
hold.
These
in varying degreespast campaigns,researchfindings, policy
surveyed
initiatives and so on and may increasetheir value to researchersand academicsas well
as to activists.

The NGOs surveyed also provide hyperlinks through their websites to many of the
public institutions whose actions affect their operations, such as governmentagencies
and inter-governmental organizations, providing non-institutional actors with
connectionsto wider networks of political activity. By using ICTs to provide links to
official agencies, NGOs may again transcend traditional conceptualisations of
public/private political spaceby providing a mechanismfor someform of public access
to otherwiserelatively inaccessibleinstitutions. Institutions linked to the websitesof the
NGOs surveyedinclude political organs such as the EuropeanCourt of Human Rights,
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NATO, the UN and the European Union and, on specific campaigns,to government
departmentsand the offices of individual ministers.

Having examined only NGO practices, however, the survey does not produce evidence
to indicate that states or IGOs are adapting their decision-making processes to
accommodate the opinions of online activists.

Some of the NGOs surveyed now use

intense Internet lobbying as an element of their campaigning, by providing direct
hyperlinks to decision-making agencies. It can only be assumed that the NGOs surveyed
find this an effective mechanism, as at present there is no firm evidence to suggest that
the actions of agencies and politicians take account of this new dimension of political
59
actiVity.

Operating across the political spectrum meansthat NGOs effect contacts with a wide
range of actors across myriad levels. ICTs, and email in particular, have become a
valuable mechanismfor making contact with an increasingnumber of theseactors. All
of the NGOs surveyednow use this form of technologyas an intrinsic feature of their
administrative procedures,and use it to communicateacross political hierarchies.It is
possiblethat the lessformal approachof email communicationmay have an effect on the
conceptual hierarchies between actors. Kitchin suggests that cyberspaceprovides a
unique spaceof communication,blending togetherwritten and oral styles to produce a
new linguistic register and createnew rules of language (1998: 13). This is particularly
evident in the use of email, a facility which all of the surveyedNGOs use to contact
cofficial' political organs, as well as individuals and other non-state actors. 'Ibis
suggeststhat someof the cultural boundaries,such as linguistic formality and idiomatic
conventionswhich have marginalized somegroups, may be disrupted by more casual
use of language exercised through email in -particular. As well as bypassing some
traditional institutional barriers, the lack of formality usually associatedwith the use of
email, and the disregard for status which this implies, suggests that some of the
conventional,elite-defineddistinctionsbetweenpolitical actors are being challenged.

59In his study of the use of ICTs in the Netherlands,Paul Frissen has identified a growing
correspondencebetweenelectronic and policy networks, leading to a horizontalization of
relations (1997: 115). Any evidenceon this issuein respectof NGO influence over policymaking is at present largely anecdotaland iNurrantsfurther investigation.
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NGOs, ICTs and GenderIssues
On genderissues,NGO use of ICTs revealsa dual tension relating to questionsaround
structure and agency. All but one of the NGOs surveyedbelieve that addressinggender
inequalities in their areas of concern, both material and metaphoric, is necessaryto
achieving social change. NGOs are confronted by structural inequalities in gendertechnology relations: bias is not uniform, and women are subject to discrimination and
exclusionary practices in all societiesto varying degrees. How discrimination is made
manifest does not conform to standardized codes of practice, and is based on
combinations of legislative, cultural, economic and political control.

Underpinning

attemptsto redressgenderbalancesthrough the use of ICTs, however, are issuesabout
how men and women relate differently to technologiesand technological artefacts. The
genderedrelations of technology,that is, how women have frequently beensocializedto
believe that the realm of the technical is a masculine world, consequentlyunderscore
questionsof political agencyin the context of the thesis.

The genderedrelations of computing thus warrant further brief examination, in order to
situate questions of accessto political processesin the 'real' lives of individuals as
actors. As Damarin notes: "The computer is, after all, a machinc and thus a part of
(1993: 364). Though changingeducation
the male domain often prohibited to -%vomen"
in
impact
fe/male
have
had
societies
some
on
employment
policies
some
relationsto
and
technologies,girls and young women often learn, frequently simply experientially, that
technology belongs in the male domain (see: Kirkup & Smith Keller (eds) 1992;
Turkle 1984,1996). Tbough women come into more frequent contact with electronic
and computerisedartefacts than ever before, it is unusual for them to have any real
influence over their design,developmentor application (see: Grint & Gill (eds) 1995).

Moreover, and crucial to understandingthe ways individuals relate to technologies,is
Lie's argumentthat: "The concept of technology not only applies to technical objects
but,

includesthe knowledgesurroundingthem" (1995: 392). In this sense,girls and
...,

women are frequently socializedto believe not only that they have no 'natural' aptitude
for using computers,but that the type of knowledgerequired to do so is unattainable.
Feminist researchon technology,as in all other subjects, is multi-faceted, but "tends
towards approacheswhich examinehow long-standing,institutionalized and structural
patternsof male power,

expressand shapetechnology" (Ornirod 1995: 33). These

approachesrecognizethat influencing social change,both in the real and virtual worlds,
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dependsupon the participation of Nvomenin the shaping of rules, non-ns and values
regardingthe use of technologies.

Nye points out that "technologies are not deterministically fated for use by one or
anothersex. ... Technologiesare not inherently gendered. Rather, pre-existing cultural
values and genderrelations are re-expressedin the use of new machines" (1997: 1081).
Challenginggender bias dependsin part on the mechanismsavailable to individuals to
restructure power relations, and the beliefs and codesof practice which underpin them.
This suggeststhat NGO use of ICTs needsto be parallelled by increaseduse of these
technologiesby women if entrenchedgenderrelationsare to be altered.

Genderedrelations are, of course,nuancedand constantly shifting, and the use of ICTs
is affected by broader social change. There are several indicators which suggestthat
women's accessto information and communicationstechnologies,and by extensionto
political processes,is increasing.Changingeducationand employmentpracticesin some
areashave already been mentioned.These introducegirls to the technological realm at
an earlier age, and moderatethe masculine purchaseon this area. In addition, Turkle
arguesthat the age of technophobiawill end with the new generation of children, who
seecomputing technologiesas a standardcomponentof everydayexistence,in their toys,
in televisions, sound systems and domestic appliances and, increasingly, in personal
computers in the home (see: Turkle 1996). Turkle applies the concept of extant
technophobiato both male and female, suggestingfear of the technical to be basedas
much on an exclusion of the massesfrom the scientific realm as upon genderdifference.
Although representing a notably Westernized point of view, Turkle's conu-nent
highlights two important issues;

that the relationships between individuals and

technologiesare historically contingent,and that new technologiesand the ways they are
usedoperatein mutually causativerelation.

Only by introducing more women to ICTs does it appear possible to profoundly
influence the genderedknowledge-baseupon which understandingsof technology, or
what could be describedas 'lived ontologies', are formed. In spite of NGO advocacyon
gender equality, there exists in this area a tendencyto use ICTs as an informational
medium, rather than as catalyst for change. This links with Pharoah and Welchman's
criticism that the potential for interactivity of network technologies has so far been
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misunderstoodby all parties, with the tendencyto view the Internet in particular as a
passivemedium,rather than as a multi-Nvayexchangemechanism (1997: 8).

Of the NGOs surveyed,this is only true in respectof their approach to genderonline.
Across a wide range of other socio-political concerns interactive communication
betweenindividuals, activist groups and large and small institutions is encouragedand
facilitated. There is little evidenceonline, however, of the NGOs surveyedprioritising
debateon genderissuesamongthe various political actorswith whom they interact. All,
bar one, of those surveyed lack policy initiatives wMch promote the use of network
technologiesby women. Consequently,although four out of the five actively promote
women's human rights, and all perceive ICTs to be a valuable mechanismfor social
change,only Oxfarn has madeany link betweenadvocacyand action in this respect.

There is little evidence from the survey that the NGOs involved have grasped the
transformative significance of this technologyin respectof the restructuring of gender
relations. There are, for example, well-documentedprecedents of women adapting
communicationstechnologiesto the specific conditions of their existencewhich none of
the NGOs surveyedhave yet related to their use of ICTs. The telephone,for example,
was envisagedas a tool of businessand its social use "was not only weakly promoted,
but evendisapprovedof " (Frissen 1995: 80). Patternsof use from its early introduction,
though, show that women were applying it to their social circumstances almost
immediately, using it to contact friends and family rather than for the businesses
messagesit was intended to carry (see: ibid.; Fischer 1992). Castells argues that
Fischer's study shows the high social elasticity of any given technology, with users
adapting technologiesto both enhancetheir existing networks of communicationand to
reinforce their deep-rootedsocial habits (1996: 363). Although findings in both of these
are-assuggestthat womenhave often extendedtheir domesticroles and responsibilitiesin
their application of thesecommunicationstechnologies,there are nonethelessindications
that their social contactsare also enhanced(Frissen 1995). Women are evidently adept
at appropriating communications technologies to meet their own needs. I-Estorical
evidence therefore suggests that, despite the barrier of the masculine-technical
connection, the use of ICTs for social, and political, purposes could provide some
mechanismfor contestinggenderednorms.
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The paradox here is that if gender relations are to becomemore equitable through the
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technology. As Katz points out "Mhere

is almost certainly no going back on

information-networking technologies,but we can make individual decisionsabout how
we will usethe technologiesavailable to us. Individual decisionswill be aggregatedinto
social decisions" (1997: 11). The potential to influence the developmentof political
practices through the use of ICTs dependsto a significant degreenot only upon the
forms of communicationthey permit, but also upon the ability of marginalizedactors to
accessthis form of technology. On the whole, the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyed
doesnot at presentappearto offer significant opportunities to those actors, particularly
womenand the economically disadvantaged,who currently have little influenceover the
evolving political discourse.

NGOs, ICTs & Marginalized Group

Questionsof economicdis/advantage
arecentralto muchof the critical literatureon the
empancipatorypotential of network technologies. Kitchin argues,for example,that:
"Looking beyond egalitarian hyperbole,
it is clear that cyberspaceusageis
...
... ,
fragmented along traditional spatial and social divisions and is not universally
accessible" (1998: 111).
Many other scholars offer sin-dlar arguments, %vithcommon themes identiýring the
biggest user-group as a largely male, economically advantaged and educated elite.
Although the spread of ICTs has been rapid and continues apace, much of the
contemporarytheorising about its use arguesthat it will be of limited significanceas an
agent of social change, given that its dominant user group reflects existing social
hierarchies. As Franklin points out, the vast majority of the world's population have no
direct contact with this type of technology (1998b: 17), and McChesney notes that
illiteracy rates continueto map out boundariesbetweenvarious regionsof the world, and
betweenmen and women (1997a: 231). For thesereasons,among others, cyberspace
is frequently identified as an elite and exclusionary space, with its super-structure
determinedby Western political and economicactors, and its infrastructures, that is its
communications;networks, dominatedby privileged individuals.

Even in the US, where relatively widespreaduse of ICTs has the longest history, over
fifty percent of Internet hosts are concentratedin just five states (Kitchin. 1998: 133).
This evidence is significant for both analysts and practitioners, as it indicates how
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existing inequalities could be exacerbatedby patterns of distribution of ICTs, and that
social division could be aggravatedby its presenceor absence. There is insufficient
evidence at present to refute essentialist claims on economic privilege. Nguyen &
Alexander's argument is noteworthy in this context, however, as they suggest that
cyberspaceas a field of study "has no recognizableboundariesor parameterswithin
which social scientists (could) use traditional approachesto formulate criteria for
analysis" (1996: 99). Ways of analysingthe transformativeeffects of ICTs are in the
processof developmentand this highlights the difficulties of adopting a deterministic
position which assumesthat existing relations provide an appropriate foundation for
form
impact
the
this
of
of
of communication.
analysis

There are problems related to assumptions that dominant actors and dominant
discourseswill prevail. This is particularly pertinent to analysis of NGO use of ICTs,
given that the impact of such organizations on socio-political practices had had a
profound impact prior to the advent of ICTs.

Although states remain the major

decision-makersin intergovernmentalagreements,and corporate interests frequently
dictate the econon-dcterms of negotiations,NGOs are widely acknowledged,as noted in
Chapter Four, to have broadenedthe discursive parametersof politics, and to have
posed a challenge to traditional agent/structure assumptions about the nature of
international politics.

Their use of ICTs therefore exists wi thin an already-altered

political systemwhich the discourseof IR has yet to fully acknowledge.

Ilere is no evidencefrom the survey to suggestthat NGO use of ICTs is disrupting the
dominanceof economicactors over the superstructureof cyberspace,nor of any desire
on their part to do so. Ile aims of the organizationssurveyedcentre upon distributing
and diff-using information to as wide an audienceas possible, and in this respect the
widespreadavailability and increasingstandardizationof theseforms of communication
appear advantageousto them. Moreover, the development of a global regulatory
framework for ICTs has also served to remove some of the technical and legislative
barriers to telecommunications;services which previously existed, making accessto
network technologiesand services in many casesmore easy and less expensivethan
would have been the casewithout some standardizationof both service and legislative
mechanisms.
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All of the organizationssurveyeduse ICTs to provide information to individuals, via
email and websites,and some of them also supply network communicationfacilities to
community groups and local organizations,or have plans to do so. In this sense,the
cconon-debarriers to accesscommonly identified by scholars are not relevant to this
analysis,as the NGOs surveyedare, in somecases,providing users with direct accessto
soffivare, hardwareand connectionto services. Moreover, many countrieshave recently
introduced online facilities in public buildings, such as public libraries and community
centres,a phenomenonwhich is largely unaccountedfor in polarised debateson elitism
and egalitarianism. 'nus,

in degrees which have yet to be quantified, some

organizations,both state and non-state,have assumedan element of responsibility for
the cost of provision of ICTs to marginalizedgroups and individuals.

ICTs are, indeed, an expensive form of communication, even by developed-world
standards.The prerequisitesfor use of ICTs, such as accessto computers, soffivare,
telephoneconnectionsand so on, are all costly, and in someareas inadequatelocal and
national infrastructures createadditional expense.Someof the problems relating to the
hardwiring of telecommunications services can be overcome by relatively recent
developmentsin Nvirelessand satellite technologies (The Economist, 18/5/96). Tbese,
however,only make accessmore easy; at presentNvirelesstechnologiesdo not generally
makeusing ICTs any lessexpensive.

Thesetechnological developmentssuggestthat accessto ICTs in less developedareas
can be less problematic than, say, accessto telephoneserviceshave been in the past.
There is still a marked disparity between developedcountries and LDCs and despite
rapid growth in telecommunicationsaccessin somecountries,the latter trail well behind
(htIp.11Www.
c-i-a.com). There is no clear income-accessequation,though. As the ITU
point out, Central and Eastern European countries have high accesslevels relative to
average income, while Japan's access levels are ten times lower than Finland'.s
(htIp.11www.
itu. int). This suggeststhat NGOs needto provide ICT servicesin specific
locations, as well as to specific groups if any meaningful changeto degreesof political
participation is to be achieved.

Pharoah and Welclunan found that cost is a key factor in influencing the choice of
communicationsmethodsand that there is a very wide gap bet%-,,
een the expenditureof
small and large charities in this area (1997: 26). The findings of the survey conducted
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for the thesis do suggestthat a limited number of economically disadvantagedgroups
may be able to gain accessto network communicationsvia internationalNGOs. These,
however,are groups which have beenspecifically targeted,and for whom specific funds
have been allocated. It should be noted, therefore, that further investigation into the
effects ICTs are having on the NGO sector is wan-anted,particularly in relation to the
questionof economicsof scaleon the provision and use of nctAvorktechnologies.

There is also an issueof intellectual accessibilitywhich rests partly on the acquisition of
necessarycomputing skills and partly on the ability to use the lingua franca of network
communications,English, effectively. On computingskills, it is important not to conflate
educationallevels with technical ability, though there is a tendencyamong scholarsto
assumethat the use of ICTs again reflects existing patternsof achievement,that is, that
only the well-educated can acquire the necessary skills to use this form of
communication. Kitchin arguesthat the use of the Internet is largely restrictedto use by
academics,studentsand businesspeople (1998: 112), peoplegenerally well-equippedto
use this form of communication effectively. 'nie increasing use of this form of
technologyby NGOs, INGOs, governmentsand non-academicindividuals, and also the
transfer of information-basedservicesto LDCs by a growing number of MNCs (see:
Castells 1996, Chapter Six), raisesthe possibility that the equationof national statistics
on educational achievementmay provide a distorted foundation upon which to base
60
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The NGO survey suggeststhat their use of ICTs has the potential to increaseaccessto
official political organs for non-state political actors, and allows interchange of
information betweenthem 6' Thus the 'informational elite' developingthrough die use
.
of ICTs, who are gaining increasingaccessto political processeswhich are themselves
changing with the use of this form of technology, may differ from previous
characterisationsof political elitism. On theone hand, the demographicmake-upof the
informational elite differs from that of traditional political structures and comprisesa
diverseinterest base by comparisonto high political practice. On the other hand, some
basic requirements,education,time and/or money, remain important factors in political
'50This is another area which warrants further investigation as there have been,to my
knowledge, no comparative studies of educationallevels of ICT usersin developedcountries
and LDCs.
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participation and these issuescan only be addressedin a fairly superficial Nvayby the
organizationssurveyed.

The problems createdby the use of English as the dominant languageof ICTs, both on
intranet and Internet systems,is acknowledgedby someof the NGOs surveyed,notably
Amnesty International and Friends of the Earth, who publish in several different
languagesonline. For the most part, however,the early US domination of Internet use
has created an English-languagehegemonyonline. The US has lost position as the
largest per capita user of the Internet, however (htIp.11WWW.
c-i-a. COIn)'62
and there is
the possibility that the use of other languageswill becomemore common as translation
soft-warebecomes more sophisticated. ICT technology certainly has the capacity to
accommodatea multilingual system,but there is no significant evidencefrom the NGOs
surveyedthat they have prioritised this issue.

Finally, one of the few really clear indicators from the survey is that ICTs are being used
to increasethe operationalefficiency of eachof the organizations. The offices of all of
the NGOs are now online, and internal communicationsby email is a matter of routine.
Ile multilogical forms of communicationICTs permit are also a valuable feature of this
form of technology,allowing the NGOs in someinstancesfaster and more direct contact
Nvith related organizations and with official political institutions.

As all of the

organizations surveyed work in regions where communications infrastructures have
traditionally been,at best, inadequate,the introduction of ICTs representsan expedient
technologicaladvance.

Conclusion
This chapter indicates that the NGOs analysed do not observe the primary spatial
boundary of the state as central to political processes.They operate 'politically' at
multiple levels.and across a broad range of actors. Their use of ICTs appears to
conform to this interpretation of political space.Despite this, there are also indications
that the use of ICTs as a political tool is not having, in this case at least, a radical
transformative effect on the field of politics more generally.That is, NGO use of ICTs
61Slevin(2000)pointsout, however,thatjust because
it is possibleto email the UK prime
ministeror the US president,this doesnot meanthat s/hewill actuallyseethe email,let alone
respondto it.
62Finland,the homeof theNokiacommunications
company,now hasthe highestpercapita
accessto both ICTs andmobiletelephones.
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allows some changeor expansionin the role of theseorganizationsbut there may be as
many disadvantagesas benefitsin the use of thesetechnologies.

NGO use of ICTs may provide an important facility for some marginalized groups, by
providing direct access for some actors and making information on projects and
63
campaignswidely available. ICTs can allow the NGOs surveyedto accessor become
more easily available to some marginalized groups and individuals Nvboare largely
excludedfrom 'public' political structures.In addition, all of the organizationssurveyed
are attempting to use ICTs in both local and global contexts.That is, although all of the
NGOs surveyeduse thýisform of conununicationto reach potentially global audiences,
thereis also a strong sensefrom their responsesthat they are also attempting to use it on
behalf of local communities. In this respect,ICTs can reflect the existing operational
practices of the NGOs surveyed, where socio-political activity is conducted across
multiple spaces. In addition, the opportunities for increased efficiency, both within
organizations and in their conununicationswith outside agencies and individuals, is
anotherkey feature of their use of ICTs, as it suggeststhat the potential to operatemore
64
form
is
by
this
effectively as political actors provided
of communication.

NGO use of ICTs is not entirely without its drawbacksand there are a number of issues
which indicate that more careful considerationof the use and impact of this form of
communication is required. This is most evident in relation to gender concerns.
Although most of the organizationssurveyedplace genderissueshigh on their agendas,
only one has specifically highlightedwomen's use of ICTs as a priority. There is a clear
needfor women as a group to be specifically targetedas users to prevent their ftirther
marginalizationfrom political processes.

Other key difficulties in NGO of ICTs centre upon the skills of users, rather than
specifically upon the organizationsin themselves.However, if the NGOs surveyedare to
use ICTs as a tool in the promotion of more equitablesocieties,theseissuesalso require
consideration.English as the lingua franca of Internetand email communicationneedsto
be addressed,as significant numbers of people may be excluded by the use of a single
63ICTs have the potential to facilitate communication acrossa wide range of political actors, a
feature which all of the NGOs surveyedare attempting to capitalise upon. This challenges
acceptedconceptionsof political spacein IR and will be discussedin greater detail in Chapter
Five.

III

dominant tongue. There is little evidence from the survey that the NGOs who
participated are actively engagedin providing appropriate skills to marginalizedgroups
and individuals.

Chapter Five draws upon the researchissues outlined in all of the precedingchapters,
structuring the questionsraisedby NGO use of ICTs aroundthe spatial theoriesoutlined
in ChapterOne. Thus, ChapterFive examineshow spatial theoriescan be appliedto the
complex issues of accessto political process raised in the thesis, and illustrates how
some of the central concerns of the thesis, such as concepts of real and metaphoric
boundariesand political legitimacy, can be addressedusing this approach.

64This potential, in relation to someof the other issueshighlighted in this chapter, Nvillbe
discussedin greater detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
NGOs, ICTs & THE APPLICATION OF SPATIAL THEORIES
Intrcduction
This chapter draws together some of the issues previously outlined in the thesis, and
identifies issueswhich analysisof NGO useof ICTs raises. Theseissuesare manifestat
three related levels: disciplinary divisions relating to research into cyberspatial
technologies,theoretical approachesto the study of political space, and questionsof
access to political processesthrough the use of ICTs. The last of these issues is
discussedin detail in Chapter Six. This chapter, however, is divided into two sections
which look at academicanalysis of cyberspaceand the application of spatial theories
respectively.The aims of this chapter are twofold. Firstly, by addressingthe difficulties
facing scholars in developingappropriate modes of analysis for ICT use, the chapter
highlights the necessity for more flexible theoretical approaches. Secondly, the
how
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communication within the context of broader debateson the nature of socio-technical
change. Fundamentalquestions about the most appropriate means of analysing these
forms of communicationremain unanswered.ICTs constitute and construct phenomena
which do not lend themselveseasily to interpretation through any extant analytical
criteria in the social sciences. For this reason,some of the difficulties facing scholars
attempting to analyseICTs are highlighted and the absenceat present of a satisfactory
theoreticalframework for this area of study noted.

Following thesediscussions,the chapter re-examinesthe spatial theoriesoutlined earlier
in the thesis. The section headed 'Spatial T'heoriesApplied to NGO Use of ICTs'
therefore illustrates how the concepts of spatiality detailed in Chapter One can be
adopted as a loose analytical schemawhich provides an interpretative frameNvorkfor
analysing the complex effects of NGO use of ICTs. This is not a definitive model; the
application of spatial theoriesdoes, however, highlight how conceptualisationsof space
as dynamic and relational provide a fluid methodologicalfoundation appositeto analysis
of complex political practices. Unlike more rigid conceptualisationsof politics, spatial
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theories provide a model for analysing multi-dimensional and rapidly-changing
phenomena,and their application to NGO use of ICTs provides an illustrative example

of their effectiveness.
In terms of methodologicaldevelopment,spatial theories such as those applied in the
thesis provide a foundation for examining political practice from the level of agency,
rather than of structure as the hegemonicdiscourseof IR dictates. This presentsthe
potential for an epistemologicaltransposition in IF, by identifying a framework for
'bottom-up' analysis of political activity.

Earlier chapters examined how the state

serves as the point of reference for political practice in the discourse of IR and
consequentlyacts, implicitly or explicitly, as the definitional focus for all other political
actors. Despite acknowledgementof a broader range of actors and practices as
influential in international affairs, analysis of individual agency has been restricted by
the discipline's discursive focus on state-relatedorganizationalstructures. The potential
to use spatial theoriesto analysechangein internationalpolitics at the level of individual
agencyis discussedin more detail in this chapter.

Ontologiesof ICTs
As the preceding chaptershave demonstrated,the impact of ICTs on the structuresof
contemporary human existence,and on individuals as social, political, economic and
cultural actors is being broadly, though neither universally nor uniformly, experienced.
Issues relating to the use of this form of communication extend across academic
disciplines, forging links across diverse and previously apparently unrelated fields of
study. In addition, ICTs have the potential to transcendboth discursive and material
barriers which have servedto delineateactors, institutions and social practices.

In these respects, study of ICTs is necessarily transdisciplinary, as the intellectual
divisions of labour which define the boundariesof academicdisciplines are disruptedby
the evolving computer-mediated,relational spacesgenerally tagged 'cyberspace'. This
relationality contradicts the conventional segregation of academic disciplines and
challengessomeof the intellectual boundariesapplied in acaden-ýia.For Gregory:
"It is always possible to provide reasons(historical reasons)for the boundaries
being drawn this way rather than that. Once these boundaries are established,
however, they usually becomeinstitutionalized. All the apparatusof the academy
is mobilized to mark and, on occasion,to police them. But thesedivisions do not
correspondto any natural breaks in the intellectual landscape; social life doesnot
respectthem and ideasflow acrossthem" (1994: 11).
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Wid-finIF, the historical reasonsfor its intellectual boundariesare evident. T'heconcept
of the sovereignstate as the autonomousembodimentof political legitimacy is enshrined
in international convention and is embeddedin cultural experience. States have
historically been, and remain, potent political actors, and the boundaries -%vhich
distinguish one territorial entity from anotherretain important practical implications and
symbolic resonancefor statesand citizensalike. However, the alignmentof state borders
with conceptualboundariesof politics, as is the -normin IR, has been challengedfrom
within and without the discipline, and patterns of political engagementwhich are not
state-centredare recognisedby scholars as significant to the organization of political
space (see:Agnew 1994,1999; AlexanderB Murphy 1996; Peterson1996b).

The intellectual divisions which distinguish IR from other disciplines, already
underminedby intra-disciphary critiques, and by someof the palpable effects of transnational and globalising activities, are further contravenedby the use of ICTs as a tool
of social and political engagement.Franklin suggests,therefore,that, for the researcher:
"communications issues are, in their most prosaic sense, about the practical
problems of sustaining a multidisciplinary approachin the face of the hegemonic
demarcationlines of any respectiveparadigm(s)" (1998b: 5).
Franklin's point exposesa basic paradox in the discursive foundationsof the discipline.
On the one hand, IR is intrinsically

in that it draws upon a range of
-interdisciplinary,

contributory academic fields to satisfy its wide-reaching remit. On the other hand,
however, the critical signifier of IR, its equation of state territory with political
legitimacy in the international arena, rendersa multidisciplinary approachproblematic.
This is particularly evident in relation to analysis of transcendent,non-state-centred
political practices of the kind analysedin this thesis.

ICTs thus link with a host of factors which are not necessarily designedto directly
threaten the authority of states, but which have a crucial impact on the defining
principles of political legitimacy underpinning the discipline of IR: sovereignty and
autonomy (see: Walker 1990,1991,1992,1993).

Most pertinently for the thesis,the

conjunction of ICTs and the growth of the NGO movementrepresentsa dimension of
political interaction which state-centric ontologies do not recognise. Consequently,if
state sovereignty and autonomy are being affected by the trans-statepolitical activity
facilitated by the use of ICTs, current mainstreamtheories in the discipline provide no
effective mechanism for analysis of such change. In this instance, the dynamic
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relationships betweennon-state actors and transcendenttechnologiessuggesta multilayering of socio-political practices xvWchis alien to the differentiated epistemological
approachesof the discipline.

Hirst and Thompson note that "new communicationand information technologieshave
loosenedthe state's exclusivecontrol of its territory, reducing its capacitiesfor cultural
control and homogenization"(1995: 409). ICTs thus refute the inside/outsidedistinction
central to IF, by transcending state boundaries and disrupting internal systems of
governance. In this respect, the ontologies of IR which situate the state as the
definitional basis of political interaction, or the "nodal point" of the discourse of IR
(Doty 1996: 125), are underminedas both the international and domestic functions of
statesmay be altered by the use of ICTs by statesand by other actors. The potential
impact of ICT's on the state and other actors cannot, therefore,be understoodwithin the
static state-spatialcategorieswhich remain hegemonicin IR (see: Guzzini 1998).

In analysingthe impact of this form of communication,it is problematic to assumethe
state to be either autonomouswithin the international system or to be the principle
influence over decision-makingwithin the confines of its territory. In particular, the
needfor international and global forms of legislation and the influence of a few major
economic players over the spread of communicationstechnologies (see: Luke 1999;
Sassen1999) suggeststhat even powerful stateshave only limited autonomy regarding
the distribution and use of these technologieswithin their borders. Featherstoneand
Lash make this clear when they note that national governmentsstill largely operatein a
pre-digital era and do not have the capacity to regulate MNCs and the flows of capital
acrossglobal markets (1999: 6).

The discipline of IR is not alone in struggling to reconceptualiseits ontological premises
in light of techno-social change; Poster suggestedas early as 1990 that the rapid
introduction of new communicationalmodesconstituteda pressing field for theoretical
developmentand empirical investigation (1990: 8). In this respect,the study of ICTs
suggeststhat a fundamentalre-imaging of the nature of enquiry in the social sciencesis
required,most specifically of the tendencytowards division rather than linkage. Indeed,
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much of the recentanalysisof ICTs and its real and imagined ramifications draws upon
65
post-modem,post-structuralistand constructivist approachesto theorising.

Kitchin argues,for example,that the relationshipsbetweentechnology and society can
in
be
longer
fi-amed
terms
strict
political
or
strict social and
within
economic
and
no
cultural terms but must encompassboth (1998: 71). 'Mus one of the most obvious
impacts of ICTs is to rendereventhe broadestcategoriesof analysis - economic,social,
cultural and so on - to be viewed as inter-related, creating conceptual dilemmas for
traditionally independentdisciplines. On the other hand, however, even where inter- or
multi-disciplinary work is undertaken,the necessityof maintaining distinct disciplinary
boundariesremains,not least in relation to teachingand funding concerns.

Attempts to introduce conceptsof multi-dimensionalsocial and political relations have
beenexaminedby theoristsin all of the social sciences. Lyon argues,for example,that
it is problematic to assume rational, autonomous social agents when analysing the
impact of new communicationstechnologies,and notes the frustration experiencedin
attempting to apply conventional theories to understandingof the social relations of
cyberspace (1997: 32). He suggeststhat:
"The forms of social interaction observable within CMC, especially on the
Internet, appearto push social theory beyondthe simple dichotomy of direct and
indirect relationships but also beyondthe scopeof modem notions of self and
...
society" (ibid.)
Thesenotions are particularly complex in IR, as the discipline has situated conceptsof
rationality and autonomy at state level, and has little real sense of self and society
beyond the system of states. Thus the seýf, as rational, autonomous individual, has
always beenan other in IP, as individuals other than state leadershave effectively been
locatedoutsideof interpretationsof political legitimacy in the discipline. This dichotomy
suggeststhat someof the foundational premisesof IR also require radical reworking if
emerging conceptsof multi-dimensional political actors, operating within dis- and unlocated spaces, are to be interpreted effectively. The use of ICTs by NGOs, for
example, suggests that a range of actors, not necessarily 'new' but currently
inadequatelyaccountedfor in IR, are engagedin activities which are not imbued,%vith
political legitimacy within the discipline, but which could clearly have an impact on both
other non-state,and state,actors.
'55See Graham and Marvin (1996), Kitchin (1998), Nyugen and Alexander (1996) and
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The challengeto intellectual boundariesposed by ICTs is not therefore unique to IR.
Most academicdisciplineshave experiencedsomedifficulty in incorporating the study of
this form of communication Arithin existing discursive parameters, as concepts of
boundaries, both within academic disciplines and in social, economic and cultural
fundamental
disrupted.
The
ICTs
disrupts
the
constructsof
of
some
of
are
use
existence,
social theory by reconfiguring agent/structurerelations, most specifically by disputing
the role of structure as the key determinantin defining agency. VAiile institutional and
discursive constraintscontinueto limit the choicesavailable to actors, the availability of
ICTs may provide one form of expressionNvl-iichoperatesoutside of, but in relation to,
the structural boundariesunderstoodin IR.

Franklin highlights a key concern relating to analysis of the impact of ICTs in a
discipline dedicatedto investigatingthe international:
"there is an unarticulated conflict bet-weentraditional epistemological/ontological
frameworks, of IRAPE in particular, employed to critique Wormatics and the
experienceof working and living in societiesincreasinglypremisedon this form of
Mgh-Tech infrastructure" (1998b: 1).
In this sense,IR lacks analytical tools for interpreting the myriad effects and influences
of this fonn of communication, either at the levels of theory or practice.

The

dichotomouslogic underpinning the discipline, particularly in respect of definitions of
political legitimacy, implies divisions betweenelementsof political practice wMch may
now be linked by the use of ICTs, as well as by broader social and political changes.
Linkages across social and political spaces,which are exemplified by the growdi of the
NGO movement and appear to be reflected in the growth of communications
infrastructures, have important implications for the ontological and epistemological
foundationsof IR.

Responsesfrom the NGOs surveyedappearto imply that definitions of political activity
prevalent in the dominant discoursesof IR are inconsistentwith some contemporary
political practices. By situating the state as agent and the international system as
structure, the impact of other actors, and the validity of alternative interpretative
NGO
ICTs
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frequently
discipline.
Analysis
the
use
of
are
of
mechanisms,
underplayed
highlights the discipline's analytical inflexibility in respectof changingrelations between
in
NGOs,
Neither
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as nonpolitical
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actors, and

Poster(1990).
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does
in
frequently
not take the state as a
activity
wwch
engaged political
state actors
central focus, nor the use of ICTs, as a transcendentmeans of communication, are
adequately acknowledgedor effectively accommodatedwithin existing interpretative
frameworks in IR.

Communications media, moreover, cannot simply be 'added in' to the discipline;
'Mompson points out that deploymentof communicationsmedia does not consist simply
of the establishment of new networks for the transmission of information between
individuals where the basis of social relations remain intact (1994: 34). He suggests
that "on the contrary, the deploymentof communicationsmedia establishesnew forms of
interaction and new kinds of social relations betweenindividuals" (ibid. ) The social
relations engenderedby network communications,coupled with the growth of translinks
imply
heterogeneous
issue-based
and non-linear
activism,
national,
political
connectionsbetween actors, compromisinghistorically conceivednotions of autonomy
66
to
to
and rationality, whether related statesor citizens.

Rationality and autonomy are, of course, key elementsof modernist conceptions of
"the
Melucci,
For
development,
advance
and progress.
societal
premisedon notions of
historicist notion of changeas global, homogenous,and end-directedhas ceasedto apply
to analysisof complex societies" (1996: 209). ICTs are a fundamentalcomponentof
complex societies,and cannotbe consideredin isolation from the wider effects of social
change,in which they in turn indisputably plays a major role. Consequently,analysisof
the use of ICTs by NGOs needsto be consideredwithin the context of broader social
effects,wrought in part by the introduction of thesetechnologies. As Loader points out:
"cyberspacecan only be understoodin relation to the techno-socialrestructuring
which is occurring in the real world: ICTs are both driving that restructuring and
responding to it; they are not creating an imagined realm separate from it"
(1997a: 7).
In this respect,the interlayeringof social and political spheres,as well as the apparently
inescapablerole of new technologiesin processesof change, places developmentsin
theoreticalapproachesat the forefront of academicimperatives.

66Theseconceptualisationshave already been dissectedby ferninist theorists, who have argued
that notions of autonomy and rationality are culturally determined and exhibit masculine bias
(see: Sylvester 1994; Tickner 1992). Feminist theorists have thus played an important role in
developing conceptsof non-linear political agency,and have generatedkey critical insights
into someof the givens in M
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The ways ICTs are used by NGOs do not merely imply new forms of information
exchange, but suggest new forms of social interaction which cannot be interpreted
effectively within a state-centricdiscourse. The application of spatial theories reflects
Loader's conceptionof techno-socialchange,in that analysis of the ramifications of the
use of ICTs does not centre upon the concept of a separatepolitical sphere,but upon
interpreting the ways thesetechnologiesare applied to existing and evolving practices.
That is, NGO useof ICTs, in commonwith that of other political actors, is embeddedin
67
implicit
in
the
existing practices,as well as
creationof new ones.

Research into the ways information is acquired and acted upon, and into how the
agendasof political actors are formed and influenced requires acknowledgementof a
broader picture of techno-social,as well as political, change. 'I'lie ways NGOs produce
and exchangeinformation and the extent of their reach acrossthe political spectrumare
affected by the communicationsmedia they and the actors they engagewith have access
to. Street highlights the inextricable link between technology and social change in
contemporarysocieties:
"technology is the embodimentof certain interests and possibilities, but
it is
...
also the bearer of effects: it changeswhat Nvecan imagine and what we want, it
alters our politics" (1997: 35).
He notes, moreover, that the relationships between actors and technologies are in
constant flux, with political processesshapingtechnology,which in turn shapespolitics
(ibid.). 'Me impact of technologicalchangeon political practices, therefore, relatesnot
only to 'new' behaviours,but also to adjustmentsin actions and assumptionsacrossthe
political spectrum,and through the whole of the political sphere.

Despite the complex relations underlying this area of investigation, it is possible to
identify some of the most salient features of contemporary socio-political activity
relevantto interpretationof the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyed. In relation to one of
the central propositions of the thesis, that ICTs may provide new opportunities for
accessto political processes,the most pertinentconcernsare essentiallytwofold. Firstly,
economicdeterminants,encompassingfinancial constraintson individuals through to the
influence of various actors over decision-makingprocesseson service provision, are
significant. Secondly, the socio-political contexts within which the NGOs surveyed
6' Barker has noted that periods of transformation, require more heuristic, open-system
conceptualapproaches(1994: 39). The use of spatial theories undoubtedly provides one such
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operate, at micro and macro levels, may have important implications for individual
accessto this form of technology.

In respectof economicfactors, there are a number of salient issueswhich warrant brief
examination. Firstly, the diminished role of the state as chief regulator of
telecommunicationsreducesthe control of electedor imposedstate representativesover
decision-makingprocesseson pricing and access(see: Herman & McChesney 1997).
Telecommunicationssystems,services and artefacts are increasingly regulated within
the internationaland/or global arenaand, as a consequence,major economicactorshave
a large degree of influence over policy direction and there is little real potential for
states,or any other actors, to control either the infrastructuresof ICTs or the contentof
transmissions effectively.

The prominence of economic actors in the policy-making field, as well as in the
distribution and provision of goods and services, has led many commentators to
conclude that the interests of the most dominant telecommunications and media
companiesare both served by, and constitute a driving force for, the use of ICTs.
Graham and Marvin suggestthat ICTs are "fully inscribed into the political, economic
and social relations of capitalism" (1996: 94). They stress,too,
"the key role of telematics in reshaping the time and space limits that confine
capitalist economic development, but in ways that directlyfavour those economic
and political interests ivho already dominate society" (ibid.: 100, emphasis in
61

original).

For some analysts, therefore,there are three likely outcomesof the spread of network
technologies: that current patterns of underdevelopmentin some regions will persist,
that networks will serveto reinforce existing inequalities,and that businessimperatives
will continueto be privileged over those relating to public access (see: Franklin 1998b;
Haywood 1998; May 1998). None of these eventualities are guaranteed, and the
interweaving of social factors, technological change and global conu-nercialinterests
precludesthe identification of a single analytical baseline. The emphasisplaced by some
analystson the commercialisationof the Internet in particular implies that the relatively
unrestricted flows of information which users currently experience are potentially
threatenedby the imposition of 'real' constraints, that is legislative or commercial
aPproach.
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restrictions, on virtual exchanges (see: Haywood 1998; Holderness 1999). The NVTO
Agreementon Telecommunicationsand the spreadof 'e-commerce'are the most obvious
foundationsfor such fears.

The fundamental role of ICTs in facilitating the operational efficiency of the market is
irrefutable, and their centrality to the mechanismsof global trading systemsincreasingly
apparent. Thus, despitethe transcendentnature of network technologiesand the multidimensional implications of the use of ICTs, capitalist economics are playing an
important role in the current developmentof ICTs, as goods, as services and as an
infrastructure of commercialendeavour. Much analysis of the impact of ICTs focuses
exclusively on the role of either the market or the state, however, with the complex,
multi-dimensional social relations constituted through its use unrecognised or
underplayed.

As a consequence,claims about the use of ICTs as a toot for social and political
participation remain situatedto somedegreewithin the dualistic debatesof state versus
market control. Although both states and markets are crucial variables within debates
on accessand provision, their dominancein discussionsof the impact of ICTs reflects
the power relations of public/private, elite-oriented interpretations of political
participation. Franklin notes, however, that new communicationstechnologies"reveal
new sites and expressionsof power/gender relations" (1998b:

7), and these are

frequently underexploredin state/marketdebates.ICTs do not exist within the exclusive
province of either statesor markets; they have social, political and cultural applications
and implications, and cannot therefore be analysed from a deterministic perspective.
State versus market dualism in political discourseperpetuatesocclusive ontologies,by
legitimising some actors and practices, notably those deemed major players, and
mitlimising the sigrdficanceof others. In this sense,the state/marketdualism continues
the 'top-down' tradition of analysis which the application of spatial theories is designed
to overcome.

Ile following section applies some of the spatial theories discussedin Chapter One to
analysehow ICTs are influencingNGO practices,and the challengesthis posesto ways

68The role of major economicactors in the policy-making field is important. The degreeof
resistanceto this dominant-actor model, both in researchand practice, should be noted,
however. See,for example, Smith and Kollock (1999), Slevin (2000) and Walch (1999).
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legitimacy and authority in the political arenaare conceptualisedin IR. Spatial theories
are applied to the information given in the responsesto the NGO survey, providing
insights into someof the ways this form of communicationis being used in the political
arena. In particular, spatial theories are usedto examineNGO use of ICTs as political
activity which is defined through the conceptof agency, rather than through the statedominatedassumptionsprevalentin lR_

Spatial Tleories Applied to NGO Use of ICTs
Statistics on Internet use and the data on growth ratesfor ICT use offer someindication
of how rapidly network communications are spreading, both quantitatively and
geographically (see:http.11wwwJtu.
org). Although the vast majority of researchin this
field concurs with the notion that ICTs are affecting the lives of people worldwide,
whcther or not they actually come into direct contact with this form of communication
(see: McChesney 1997a), there is strong evidence to suggest that the impact of
69
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Thus the apparently inexorable growth and relentless technological advancementof
telecommunicationssystemsin recent years cannot sufficiently describe the impact of
ICTs acrossmultiple dimensionsof humanexistence.That is, the impact of tl-ýsform of
communication cannot be assessedstatistically. For academic analysts, the multidimensionalityof ICTs is the most problematicaspectof this techno-socialphenomenon;
as discussedearlier in this chapter,the indivisibility of ICTs from their effects on social
practicessits awkwardly with norms of inclusion and exclusion in academicdiscourse.

The spatial theories adapted from the work of Lefebvre, outlined in Chapter One,
provide a relatively fluid analytical schema,by permitting the impact of change on
individual actors or organizations to be analysed. This contrasts with the top-down
categorisationsof political activity which dominatethe discourseof IR, and provides a
mechanismfor analysing the implications of this form of communicationfor non-state
actors, viewed as political agentsin their own right. Ile spatial categoriesapplied here
are by no meansconclusiveand do not provide a system'of spatial classification. They
are designed,rather, to promote the concept of space as a valid analytical construct
within the discipline of IR.
69 See: Adamand Green(1998), Cockburn& Ormrod(1993), Grint & Gill (1995), Fischer
(1992)and Frissen(1995).
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The spatial categories outlined in Chapter One, and re-examined in this chapter in
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applied below - spatial practice, representationsof spaceand spacesof representationhighlight areasof analysisrelevantto the complexissuesof accessto political processes,
and for interpretation of the actions of non-stateactors by referenceto non-state,as well
as to state,practices. Issuesraised in Chapter One form the conceptualundercurrentto
the application of spatial theories undertakenin Us section. Hence the notions that
political practices cannot be mapped effectively against purely geographical
interpretations of space, and that emphasison the public spaces of politics in IR is
analytically limiting, form a backdropto the analysiswhich now follows.

Spatial Practice
As stated in Chapter One, spatial practice relates to the ways in which societiesare
organized, both by material environment and through the social behaviours of people
within them, In interpreting NGO use of ICTs, therefore,two issuesare most evidently
germane: whether ICTs appearto be changingthe material environmentsof NGOs and
the people they interact with, and whether any such change has an impact on the
political behavioursof either group. 'Mese interwovenissuesare addressedtogetherin
this section.

'Me fundamental concern in respect of spatial practices relates to the availability or
otherwise of network technologies, for the organizations themselves and for the
individuals and groups they work with. Chapter Four indicated that all of the
organizationssurveyedhave accessto ICTs and use them for both internal and external
communication. Internally, ICTs provide a mechanismfor improving the efficiency of
the organizations, facilitating more rapid and effective intra-agency communication.
Using ICTs to link all of their offices has been a high priority for the organizations
surveyed,with the airn of improving internal communications.

Externally, ICTs allow the NGOs to publicise their concernsrelatively inexpensivelyvia
email and the Internet. The potential to promote the interests,concernsand campaigns
of the organizationsacross a wide geographicalreach is thus available. Consequently
the NGOs surveyedsee in ICTs a potential to influence political nonns and values by
introducing specialistinformation to a potentially global audience. Although the impact
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of such information provision is impossibleto assessat present,the NGOs surveyedare
is
a
of
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archive
material
which
more widely available
creating pool resource research
than at any previous point in their history. Whilst the availability of such information is
not in itself sufficient to fuel political change,the social conditionswithin which it exists
indicate that such provision has the potential to have a significant impact on statesand
other actors. Most notable among these social conditions are the increasedstatus of
major NGOs on the internationalstagein recentyears;ind the rapid spreadof ICTs as a
tool of social and political engagementacrossa broad rangeof actors.70

As the use of ICTs increases,methods of communication between NGOs and other
political actors are adjusting to make use of Us technology. That is, the spatial
practices of all political actors are adjusted by the introduction of this fon-a of
communicationas, for example,the use of email betweenstate agencies,international
institutions and NGOs becomesincreasingly common. Tle increasing use of websites
by theseorganizationsand institutions also alters their spatial practices.

For the individuals and groups the NGOs seek to reach, however, there remains the
basic issue of availability or otherwise of appropriate technologies. Lack of accessto
ICTs does not preclude political participation, of course.Availability of ICTS, and the
skills to use them effectively, however, may have a domino effect in relation to
informational resourcesavailable, and to the range of other easily-accessibleactors. If
political activity is premised on access to relevant information, ICTs appear to be
becomingthe sine qua non of contemporaryactivism. This applies both to formalised
activism, relating to engagementwith 'official' political institutions, and to the activities
of informal collectives, such as eco-activists (Pickerill and Rodgers, forthcoming). In
addition, the phenomenonof 'downloaders,' well-infon-nedindividuals who use specialist
information from the Internet to lobby doctors, politicians, local authorities and so on,
suggeststhepotential for the developmentof an information underclass.

Týhisbegsthe question of the negativeeffects increaseduse of ICTs may have on those
who do not have accessto this form of communication. This cannot be answered
entirely satisfactorily by a responsewhich suggeststhat the 'information rich' will
dominatethe 'information poor'. Although this position has been widely argued (see:
70The effects of geographical concentrations of both NGO activity and
of ICT networks
warrant further investigation.
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Holderness1998; Stallabrass 1995), such an approachsituates economicdeterminants
at the crux of analysis. Although these determinantsdo play a significant role in the
availability of ICTs to individual actors, the reductionist logic of the economic
determinist position pays inadequateregard to the broad social, cultural and political
dimensionsof the use of ICTs.

It is evident from much recent researchthat, despiterapid growth, people in developing
countries, and in less developedregions within advancedindustrial societies,have far
fewer opportunitiesto use ICTs than their wealthier counterparts (see: Hamelink 1997;
Loader (Ed) 1997b, 1998; Lyon 1998). In terms of the spatial practices of NGOs,
however, these disparities in accessserve to highlight the significance of this form of
communicationto the work of the organizationssurveyed. Pruett suggeststhat NGOs
have a critical role to play in providing accessto ICTs in lessdevelopedregions:
"Sufficient demandfor the Internet exists even in the poorest countriesto make it
a viable, indeed a highly profitable venture. If the market is ensuring rapid
Internet growth, NGOs may needto focus on ensuring accessand benefits for
...
the lessadvantaged" (1998).

Indeed,the lack of basic teleconununicationsprovision in some areas could emphasise
the role of NGOs as political actors. This appears to be true insofar as these
organizations can increasetheir profile, both locally and in the wider political arena,
through the use of this form of communication. Besettenotes the disjuncture between
provision of information at global level and its value for local actors:
"Facilitating accessto information is important, in the global senseas part of the
communication process, but we also need to facilitate the production and
circulation of information at the local level. ... TWs meansusing technologynot
only to validate local knowledge,but even more importantly, to place users in an
active role" (1997: 22).
Even relatively wealthy NGOs such as those surveyedhave limited resources,and the
wisdorn of prioritising information technology provision is contestedby both theorists
and practitioners (see: Pharoahand Welchman 1997). Besette notes,though, that one
important role of ICTs is in facilitating feedback and enhancing participation in
decision-making (1997: 23), a ftinction which may justify greater investmentin ICTs.

Each of the organizations surveyed suggest in their publicity literature that
empowerment of local people, whether in respect of human rights, environmental
protection, democratisationand so on, is a key facet of their operations. Provision of
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changing,as in-houseaccessto ICTs increases. As responsesto the survey show, this
allows the organizationsto createlinks acrossspaceNvithother political actors.

17hereis someevidencefrom the survey, albeit fairly limited, that the someof the NGOs
involved are targetting specific groups and providing them with accessto ICTs, thus
altering the spatial practices of other non-state actors. The degree of provision is,
however, minimal at present. Oxfam has been active in providing telecommunications;
and computing hardwareto groups to who would not otherwisehave accessto this fon-n
of communication.On the whole, however, the NGOs surveyedare relying on extending
information provision to an already elite audience, that is to individuals and social
groups already equippedwith the facilities to makeuse of ICTs.

As discussed in detail in earlier chapters, the relational nature of space, conceived
through links betweenactors, and across micro, meso and macro sites of engagement,
suggeststhat changesto the practices of NGOs can influence the operationsof other
political actors. This applies both to the political practices in which they engageand to
their interpretations of what actually constitutes the political realm. In this sense,
changesto the spatial practices of NGOs, in respectof the actors they engagewith and
the effectivenessof the tasks they undertake,can act in conjunction widi broader sociocultural factors to influence perceptionsof political activity. That the NGOs surveyed
are using ICTs to increasetheir operational efficiency suggeststhat their use of this
forrn of communicationcan have an impact on representationsof political space,that is
on the ways politics are definedand understood. This potential is discussedbelow.

RepresentationsofSpace
Representationsof space, as noted in Chapter One, relate to conceptualisedspaces
which, for Lefebvre, constitute control over knowledge,signs and codes.Thus the ways
societiesrepresentspaceare articulated in dominantdiscoursesand theories,through the
lexicons of acaden-dcdisciplines, through acceptedcodesof social behaviour and so on.
As previous chapters have shown, understandingsof political practice in IR have
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traditionally been dominated by state-spatial characterisations of politics. Online
publicity from all of the organizations surveyed, however, stresses individual
empowerment,local and regional communities and what could be termed 'partnership
politics' betweenindividuals, NGOs, businessesand govenunents.

The erosion of state control over media output and telecommunicationsinfrastructuresin
recentyears has now beenexacerbatedby the introduction of the s/electivetechnologies
of ICTs. Consequently,the opportunities for states to structure the codes of political
engagement,and by turn to influence academic interpretations of the constituentsof
politics, are underminedby the use of ICTs by a wide range of actors. Thus the oftrepeatedclaim of neo/Realistscholarsto representtheworld 'as it is' becomeopen to
question. For the NGOs surveyed,all of whom are non-state,fransnational actors, the
promotion of normative political perspectivesacrossstate borderS71
can be facilitated by
the availability of ICTs.

Discussion already undertaken in the thesis indicates that state boundaries cannot
provide appropriate demarcationlines for interpretationof the impact of ICTs. Brown
rightly suggeststhat "to attempt to make senseof NGOs without considering the way
the states-systemdefinestheir context is to overstatethe degreeof discontinuity in the
system" (1997: 8). However, the use of ICTs by the organizations surveyedsuggests
that micro and macro level change in political behaviours may be occurring which
cannot be analysed purely by referenceto state-baseddefinitions of political practice.
For many of the actors with whom NGOs engage,the context of political engagementis
defined by the normative position of the organizationsconcerned,rather than through
state referents of the validity of non-state practices. Spatial theories which situate
analysis at the level of agency therefore provide a mechanism for analysing change
which relates more specifically to the metaphoric boundaries affecting political
engagementwhich face individuals and non-state organizations than to state-spatial
borders.

The value systemswhich the NGOs surveyedclaim to representare articulated through
a discourseNvliichis basedon normative rather than territorial interpretationsof politics.
Thus, although the state system has a structuring effect on the role of NGOs in the
71This key feature of much'NGO practice is discussedin detail in Keck & Seckkink (1998)
and in Smith et at (1997).
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international arena, the various factors which contribute to a diminution of state
authority over representationsof space suggestthat perceptions of political space are
being disrupted. ICTs are one of these factors, and NGO use of this form of
communication another; these are transnational actors using largely geographically
unconstrainedtechnologiesin a systemregulatedlargely in respectof global, rather than
national, econo-politicalspaces.

In addition, the use of the Internet to promotecampaignsradically increasesthe potential
audiencefor publicity material. One of the most important effects of this is to extend
the reach of the organizations,providing the opportunity to deliver more information on
their activities to Nvideraudiences. In this respect, despite the uneven distribution of
ICTs across social groups, the potential to influence the actions of key publics is
enhanced. FErst and Ilompson note the role of key publics in influencing state and
internationalpolicy-making, and suggestthat:
"Such influence is the more likely if the populations of several major states are
informed or roused on an issue by the world 'civil society' of trans-national
NGOs" (1995: 431).
Providing information which may influence the opinions of key publics is a function of
ICTs which the NGOs surveyedare in a strong position to capitalise upon, and evidence
from their online publications suggeststhat this is an area where these organizations
have developedclear strategies.

The use of ICTs among the NGOs surveyed challenges some of the entrenched
conceptualisationsof boundaries in IR by disputing state-centric or institutionallydominated interpretations of the political. The provision of information on local,
regional,national and international issues,and the links madebetweenactors and across
issueshas beena key strengthof NGOs in establishinga distinctive and influential voice
on the international stage. NGO agendaswhich posit individuals, local and regional
collectives and other actors marginalized within traditional interpretations of
international politics as significant players essentially disrupt dualistic impressionsof
politics. High/low, public/private, exlusionary political ontologies, already undermined
by the proliferation of non-stateactors staking claims on the realm of the political, can
be further undercut by the use of ICTs.

TEs form of communication blurs the

boundariesof political activity and interpretation,by respondingto neither geographical
demarcationsregarding the sites of politics, nor discursive demarcationson its content.
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In this respect,the structural basis of IF, which is premisedon the conceptof statesas
discreteunits, albeit oneswhich have increasinglycomplex relations with other actors, is
weakened.

ICTs also affect representationsof spaceby emphasisingchallengesposedto the stateas
the embodimentof political community. 'Mis is evident both in the limited ability of
statesto control the use and developmentof this form of communicationand through the
in
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information via ICTs is compromisedby the nature of the technology. Opportunitiesto
dominate definitions of political practice are consequentlylimited.

Communication

betweenpolitical actors, constitutedfor the NGOs surveyedof far more diversegroups
than state-centredinterpretations recognise,extends discursive parametersby forcing
72
issues
high
onto
political agendas.
new

The use of ICTs to publicise campaigns,moreover,provides a mechanismfor promoting
non-statepolitical agendasinto the social arena.The inadequacyof the spatial norms of
IR for addressing this socio-political compression has already been noted. The
diminishing control of states over thesecrossoversocio-political agendasis highlighted
by the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyed,with each shifting infon-nationup, down and
through the spectrumof political actors. In this sense,the use of ICTs may consolidate
someof the operational features upon which NGOs have capitalised in recentdecades,
most notably their ability to link practical aspectsof political activism to the promotion
of universal social concerns.

'flie work of the NGOs surveyed,in common with that of many similar organizations,
can thus be viewed as ideologically driven and as having practical implications, with
their use of ICTs respondingto both of theseaspectsof their operations.Culturally- and
locationally-specific responsesto the agendasof theseorganizationsdo exist and these
are most evident in the practical activities undertaken in different areas and with
different cultural groups. The nonnative agendasof these organizationsform the basis
72The ways NGO activity have extendedthe discursiveboundariesof politics have beenwidely
discussed.The most obvious impact has beenin the field of environmental politics but other
areas,such as gender, developmentand animal rights causes,have all benefited from NGO
consciousness-raising.
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TMs is particularly relevant to the issue of accessto political processesbecause,as
Haywood points out:
"Free-market capitalism has no system for identiP&g common human needs
...
and provides no way of fostering common forms of community provision [of
infon-nation]" (1998: 22).
Neither are states or IGOs able to offer a public platform for information exchangeat
in
teledemocmcywould suggest that the use of ICTs
although
experiments
present,
could becomea familiar feature of state-citizenrelations. Although there are overlaps
amongthe multi-layered information distribution and exchangesystemsof all actors in
the international arena, at present only NGOs of the kind surveyed aim to provide a
platform specifically for debate on and responseto socio-political concerns. This is
mademanifest most clearly in the vast range of connectionsto other organizationsand
actors which all of those surveyed provide. I'lie evolution of an international public
sphere is being consciously developedby these actors, suggestingthat the dominant
codification of politics as geographicallylocatedand state-definedare being challenged
by NGO use of ICTs.

Ile use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyeddependsto a important degreeon a capacity to
communicatefreely and openly, unfetteredon the whole by external constraintson the
distribution and exchangeof information, whetherfrom political or commercialsources.
Indeed,one of the most valuable attributes of ICTs for non-statepolitical actors is their
potential to circumvent restrictionson openexchangeof ideasand information. To date,
statesand other actorshavegenerally beenunableor unwilling to imposeconstraintson
73
inforination
flows
facilitate,
ICTs
the
which
and Moore suggeststhat, although actors
have followed different policy directions, most are consistentin their desire to see an
'information society' develop (1998: 152). At present,therefore, there is no evidence
to indicate that this emerginginternational public spherewill be hinderedby restrictive
legislation on information exchange.In relation to the developmentof this new form of
public sphere,ICTs are not the basis of an NGO challengeto high political discourse
73As noted in Chapter Two, China and someother authoritarian stateshave made attemptsto
staunchthe flow of information within and acrosstheir borders. The convergenceof television
and computing technologiesmay, however, render such resistanceto marka-forces
unsustainable.
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but may provide a tool for building on some of the gains non-state organizationshave
made in expanding the agendasset by bigh political actors and in drawing social
concernsinto the political arena.

Chapter One suggestedthat all non-stateactors are marginal to the discourseof IF, as
the hegemony of state-spatial conceptions continues to dominate analysis in the
discipline. ICTs can be seen,however,to expressmany of the changesalready witnessed
in international political practice; they transcendborders, can foster non-statepolitical
communities and facilitate non-state political activism, and can be used as a tool of
activism at multiple levels. In these respects,the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyed
may representa significant developmentin the role of such organizations as agentsof
social change. In addition, the marginalizationof NGOs and other non-stateactors in IR
has beenreducedin recentyears as the impact of social movementshas filtered through
to state agendas.

Representationsof space,in both political practice and theory, therefore, are reflecting
the shift towards collective endeavour and the increasingly important role of
communicationstechnologiesin political practices. The decreasingmarginality of nonstate actors is not necessarilyexperiencedat the expenseof states as political players;
the analytical approachesof most of the spatial theorists referred to throughout the
thesis, wWch reject binarisedconceptualisationsof politics, acknowledgethat politics is
a multi-faceted realm and that statesremain important players, both in defining someof
the rules of engagementand regulating someaspectsof citizen behaviour.

For many theorists critical of the discursivehegemonyof the state in IF, the major point
of dissent has not beenthe presenceof statesas key players in international affairs but
the relative absenceand influenceof other significant actors. Representationsof political
transnationaltrends of increased
spacein IF, influencedamongother things by the t-%vo
NGO pron-dnenceand the spread of ICTs are slowly beginning to reflect the interrelationshipsbetweenstatesand other actors.

SpacesofRepresentation
As noted on Chapter One, spacesof representationequatemost closely with conceptsof
agency and particularly Nvith the

possibilities for political action available to

individuals. These possibilities are framed by the real and metaphoric demarcationsof
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spatial practices and representationsof space. Ilat
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NGO use of ICTs which affects the spatial categoriesconsideredabove therefore has
implications for accessto political processesby individuals and social groups. The
potential for political participation has, in many respects, traditionally been equated
almost exclusively with the notion of representationsof space. 11us, historically, the
notion of political participation has focusedupon the structural level, defming political
practices through the auspicesof the state. This is, of course, the model of politics
which both domestic political theories and the discipline of IR have applied as the
individual
in
for
interpretation
the
the
political practice. In the
role
of
standard
of
domesticarena, individuals are representedby the state, and on the international stage,
are subsumedto the state.

Increasingly,however, the choicesavailable to many actors are structured not only by
the political systemwithin which they residebut also, along with other factors such as
economic resources, by the presence or absence of technological artefacts and
information provision (see: Adams 1996; Frederick 1997; Walch 1999). The spatial
practices of individuals are consequently as influential over the opportunities for
political participation as the state-political systemwithin which they reside. Accessto
ICTs is part of the complex of factors, including literacy and computing skills, which
now influenceto the choicesavailable to individuals as political actors.

Ile spacesof representationof some actors may be altered by the use of ICTs by the
NGOs surveyed,as individuals and social groups Nvhohave accessto ICTs undoubtedly
have an increasedrange of options relevant to participation in political activity. Ilus
the opportunities for political activism and dissent may be increased. Firstly, the
documentationplaced online by the NGOs surveyed,and the hyperlffiks provided, vastly
increasethe potential to accesskey actors and organizations,by comparison to other
forms of communication. The impact of such access has not yet been assessedby
scholars.By comparisonto the mono-logicalcommunicationof broadcastmedia and the
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slow pace of traditional postal communications, it is evident that ICTs provide a
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Secondly, the multilogical potential of ICTs, the speed of information exchangeand
supply of specialist information on the Nvorkof the organizationssurveyedmay all serve
to enhancethe potential of individuals and social groups to 'act politically', both in
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the political spectrum and between political actors. They do not appear, however, to
ccreate'new actors or, except on a very limited scale, empower marginalized groups
directly.

The NGOs surveyed cannot therefore be credited with creating new political
communitiesthrough their use of ICTs. The infrastructures which the NGOs provide,
though, can facilitate interaction between individuals and political organizations.
Attempting to provide individuaJs with accessto political networks is a key feature of
NGO use of ICTs. With claims to universal ideals but limited resources,hyperlinks to
other political actors may pen-nitindividuals to act on behalf of NGOs with little cost to
the organizations themselves.It is the interface between these two aspects of NGO
activity which spatial theories hig]-dightmost effectively; the linkages betweenspatial
practices, representationsof spaceand spacesof representationcan be used to connect
ideological intent with material effects.
74No claims are made here about the benefits of electronic accessto political institions; as
noted, changes in the practicesof high political actors in this regard have not yet been
assessed.The point here is that the dynamics of communication betweenpolitical actors
appearsto be cliangingAith NGO use of ICTs.
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The provision of information is a necessaryelement of the developmentof non-state
political collectives and ICTs can provide a mechanismfor increasing the potential of
NGOs to reachgeographically,if not necessarilysocio-econon-dcally,
diverseaudiences.
In this respect, the limitations which geographical barriers place upon political
participation may be of reducedsignificance. Other barriers, such as technicalproblems
in gaining access to ICTs, may exist, but the constraints of territory appear to be
diminished.

The useof ICTs by the NGOs surveyed,and by otherslike them, may also contributeto
a form of political activity which is premised on non-linear agency. This reflects a
generaltrend in patternsof political practice, particularly on the part of non-stateactors,
with a range of factors underpinningactivism. Where, until fairly recently, the political
impact of individuals was experiencedthrough representativeauthorities, the forms of
activism which ICTs permit can reduce the relevanceof public/private boundariesand
makes exclusion from political processesmore difficult to for 'official' institutions to
effect.

The aim of NGO use of ICTs is not to createvirtual communities; as Kitchin notes,the
people who inhabit virtual worlds live in real worlds too

(1998:

166). VVhile

potentially providing neiv platforms for intellectual exchange,NGOs are aiming chiefly
to use this form of communicationto effect or promotematerial change. Consequently,
much of the documentationplaced online by the organizations surveyed details their
campaigns and objectives, and is generally reflective of material produced in other
formats, but now madeavailable to wider, more dispersedaudiences.

Accessto information is a prerequisite of political campaigning. Much of the material
placed online by the NGOs surveyed is designedto encourageresponsefrom users,
utilising the interactive potential of ICTs to elicit specific practical effects, such as
raising funds or encouraging supporters to lobby governments. All of the NGOs
involved in this research have, since the survey was conducted, introduced online
campaigning tools, which create links to named actors to allow direct lobbying of
governments,international institutions and commercial organizations. All have also
introducedfacilities for direct membershipsubscriptionsand/or donationsvia ICTs.
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The power of NGOs to bring pressureto bear on both governmentsand international
institutions, as well as their capacity to influence public opinion, is now widely
(see:
Vakil
1997).
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increasetheir profile on the political stage.Although the organizationssurveyedare, by
and large, failing to provide communications facilities to marginalized groups, the
influence of informed elites on decision-making processes is significant, with the
potential to accessappropriate information increasedby NGO use of ICTs.

One significant issuerelating to the vast increasein the amount of information available
through ICTs is the absenceof a gatekeepingmechanismin this form of communication.
As noted in Chapter Two, the gatekeepingfunction of mass media serves to filter
information for audiences,effectively deconstructingcomplex issues and reconstituting
them in more digestible forms for transmission. The absence of a gatekeeping
mechanismon the intersectingnetworks of ICTs, where accessto output is user-led,has
both advantagesand drawbacks. On one hand, users can accessinfon-nationwhich has
not beenpre-digestedfor mass consumption,and which often reflects specialist opinion
on complex issues. In addition, ICTs can only indirectly be usedto promote hegemonic
societal norms and values, as governmentsand other dominant actors lack any real
systemfor encoding multilogical interactions. On the other hand, however, the diffuse
nature of ICT communications,and of the Internet in particular, effectively rendersall
information of equivalent merit, and no effective filtering system exists for
distinguishingbetweenonline documents.

All of the NGOs surveyedhave establishedreputationsas credible and effective political
actors, a factor which could be of advantageto them online. 'ne high profile of most of
the organizationscould be a valuable attribute as users seek out familiar namesamong
the proliferation of sites online. In addition, ICTs are not subject to the sameconstraints
on information exchange as mass media, and all of the organizations surveyed are
recognisedas potent actors in their specialist fields. Other media do not provide the
opportunities for the organizationssurveyedto provide the detailed information on their
activities which ICTs permit. ICTs could consequentlybe an important tool both for
individuals as a sourceof information and for the NGOs as a meansof distribution.

Although NGO use of ICTs would appear on the whole to be having a significant
influence on the ways politics can be understood,the genderedimplications of their use
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suggest that practices NvMch are detrimental to women continue to shape the
development of the political arena. These gendered implications affect both the
representationsof space and the opportunities available to women as political actors,
that is, their spacesof representation. For reasonsof coherence,these implications are
analysedunder this single heading.

While NGO activity and the use of ICTs, both separatelyand in conjunction, are having
a discernibleinfluence on the ways politics are conductedand understood,there is some
evidence that the NGOs surveyed could, probably inadvertently, promote a new
variation of genderedpolitics by failing to specifically target female users. The sociopolitical conceptualisationof politics central to the activities of the NGOs surveyed
provides more opportunitiesfor political engagementfor women, by a generaleschewal
of some of the genderedchannelsof official agency, acknowledgementof genderas a
variable in decision-making processes,and the relative lack of disruption to other
aspectsof social existencewhich participation in NGO politics at a basic level requires.
Consequently,the NGOs surveyedtend to promote less genderedconceptualisations;
of
what actually constitutespolitical activity. That is, the representationsof spacewhich
the NGOs surveyedpromote assumegenderto be a variable in political discourseand
refute the gender-neutral assumptions which political theorists and practitioners
frequently apply.

Their use of ICTs, however,is by and large perpetuatingexclusionary politics by failing
to redressthe male dominanceof networks. As Pruett notes:
"Access to information means accessto power and most societies continue to
exclude women from both. ... The freedom to have accessto spacesother than
the bedroomand the kitchen, and to fiilly and safely be able to act in other public
spacesis key to women's full participation" (1998).
NGO use of ICTs may provide more information to a wider audience,but without some
form of mechanism of directly producing material by and for women, this will not
necessarilyreach women as a category, consequentlymarginalizing an already underrepresentedgroup. That women's use of ICTs is restricted by genderedsocio-political
structures is evident, with dominant codes of social behaviour in many societies
sanctioning explicit and implicit forms of discrin-driationagainst female populations at
multiple levels (see: Effloe 1989; Pettman 1996). The NGOs surveyed are, in general,
challenginggenderedsocio-political codes,but are having only limited impact, in their
use and provision of ICTs, on genderedpractices.
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Spacesof representationare affected by the information made available to any or all
political actors. On the one hand, therefore, NGOs are promoting less gendered
conceptualisationsof politics at the discursive level which influencesthe ways power,
authority and political legitimacy are conceived. On the other hand, however,the NGOs
i4GOs,
75
Some
INGOs,
surveyed are not prioritising women as political agents.
international organizations, states and conu-nercialorganizations, individually and in
loose coalitions, are promoting women's use of I.CTs as a necessary feature of
degenderedpolitical futures (see: Adam and Green 1998). However, the organizations
surveyed,although influential trans-nationalactors, appearto have taken a back seat on
this issue, promoting but not necessarily practising less genderedfonns of political
engagementin relation to distribution of information and communicationstechnologies.

The most obvious barrier to targetting Nvomenas a marginalized group lies in -the
complex question of appropriate use of limited resources. Pruett notes the centrality of
prioritising needto the debateon providing accessto ICTs:
"How important is Internet access in an area without safe water or even an
affordable telephone service? While some health workers praise the satellite
system that has brought them email connectionsand cheap access to health
information, otherscomplain that Internetconnectionswill not pay for aspirins or
syringes" (1998).
Diverting limited resourcesfor the provision of technologieswith at presentunknown,
and potentially unknowable, benefits is a risky strategy. All of the NGOs surveyed
suggest in their publicity literature that they are committed to extending the use of
network technologies. Ogburn's 'cultural lag!, noted in Chapter Two, may be partially
responsiblefor the slow filtration of ICTs to client-groups via NGOs; although the
social practices of NGOs as organizations are changing,the presenteffects and future
implications of the use of ICTs are widely contested. Consequently,the organizations
surveyedare apparently respondingto the tangible benefits of the use of ICTs, notably
to their role in consolidating and extending existing communicationsnetworks, rather
than attempting to use this technology to actively restructure social relations through
direct influence over spatial practices.

'-'This claim applies the the promotion of ICT use, as someof the NGOs surveyedhave quite
clear policies on empowermentof women relating to issueslike local trade and economic
systems.
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Conclusion
This chapter has begun to draw together issues relating to the key argument of the
thesis, by addressinghow spatial theories can be applied to analysis of NGO use of
ICTs. Analysis has taken place at two discretebut related levels, both designedto draw
conclusions on the nature of spatial theorising and its relevance for analysis of
contemporarypolitical issues.

This chapterhas examinedthe challengeICTs poseto academicdiscoursethrough their
relevanceto a growing range of social, economicand cultural interactions. Given their
multi-dimensional impact, ICTs havq beenshown to challengemany of the ontological
givensnot just of IR but of most, if not all, academicdisciplines. 'Fhe boundariesupon
which divisions beihveenacademicdisciplinesare premisedare challengedby the use of
ICTs, as interactions through this forrn of communication do not directly replicate
patternsof social interaction in the 'real world'. Consequently,interpretationof the uses
and impacts of ICTs require a developmentof academicanalysis to reflect the complex
relationswhich are characteristicof this form of communication.

In responseto the current absenceof an appropriate methodology, this chapter has
examinedhow spatial theoriescan be appliedas an interpretativeframework for analysis
within the discipline of IR. This form of theorising is seento provide a loose analytical
the three
schemawhich pennits analysisof political activity at the level of agency. '17hus
categoriesof analysis adopted- spatial practices,representationsof spaceand spacesof
representation- focus upon how the NGOs surveyed,and by extension individuals, as
political actors are affected by their use of ICTs. The spatial theories applied therefore
position non-stateactors as significant categoriesof analysisin their own right, contrary
to the state-centricnorm of IR.

Having outlined how spatial theories can be applied, the chapter also exan-dnedhow
accessto political processesfor individuals may be influencedby the use of ICTs by the
NGOs surveyed. As discussedin detail in Chapter One, the potential to use spatial
theoriesto analyseactivity in"the international arenabas beendiscussedby a number of
theoristsin recentyears.

The ultimate concernof the thesis must lie in analysis of the efficacy of the theoretical
framework used. The utility of this form of spatial methodologyfor researchinto NGO
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use of ICTs in particular, and in analysis of political practice in general, is therefore
assessedin the following chapter. Any interpretative model has both strengths and
weaknesses,and defining criteria for analysis, however flexible, inevitably leads to
occlusions. For this reason, the validity of the methodof analysis basedon the spatial
theoriesoutlined in ChapterOne and applied in this chapteris examinedbelow.
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CHAPTER SIX
SPATIAL THEORIES & POLITICAL

CHANGE

Introduction
This chapter has two, related aims. Firstly, a brief interpretation of the application of
spatial theories undertakenin Chapter Five is made, outlining how NGO use of ICTs
may be influencing political practices.The chapterthereforefocusesinitially on whether
there is any evidence from the survey that new forms of political engagementare
emergingthrough NGO useof ICTs. Following Us discussion,the chapterexaminesthe
effectivenessof the spatial theories which have been applied here. One of the primary
concernswhen identifying any new approachto theorising must be to assessthe benefits
and drawbacksthereof. 'Me spatial theoriesapplied in this chapter to NGO use of ICTs
are thereforeevaluated.

In order to examine the indications of new forms of political engagementwhich MAY
emerge from the survey conducted for the thesis, it is necessary to re-iterate the
assumptionsabout agencyupon which the researchhas beenbased. Although research
for the thesis has extendedacross disciplinary boundaries,the central focus of critique
lies in the ontologiesof IR. In particular, the discipline's assumptionsof state-centred
political processeshave beenthe subject of scrutiny. In this respect, the actors which
the thesis has soughtto examine,namelyNGOs and individuals, are marginalizedin the
discourse of mainstream IR, as the attributes of these actors are ftamed within the
dominant discourse by reference to their relations with states, rather than in direct
relation to their own interpretationsof political practice.

The thesis has challengedthese assumptions and has argued that both NGOs and
individuals engagein forms of activity wMch, although they are not legitimised by the
discourseof IF, can have a perceptible impact on the international political system.To
this extent, the forms of political engagementwhich the thesis outlines relate more
specifically to the impact of the use of ICTs on the NGOs

and on the

-surveyed,
individuals with whom they interact, than to their influence upon state practices. The
focus of the following analysis is therefore upon the potential impact of ICT use upon
the organizationssurveyed.Any changesto NGO activity, however,are likely to havean
impact on other political actors.

ICTs, NGOs and Political Change
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As noted in Chapter Four, the NGOs surveyed for the thesis are relatively wealthy,
for
developing
ICTs.
fairly
the
provision
of
organizations with
extensive resources
Analysis of their use of ICTs requires acknowledgementof two trends, neither of which
can be easily located within pre-existing assumptions in IR about the international
political systemor the nature of non-statepolitical activity.

Firstly, NGO activity which does not take the state as a defining site of political
engagement,a phenomenondiscussedin detail in Chapter Four, is difficult to situate
within the context of the discourse of the international adopted in IR.

There is,

moreover,no clear consensusamongscholarsin IR on the structure of the contemporary
international system; contradictory perspectives on

globalization,

neoliberal

institutionalism, North-South relations and so on, suggestthat system-levelanalysis can
76
impression
produceonly a partial
of political change. Although someaspectsof NGO
activity can be qualitatively assessed,and their influence on policy-making processes
loosely determined,many other dimensionsof their operations,including their impact on
accessto political processesfor individuals and for non-statecollectives through the use
of ICTs, cannotbe analysedwith any real effectivenessfrom system-level.

Secondly, ICTs as a medium are inherently non-state, in that they are not confined
within geographical state borders and much of their content and flow is controlled by
customarylaw, rather than through formal legal frameworks (Kitchin 1998: 103). The
social conditions and technological advanceswhich have fuelled the spread of ICTs,
such as the introduction of relatively inexpensive modems, standardised protocols,
widespreaduse of computers in the home and workplace, and so on, also render state
bordersof diminishedconsequence,in terms of control over output and infrastructures.

'17husIR has, at present,no clear or dcfinýitivereading of the nature of the international
system.In many respects,the absenceof an all-encompassingframework representsan.
epistemologicaladvance, in that inter- and intra-disciplinary debateson the nature of
trans-state politics are influencing theoretical approachesin the discipline. This does
suggest,however, that modesof theorising which are located at system level have been
fundamentallyundermined.

76This is not to suggestthat thereshouldbea consensus
amongIR scholars.Thepoint is,
field
interpretations
the
that
there
of
arc a now numberof
of politics which dominate
rather,
interpretations.
the discourseof IR but that thesegenerallyadoptsystem-level
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In addition, the uses and impacts of ICTs cannot be analysed as multi-dimensional or
dominated
by
because
interpretations
international
the
a
are
phenomena
of
relational
focus on trans-statepolitics and the role of trans-nationalinstitutions. Accessto ICTs is
Jocated, in that users are real and not virtual. The pre-configured spatial units of IR
cannot, however, adequatelyreflect the multi-dimensionality of this form of location,
such as the social and economic contexts of use. In these respects, therefore, use of
spatial theories which pem-dt analysis of international affairs from the level of the
individual as a generalised construct can provide a more effective mechanism for
analysingcomplex phenomenathan the top-down interpretativemethodsprevalent in IR
offer.

To this extent, the thesisillustrates four changesto the nature of political practice in the
international system wl&h appear to be being effected through NGO use of ICTs.
Firstly, the spatial determinantsof political community appear to be altering as NGOs
extend their reach across territorial boundaries. As NGO use of ICTs provides an
organizational framework for individuals to do Rewise, political interactions are
cbaracterisedby multi-dimensionallinks when "s form of communicationis taken into
account. In this sense,the hierarchical distinctionsmadebetweenactors in the discourse
of IR underplay the impact of non-stateactors in the field of political interactions. This
is not to suggestthat non-stateactors are either more or less important than states. The
suggestionis, rather, that the responsesto the survey suggestthat NGO use of ICTs
facilitates links between a wide range of actors into the political arena and that the
impact of theselinks needsto be explored.

Secondly,the NGOs surveyedpose a challengeto conceptsof boundariesin the political
arena, chiefly through their espousal of non-nativeagendas.Where interpretations of
political activity in the discipline of IR have assumedthe primacy of territory, and have
consequentlyelevatedstatesto the role of principal actor, the influence of NGOs in the
international arena, and upon the policies of states,is now widely acknowledged (see:
Charlton et al 1995).'Mus the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyedcan pose a challenge
to the significance of territory as a repository of political meaning by facilitating the
exchangeof normative agendasacrossand beyondterritorial confines. As a result, NGO
use of ICTs may extend the concept of political identification beyond the state,
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continuing trends apparentin recent decadesthrough the spread of issue-basedpolitics
in which theseorgarýzationshave played a key role.

Thirdly, the use of ICT's provides the organizationssurveyed Nvitha medium through
which they can provide and developan informational resource.For individuals, this may
provide an opportunity to accessinformation less readily available from other sources.
Probably more significantly in terms of changing political practices, however, this
provision. may limit the opportunities for any category of actor to hegemonically
influence the discourse of political legitimacy through this evolving form of
communication. This appearsmost evident in the forms of online activism which the
organizationssurveyedare developing,as hierarchiesof actors may be underniinedby
direct access.

Fourthly, the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyedsuggeststhat a public spherewhich
operatesoutside of the confinesof states,in both spatial and discursive terms, could be
developing.The platform for public debatewhich ICTs appearto be developingsituates
statesas one of many categoriesof actor, rather than as the principal and definitional
focus of political legitimacy. Although some scholars have argued that the
cornmercialisationof the Internet in particular is detrimentalto its potential as a public
network (see: Herman and McChesney 1997: 135), the capacity for information
provision and exchangewhich ICTs provides indicatesthat the potential for any group
of actors to dictate the developmentof this form of communicationis limited,

Responsesto the survey suggestthat accessto political processesfor individuals may be
influencedby NGO use of ICTs. In someaspects,this influence can be experiencedas
an extension of existing opportunities. Thus, for example, while the ability to access
information on NGO campaigns is not ne%v,the amount of specialist data available
through ICTs is. Other aspectsof NGO useof ICTs apparentlyoffer new dimensionsof
political engagement,however. Online activism, for example, and the ability to
communicateeasily and instantaneouslywith others who share sin-dlar concerns are
featureswhich no other form of communicationoffers. The role of the NGOs surveyed
in theseevolving political practices is to provide the structureswhich can facilitate these
forms of political interaction.
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As notedpreviously, problemsrelating to inequality of accessand opportunity still exist.
The NGOs surveyedhave only limited influence over the use of ICTs for economically
marginalizedactors and are unable to provide communicationshardware to individuals
or social groups on a significant scale. In one sense,therefore,the NGOs surveyedare
dependentupon an informational elite to engagewith and act upon the political activities
they publicise. On the other hand, of course, the NGOs themselvesare part of this
evolving informational elite, but are operating according to non-nativeagendaswhich
require distributing their ideals widely.. In this respect,the use of ICTs by the NGOs
surveyed highlights how significant their role as bridging organizations, discussedin
Chapter Four, is likely to become. That is, the NGOs surveyed,and others like them,
have a crucial role to play in ensuring that the 'information poor' are connectedto
political processes. Evidence from the surveys indicates that the organizations are
aware of the value of this form of communication in promoting their particular
conceptionsof sound political practice, although strategies for developing provision
outsideof organizationalstructuresremain scantat present.

As these points indicate, there is ample evidence from the survey that NGOs are
attemptingto use ICTs to extendtheir activities in the international arena.The survey's
findings have beenassessedthrough the application of the spatial theories,the intention
being to developa flexible theoreticalapproachwhich can provide insights into complex
political practices. In particular, the spatial theories used have been intendedto directly
interpret the actions of the NGOs surveyed,contrary to the structure-levelnonus of IR.
The next sectionof this chapterassessesthe strengthsand weaknessesof the useof these
theories,and draws someconclusionson developingresearchof this kind.

Validi1y of Spatial Tlieories
All methodologicaldecisionshave ramifications for researchfindings. Arguing that the
discourseof IR restricts the potential to analysepolitical changeon the lives of non-state
actors, the thesis has applied spatial theories which aim to provide an alternative
approach to the analysis of international affairs. As the first such attempt to adopt
spatial theoriesas a methodologicalfoundation for a specific researchproject, the thesis
highlights a number of issuespertinentto the developmentof researchof this kind. This
sectionNvillfirst outline the disadvantagesof approachingresearchin this mannerwhich
have been identified during the courseof this analysis. It Nvillthen identify the value of
this form of theorising for the discipline of IR.
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The application of spatial theories to a specific project, as in the case of thýisthesis,
encounters the problems inherent in categorisation of any complex research issue.
Categorisation inevitably incurs occlusions and the separation of categories is
particularly -problematic in relation to the complex issues relating to the use of
communicationstechnologiesby political actors. The spatial categoriesapplied in the
thesisoffer a fi-ameworkfor exploring changingpolitical practicesbut may not allow the
opportunity to illustrate the inter-relation of actors and activities effectively.

In some respects, the epistemological limitations of academic analysis of ICTs are
highlighted by the thesis. Attempts to transcendthe norms of academicdiscourseby
seeking to avoid oppositional categories and adopt a fluid and relational approach
ironically fall victim to the very norms they challenge. That is, existing norms of
academicanalysis require a linear logic of coherenceto which neither ICTs nor spatial
theories conform. Categories of analysis are inevitably and unavoidably not interrelational, and ICTs and spatial theories are. Tbus to separate spatial practices,
representations of space and spaces of representation under separate headings
automatically servesto disrupt the senseof the interplay betweenthese aspectsboth of
spatial theorisingand the use of ICTs.

Despite the limitations identified above, however, there are some clear strengthsto the
use of spatial theories in analysis of political practice. Analysis of the application of
spatial theoriesidentifies sevenways in which they may contribute to the developmentof
-n
forms
be
to
new
of political analysiswhich can related contemporarypractices. Firstly,
and most significantly, the use of spatial theories permits analysis of the role of the
individual or other non-stateactors as political entity. That is, it is possible to assess
continuity and change in the material environment, the dominant discourse and in
for
dissent by applying spatial theories. This constitutes a critical
opportunities
developmentin the nature of theorising in the discipline of IR as discursive constraints
have previously served to preclude effective analysis of the impact of individuals on
political processes.

77The listing of sevendifferent issuesis not necessarilythe most elegant approachto
identification of key concerns.Given the multi-layering of spatial analysis and it provides the
most coherent framework possible.
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Although the key distinguishing characteristic of IR as an academicfield of study has
beenits focus on patternsof engagementin the international arena (see:Guzzini 1998),
analysisof the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyedsuggeststhat statesmay be having a
diminishing ffifluence over the terms and forms of political practice. Whilst the influence
of NGOs and individuals through the use of ICTs doesnot necessarilysignal a changeto
the overall nature of the international system, it does seem to highlight trends in
transnational political activity which the study of international politics must take into
account.

Secondly,and related to the potential to analysethe impact and actions of individuals,
spatial theories overcomesome of the genderedlimitations of mainstreamtheorising in
IR. As noted in Chapter One, the oppositional categories which characterise the
dominantapproachesto analysisin the discipline are frequently basedupon assumptions
of inclusion and exclusion which validate one subject position and negateanother. The
use of spatial theories pennits interpretation which acknowledgesrather than seeksto
diminish relationality.

Thirdly, spatial theories can provide an important tool for measuring political change
contemporaneously,contrary to the norm in IR. Spatial theoriesthus provide a potential
to analyse current conditions rather than to examinechangeretrospectively.Thus, the
spatial theories used in the thesis have allowed analysis of how NGOs are using ICTs
now, rather than to attemptto predict how this form of communicationwill affect NOW
as political actors. This is particularly significant for IR as its self-defined ren-ýt
necessitatesexpertise in international interactions.The pace of technological changein
recent years requires analytical tools which can be applied to contemporaryconditions
and practices if effective interpretation of international'affairs is to be achievedwithin
the discipline.

Fourthly, the spatial theories used in the thesis allow analysis of the interface between
the two dominant aspectsof NGO activity in the international arena: ideological intent
and material influence. The linkages betýveenspatial practices, representationsof space
and spacesof representationillustrate the connectionsand discontinuities betweenthe
organizations' objectivesand their actions.This is achievedby highlighting how changes
to material environment may affect the discourse of politics and, in turn, how such
changesmay provide new opportunitiesfor political activism.
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Fifthly, the types of spatial theories used in the thesis can be applied to any actor or
group of actors in the political arena. The main benefit of this aspect of spatial
theorising is that actors neednot be analysedby referenceto others, but through direct
examinationof their own actions and activities. A recurring themethroughout the thesis
has beenthe problem of analysingthe activities of non-stateactors within the discourse
of IR, as an implicit hierarchy situates states as the definitional focus of international
politics. Although the activities of actors such as the NGOs surveyed may have an
impact on statesand state practices,this is not always their primary or sole aim. Spatial
theoriesprovide an analytical framework which doesnot necessarilysituate the state as
the focus of non-stateactivity.

Sixthly, spatial theories of the kind applied in the thesis provide a mechanism for
transcending the territorial norms which have proven restrictive in developing the
discipline of IR. As discussionsin Chapter One noted, although the territorial state
remains a valid and significant agent in international politics, the complex, multidimensionalinteractions which now characteriseglobal politics are difficult to analyse
within a state-centricdiscourse.Consequently,the needto developanalytical tools which
provide a mechanismfor acknowledgingand interpreting a broad range of actors and
practicesis evident. Spatial theoriesprovide one suchtool.

Finally, spatial theories of the kind applied here are not dependentupon or restrictedby
a specific disciplinary framework. Although the research for this thesis has focused
upon a critique of someof the limitations of IR as a field of study, it is possibleto apply
spatial theories across disciplinary boundaries, as analysis operates at the level of
agency rather than of structure. Consequently, the framework for analysis is not
determinedby disciplinary givens but through interpretation of action. TMs renders
spatial theories particularly sigriificant for analysis of the impact of ICTs which, as
detailed earlier in this chapter, transcend.many of die disciplinary divisions which
prevail in academicanalysis.

Despite their current limitations, therefore, spatial theories can be seen to offer an
important analytical tool of relevanceto contemporaryIR. Many of the ontological and
epistemologicalconcernswhich have beenraised in the discipline in recent years are at
least partially addressedby the application of this approachto analysis of international
affairs.
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Conclusion
This thesis represents the first work in IR to link specific spatial theories to specific
have
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Although
in
international
produced
other
scholars
politics.
practices
7

critiques of the ways politics are spatialized in IR"' none have yet developedspecific
conceptual categories which may be applied to specific political practices. Some
important benefits to this mode of theorising have been identified, not least the potential
for agency-levelanalysis. As the first piece of researchof this kind, however,the thesis
has beensubject to someof the pitfalls associated-%vith
the developmentof new forms of
analysis. Much more work is required to develop spatial theories wMch are readily
applicableto analysisof political practicesin the international and other arenas.

Given the emphasisthe thesis has placed on challengingthe discursive nonns of IR, the
over-riding concern of this research has been to explore the relevance of spatial
theorising to the discipline. Following analysis of the survey findings in the previous
chapter, therefore, this chapter has examinedthe relevanceof the spatial theoriesused
for analysisof internationalpolitical affairs.

Two specific difficulties in using spatial theories as categories of analysis became
evident during the courseof researchfor the thesis. 'rhe first of thesewas the problem
of using an essentiallyparadigmatictheoreticalstructure. 'Ibis approach,much criticised
within IR, essentiallyapplied a positivist methodologyto a post-positivist proposition.
That is, perhaps paradoxically, categories of analysis were adopted to interpret
relational phenomena. Although the headingsproved effective in identifýringa rangeof
issuesrelating to NGO use of ICTs, problems in situating practices within particular
categorieswere noted.

'nie second difficulty relating to the use of spatial categories was found to be the
problem of demonstrating relationality between actors and practices. This was
attributable in part to the norms of academicresearchwhich demand a linear logic to
which spatial theories do not confon-n. In addition, both ICTs and the activities of
NGOs, as previous chapters have shown, defy the logic of categorial analysis which
many academicdisciplines,including IR, dependupon.

78Refer to Chapter One for details.
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Despitethesedifficulties, a wide range of benefitsfrom the use of this form of theorising
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theoretical fi-ameworkhas been available. Spatial theories have been identified in the
thesis as providing an analytical schemawhich permits researchinto political changeat
the level of agency.

Other benefits relating to the use of spatial theoriesinclude the potential to challengethe
gendered mode of theorising wbich characterises the oppositional categories of
traditional academicdiscourse. This is particularly pertinent to issuesraised by feminist
theoristswhich were outlined in Chapter One. As notedthere, gender-awarescholarship
need not be based upon an explicit normative intent but must be able to identify
genderedassumptions. Spatial theories provide the capacity to do this, both through
their challengeto discursivenorms, and also through the potential to analysethe actions
of individuals in the international arena. In this respect, the genderednorms of both
acaderniaand of political structuresare secondaryto the actors analysed.

Although they can be applied to most situations in the international arena, by providing
a potential to assesspolitical changecontemporaneously,spatial theoriesare particularly
apposite to analysis of new communicationstechnologies. The discipline of IR has
struggled in recent years to incorporate rapid technological development into its
epistemologies; the spatial method used in the thesis representsan attempt to develop
theoreticalapproacheswhich respondto such changes.

Spatial theorieshighlight the links behveenobjectivesof actors and their actions. In the
caseof NGOs and their useof ICTs, the use of spatial theorieshas shown that, although
all of the organizationsinvolved in the survey demonstratea desireto broadenaccessto
provision of this form of communication,only limited resourcesare made available to
achieve this end. As the spatial theories outlined permit related analysis of both
discourse and practice, both of these dimensions of agency can be researched
simultaneously.
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The spatial theoriesused in the thesiswere focusedexclusively around the issueof NGO
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CONCLUSION

This conclusion briefly summarisesthe core concernsof the thesis and identifies related
areaswhich warrant ftirther investigation.Analysis in the thesishas centredon threekey
issues: spatial theories, the impact of ICTs on political processes,and their use by
NGOs as actors in the international arena. Of these areas, the developmentof spatial
theories has been the key concern of the thesis, as the central airn of this researchhas
beento provide an analytical tool Nvhýich
transcendsthe limitations of the public/private,
state-centricinterpretationsof spacewhich dominatethe discourseof IR.

Theses on the impact of ICTs on social changeare constantly evolving, as both the
capacities of these technologiesand the range of actors making use of them increases.
Thus, the roles, functions and relevance of new communications technologies in
international politics are now widely acknowledgedbut little clear evidenceon their
impact has been produced. The thesis has, therefore, addressedwhat could be termed
the 'moving target' of ICTs in the international arena by seeking to develop spatial
theories to provide a more flexible analytical tool than the extant discourse of the
discipline permits.

Given the complexities of the analytical approachtaken, the thesis has been organised
into six discrete but related chapters,plus an introduction and conclusion. Each of the
main chaptersfocuseson one significant issueand each relatesloosely to the othersbut
more specifically to the broader issues of spatial analysis and the limitations of the
extant discourse of IR. Although some of the chapters focus on apparently diverse
issues,there is a linear logic to their organization.In relation to the discourseof IF, To
establishthe context for the application of spatial theoriesto complex political practices,
Chapter One addressedspatial theories, Chapter Two ICTs and Chapter Three NGOs.
Building upon the issuesraised, ChaptersFour, Five and Six addressedhow NGOs are
making use of ICTs and how spatial theoriescan be.applied to help us interpret Us use.
More detail on the individual chaptersand their overall relevanceto the disciphe of IR
is given below.

Chapter One highlighted the relevanceof feminist theoriesto the concernsof the thesis.
Feminist scholars,in IR and in other disciplines,havebeenat the forefront of developing
theoretical approacheswhich explore the role of discourse in positioning actors and
practices. In particular, feminist theoristshaveprovokedintensedebateon the relevance
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years, an increasing number of scholars in the discipline have suggestedthat it is
hinderedin its analysesof complex political interactionsby its state-centricontologies.
It has beenwidely arguedthat, despitea growing challengeto the neo/Realisthegemony
of ideas, the state remains the definitional space of analysis in the discipline. As a
consequence,all other actors are interpretedand understoodin terms of their relationship
interactions
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international arena are far more complex than this limited discursive construction can
accommodate.

Spatial categories initially outlined by Henri Lefebvre were therefore identified as
providing a more flexible approachto analysisof political activities of actors other than
the state. These categories- spatial practice, representationsof space, and spacesof
representation- were arguedto provide an effective framework for analysisof changein
international affairs in two important respects. Firstly, they provide a mechanismfor
analysis of agency-levelinterpretation of political activity, an area in which the 'top
down' categorizationof politics in IR display significant limitations. Secondly,they
provide a meansof assessingchangein both discourseand practice, areaswhich tend to
be considereddiscretecategoriesin the discipline.

ChapterTwo was designedto illustrate the issueswhich link spatial theoriesJn IR with
the use of ICTs. Where Chapter One illustrated how public/private divides and attempts
to 'contain' international activity have proven limiting in IR, Chapter Two highlighted
how ICTs transcend such distinctions and thus call for new forms of investigation.
79Asecondary
aim of this researchhasbeento showthat gendereddiscursivestructuresimpose
limitationson the natureof analysisin IR_ Thus,ratherthanfocusingon womenasa
category,the thesishasexploredtheboundariesimposedby the gendereddiscourseof the
discipline.
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Examination of the origins of ICTs revealshow the links and divisions betweenpublic
and private sectors, and state and non-state actors, in their developmenthighlight the
imprecise nature of the dualistic categoriesin IR. The features of ICTs, that is the
modesof communicationthey permit, and the ways in which audiencesare constructed
through their use, suggestthat their introduction to the political arena can add new levels
of complexity to existing political relations. In particular, a need to move beyond
assumptions of an identifiable audience was noted. The nature of communication
through the use of thesetechnologies,and in particular the 's/elective' processeswhich
they permit, were thereforeexplored in detail, in order to developsomenew mechanisms
for understandingthe nature of network communications.

In addressingthe use of ICTs by a number of international NGOs, the thesis has
addressedtwo transnational issues. Ile

inherent transboundary nature of these two

phenomenafrequently proves problematic to analysis in IR, as standard categoriesof
analysis in the discipline, and, in particular, dominant concepts of the real and
metaphoricboundariesto political activity, tend to reflect state-centricassumptions. As
a casestudy of the validity of spatial theories,therefore,analysis of NGO use of ICTs
provided a useful exampleof transboundaryactivities NvMchrelateto the concernsof IR,
but which fall outside of standard ontologies. The generation of mechanismsfor
analysisof such phenomenais crucial to the developmentof the discipline, and Chapters
Four, Five and Six attemptedto directly apply spatial theories to the responsesto the
survey conductedinto NGO use of ICTs.

Chapter Three provided a typology of NGOs as political actors, and then gave a
descriptiveoverview of eachof the organizationssurveyed. Although die organizations
differ in size and objectives,all are transnationalactors, making use of ICTs to mobilize
support and publicize their activities. The chapteroutlined the responsesto the survey,
describingthe use of both email and the Internet by eachof the organizations. Ile aim
of this chapter was to identify the nature of agencyof NGOs in the internationalarena,
and to indicate how, accordingto their survey responsesaiid publicity literature, they are
making use of new communicationstechnologies. The chapter illustrated both how
NGOs differ from other actors in the international arena, and describedof their use of
ICTs, drawn from their responsesto the survey.
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Chapter Four then sought to contextualisethe responsesto the survey by linking them
with literature'on the role of NGOs as political actors, and with some of the issues
highlighted in the NGO typology. Thus ways in which NGO use of ICTs may be
affecting both their own work and other political actors was considered.In particular,
the problems facing NGOs in relation to providing accessto ICTs for marginalized
groups was highlighted.

Chapter Five examinedthe ontologies of ICTs which restrict effective analysis of their
use. This is a problem which is experiencedin most, if not all, academicdisciplines,as
their heterogeneouseffects transcendeconomic,cultural, social and political boundaries
wl-fflepotentially creating new ones.Attempts to view cyberspaceas an interdisciplinary
field are field are hinderedby the categorisationof subject matter which exists in all
disciplines. In tl-ýsrespect,IR is not alone in struggling to develop new mechanismsfor
analysis of cyberspace and its multiple effects. Analysis of ICTs is particularly
significant in IF, however, as the boundaries which the discipline has set to mark
legitimate political

spaces have very little meaning in relation to network

communications.In addition, the developmentof international regulatory frameworks
and the growing power of economicactors in this area further demonstratesthe needto
developnew modesof analysiswhich can adequatelyrespondto the multi-level changes
which are taking place.

Following discussing of theseissues, Chapter Five went on t apply Lefebvre's spatial
categories,identified in Chapter One, to the use of ICTs by the NGOs surveyed.The
aim of Us application was not to draxvgeneralconclusionsabout the changingnature of
political practice. It was, rather, to demonstratehow NGO practices may be changing
through their use of ICTs and to suggestways in which this may affect other political
actors.

Although Chapter Six MgWightedsome limitations to the spatial theories applied in the
thesis, they -wereshow to offer valuable insights into the impact of ICTs on political
practice. The thesis has shown that, at present,NGO behaviour is not fundamentally
altered by the introduction of ICTs, but that their existing methodsof operation may be
extendedand intensified. A key aim of all of the organizationssurveyed is to influence
political discourse and to induce material changefor the individuals and social groups
with whom they interact. In these respects,ICTs undoubtedlyprovide a useful tool for
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lobbying and consciousness-raising,and have been shown to be being used to good
effect in this respectby the organizationssur:veyed.

NGO provision of information accessiblevia public sites on the Internet may also have a
domino effect for individuals as political actors. There is, however, a prevailing elitism
in accessto this form of communication,most notably economic, but also in terms of
languageand literacy. Although growth ratesfor accessto ICTs in developingcountries
are high, there is an evident need to assessboth the role of NGOs in increasing
provision, and also to explore the ways other political actors are addressingthis issue.
In this regard, the thesis has highlighted two important areas where further researchis
warranted. Firstly, the use of ICTs by other political actors, such as states and
international organizations, requires examination, as Us would provide material for
comparativeanalysis. Secondly, the nature of fl-ýsstudy has renderedmeasurementof
the ways information provision is contextualizedas knoWedge impossible. That i S,
although the thesis has examinedhow information is supplied, it has not analysedthe
cultural context in which this information is receivedand understood. Area and case
studies on NGO projects using Internet resourcescould provide some valuable data in
this respect.

The spatial theories applied to analysis of NGO use of ICTs have been shown to have
value to as an analytical tool for IR. Most significantly, they move away from the statecentric discourseof the discipline and provide an approachwhich recognisesthat politics
are socially-embeddedand do not operateas a discretecategory. As noted earlier, these
theories also provide an opportunity to examine political practice at the level of
individual agency,in contrast to conventionalmodesof analysis in IR. Ilis is a crucial
feature of this mode of theorising, as it indicates that the ways space is organized,
discursively and materially, have an important influence over the ways political
participation is understood.

The increasein the range and scope of NGO activity in recent decadessuggeststhat
impressionsof politics which do not centre on statesare now commonplace. There is,
therefore, a need to reiterate that states remain important players, as they retain a
significant degreeof power, resourcesand legitimacy in the international arena. Nonstate politics co-exist with state politics, however, and can have crucial relevanceformany marginalized groups, and for individuals and collectives in circumstancesnot
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such as the introduction of new technologies,can be assessedthrough the use of spatial
theories. People existing at the margins of a state-centric discourse, including many
women and the groups with whorn the NGOs surveyedwork, are frequently overlooked
by structure-level analysis, and spatial theories can provide an opportunity to explore
their activities, and the impact of the actionsof other actors upon them.

Perhapsthe most important contribution of the thesis has been to highlight an underexplored aspect of social theorising, as very little work on spatial methodologies has
been undertaken by scholars in the social sciencesto date. Thus, although there has
been much discussion of the nature of space,and the power relations embeddedin its
organization and categorisation,there has been little researchinto the developmentof
methodologicalapproacheswhich permit closer examination of the constraints spatial
categoriesimpose. The thesis has attempted,therefore,to develop a form of theorisiDg
which extendsthe parametersof the discipline to incorporatecomplex interactionsand a
range of actors more readily. 'ne spatial categoriesapplied in the thesis could, even at
this early stage of development,be used to addressany form of political practice. In
particular, they would be a valuable tool for sheddinglight on the activities of non-state
actors as political participants in their own right. The spatial theories used are slightly
over-simplified, and tend to compartmentaliseactors and their behaviours.An important
strengthof thesetheories,however, is their value in analysingcomplex phenomenaand,
though their application in the thesis does presenta mechanismfor analysing political
practices at the level of individual agency, the need to identify spatial methodologies
which can illustrate intersectingrelations effectively is evident.

As a first attempt in the discipline of IR to apply spatial theories to specific practicesin
the international arena,the thesis has achievedits objectives,in producing an analytical
tool which can be applied to complex phenomenain IR. In developing spatial theories,
the thesis has also highlightedthe limitations of the extant discourseand identified ways
in which spatial theories can be adapted to provide agency-levelanalysis. Ile thesis
has, therefore, attempted to move the discourse of IR beyond spatial theorising, and
towards some form assessmentof the real effects of the organization of space. In this
respect,the thesis provides a foundation for ftirther researchinto the most appropriate
ways to apply spatial theoriesto the concernsof IR.
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GLOSSARY
browser
Browsers allow exploration of documentson the WWW, by 'searching' webpagesfor
text, imagesetc., by connectingto web serversand transferring information from remote
sitesto host computers.
computer-mediated communication (CMQ
Form of communicationwherecomputersplay a key role in the exchangeand transfer of
infon-nation. CMC uses digital technologies which condense different kinds of
information into the samebinary form, allowing it to be transferred betweencomputers.
Networking systemsallow links between computers across virtually any geographical
area.
digital technology
High-speed mechanism for information exchange. Digital technology converts
infon-nation into binary units. Data, images and sound can thus be condensed,
transferredand reconstitutedbetweencomputers.
download
Documents from webpagescan be transferred to and stored by host computers by
downloading.
electronic mail (email)
Function,vvWchallows messagesto be sent and receivedelectronically via personalised
addresses.Can be usedperson-to-personor for group communication.
file transfer protocol (FTP)
Mechanism for exchanging information which allows computers connected to the
Internetto explore, retrieveand transfer files.
hardware
Material resourcesof computing, such as computer,modem,hard-drive etc.
hits
Connectionsmade with a web site. The number of hits made can be measuredby
creatorsof web pagesto establishhow ftequently a particular site is accessed.
hypertext markup language (html)
Coding system used to create the hypertext documentsused on the WNVW. Hypertext
links betweendocumentsallow users to 'jump' betweenpages. Can be used to create
links within documentsor to documentsfrom other sources.
hypertext transfer protocol (http)
Mechanism for exchanginginformation used by browsers to receive documentsfrom
servers.
Internet
Vast number of computersconnectingto interlinking networks. Consists of thousands
of interconnectingsites, but functions as a single network, making use of compatible
protocols which allow easeof accessfor users.
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Internet Service Provider (ISP)
Usually a conunercialorganizationwhich provides links to Internet for serviceusers.
modem
Computer attachment which allows accessto networks and transfer of files between
computers. Usually links to telephonelines, but somekinds can also be usedfor satellite
connections.
packet-switching
Allows 'packets' of binarised data to be routed by flexible computer-basedswitches,
reachingtheir destinationin the form in which they were sent
server
Computer or computer progranune which managesand delivers infon-nationfor client
computers.
software
Programmesusedto operatecomputersystems.
Transmission or Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
Exchange meehanýismscontrolling commur&ation on the Internet. Essentially the
adopted technical standards for transferring information from one digital source to
another.
World Wide Web (WWW)
Hypertext-based Internet service used for browsing resources on the Internet.
Effectively the collection of all online hypertext.documentswhich use htmI formatting.
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Appendix (1)

JAYNE RODGERS
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

STUDIES

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE USE OF NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS
The aim of this researchis to establishhow NGOs usenetwork communicationsto
increasetheir profile as political actors.
Pleaseanswerall questionsif possible,providing generalanswersif specific data is
A
is
left
for
information
small
space
under
each
section
any
additional
you
unavailable.
feel is relevant.

ORGANIZATION:

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

Background information

1)

When was name of organization established?

2)

How many countriesdoesname of orpanization have offices in ?

3)

How many membersdoesname of organization have ?

4)

How many countriesare name of ori! anization's membersftorn

5)

Any additional infonnation on name of organization and membersMp:
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Electronic mail (e-mail)

6)

7)

Does name of oreanization use e-mail ?
YES

Pleasego to Question 7 below

NO

Pleasego to Question 14 below

Are all of name of organization's offices linked to each other by e-mail ?
YES

NO

If NO, what percentageare linked ?
8)

Can membersof the public contact name of organization
YES

/

by e-mail ?

NO

9) Does name of ori! anization ever use e-mail to contactthe following people
groups :
Existing membersof name of organization
YES / NO
Members of the generalpublic
YES / NO
British governmentagencies(eg MOD)
YES / NO
International organizations(eg EU, UN)
YES I NO
Other human ri2hts / environmental etc
organizations?
YES / NO
News / mediaorganizations?
YES / NO

10)

Does name of organization ever usee-mail to sendinformation to members?
YES / NO

Do you requeste-mail addresseson membersMp
applications ?
YES / NO
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12)

13)

Do you use e-mail 'mailsbots'(ie sendingunsolicited
information on name of organization via e-mail) ?

YES

/

NO

Any additional information on name of organization and the use of e-mail

The Internet

14)

Does name of organization havea-web-siteon the

YES

Pleasego to Question15below

NO

Pleasego to Question20 below

Intemet ?

15)

Pleasegiveweb-siteaddress(es)

16)

Wben was name of organization's first web-site establisbed?

17)

Pleaseestimatehow many peoplehave visited the site sinceit was established:

18)

Is it possibleto join name of organization via the Nveb- site?
YES

/

NO

19) Doesname of organization's Nveb-site
provide links to other organizations
YES / NO
Nvithsimilar concerns?
If YES, pleasegive details:

20)

Do you have plans to establisha Nveb-site?

YES

/

NO

If YES, when is the site likely to go on-line ?
If NO, pleasegive a reason

21)

Any additional information on name of organization and the use of web-sites.
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Communications policies

22) Does name of organization have written policy on the use of network
communications:
In UK offices:
YES / NO
Betweeninternationaloffices
YES / NO
Betweenname of organization and other organizations: YES

/

NO

Pleaseprovide copies of communications policy documents if possible.

23) Does name of omanization provide network facilities to
YES
groups it works with ?

any of the client
/ NO

If YES, pleasegive examplesand encloseany additional information with your reply.

Questionnaire
completedby:
Name of organization:
Job tifle:
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
Jayne Rodgers
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APPENDIX 2

JAYNE RODGERS
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
LEEDS
LS2 9JT

PHD QUESTIONNAIRE - FOLLOW-UP
ORGANIZATION:

NAME

Thesequestionsare a brief follow-up to your responsesto the earlier questionnaireon
the use of network technologiesat NAME. As before, it would be helpful if you could
answerall questionsif possible,providing generalinformation where specific data is
unavailable.

How often is new infonnation addedto your Web pages?

2

Do you employ staff specifically to Nvritecopy for Web pages ? If so,
where are they based ?

Who makesdecisionon the contentof NVebpagesand how ?
(eg do decisionscomefrom a single person,from a specific department
from
?)
individual
committeeresponsible,
offices etc.

4

Is the contentof Web pagesalso publishedin other formats ?
(ie are all items on the Web available elsewhere,say in pamphlets,or do the
Web pagescontain supplementary/ additional information ?)

5

Does NAME publish Web pagesin other languages? If so, which ones?

6

Does NAME keepan online archive ? If so, what sort of material doesthis
contain ? (eg pressreleases,details of past campaigns,annual reportsetc. ?)

Many thanks for assisting with this research. Your help has been invaluable.
Jayne Rodgers
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